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Third Party’s Extended Warranty Design
Strategy in Supply Chain

Ma Jianhua, Zhang Weifeng, Pan Yanchun, and Yang Wen

Abstract This paper investigates how a third party designs its extended warranties
in a decentralized supply chain with one manufacturer and one exclusive retailer.
The manufacturer produces a single product and sells it through its exclusive retailer
with a wholesale price contract. In order to get incremental profit from the supply
chain, a third party provides extended warranty to the related product, that is to say,
the third party is the provider of the extended warranty. The third party incurs the
repair costs of failed products. Moreover, the third party also makes decisions on the
retail channel of the extended warranty. The third party can sell extended warranty
either by itself or by a reseller. Either manufacturer or retailer may be the reseller
of the extended warranty. It is meaningful to figure out when the third party prefers
to delegate the retail of the extended warranty to the manufacturer or the retailer,
and when the manufacturer or the retailer prefers to be a reseller. We reveal the third
party’s dominant extended warranty design strategy by considering a game model
conducting by a manufacturer, a retailer and a third party.

Keywords Third party · Extended warranty · Supply chain management

1 Introduction

Nowadays, the global economy is developed significantly, which is boosting the
demand for durable goods such as household appliances, digital electronic products,
and automobiles. With the huge scale of the potential market size, the extended
warranty market derived from the related product market also has a potential large
scale size. As a result, manufacturers, retailers and third parties all prefer to provide
extended warranties to gain incremental profit. Comparing with third parties, the
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manufacturers and retailers are shown many deficiencies in their professional
experience and innovation when they providing extended warranties. Hence, it is
more dominant in business practice that more and more extended warranties are
provided by professional third parties.

When a third party provides the extended warranty, he should provide the
maintenance service of the failed products and hence incur the involved repair costs.
Moreover, the third party also should determine how to design the retail channel
of his extended warranty. There are three possible retail channel strategies for the
third party to choose. The third party could sell the extended warranty by itself, or
delegate the retail of his extended warranty to the manufacturer or the retailer (in
this case the manufacturer or the retailer is called reseller). What kind of extended
warranty retail channel can bring more increment profit? When will the third party
prefer to delegate the retail of the extended warranty to the manufacturer or the
retailer? When will the manufacturer or the retailer prefer to be a reseller? In this
paper, we will compare three kinds of extended warranty design strategies for a
third party’s in a supply chain. We try to figure out the third party’s dominant
extended warranty design strategy by considering a game model conducting by a
manufacturer, a retailer and a third party.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the related literature.
Section 3 introduces the model and describes the rules of the game. Section 4
deduces the equilibrium outcomes. Section 5 analyzes the dominant design strategy
of the third party. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Literature Review

The research on design and analysis of extended warranties is a relatively new
development in operations management. For example, Li et al. [1] analyzed how
to design extended warranties in a supply chain game model consisting of one
manufacturer and one retailer. Desai and Padmanabhan [2] conducted a study of
how extended warranties influenced the price coordination for one supply chain that
was producing and selling a durable product. Jiang and Zhang [3] discussed how a
retailer’s extended warranty policy affected the original base warranty policy offered
by the manufacturer. He et al. [4] studied how to design extended warranty strategies
in a dual supply channel by considering customer channel preferences. Mai et
al. [5] investigated how to design extended warranties to coordinate the quality
decisions of store-brand products. Heese [6] explored how a common retailer’s
extended warranties impact its two competing manufacturer’s base warranties. By
constructing a three-echelon competing online shopping supply chain game model,
Qin et al. [7] studied how to design extended warranty strategies for online shopping
supply chain to gain more profit. Ma et al. [8] revealed how retailers extended
warranty polices affect the channel structure choice game equilibrium for competing
supply chains.

Although all of the models in this literature have highlighted the factor of
extended warranties, most of them have not directly addressed how a third part
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designs its extended warranty strategy. Li et al. [1] have considered when the retailer
or the manufacturer prefers to be a reseller of the extended warranties provided by
a third party. But they also didn’t investigate the third party’s dominant strategy of
the extended warranty in a supply chain. Our research differs from previous papers
in that we consider the issue of a third party’s extended warranty design strategy by
constructing a game model among a third party, a manufacturer and a retailer.

3 The Model

Let p and q denote the retail price and quantity demanded for the product of the
supply chain. We use the following demand function as q = a − bp, where a
(a > 0) is the potential market size of the product and b is the price sensitivity
parameter. Let x and t denote the extended warranty price and extended warranty
length of the product. The price per unit length of coverage x/t is an effective
measure for comparing different extended warranties. Let d denote the sensitivity
of the extended warranty demand to x/t. Following Li et al. [1], the demand for the
extended warranty of product i is

Q = q − dx/t, where t > 0. (1)

Let k and λ denote the unit repair cost and failure rate of the product, respectively.
According to Li et al. [1] and Ma et al. [8], the extended warranty-related cost of
each product over the extended warranty duration t can be given as ct2Q, where
c = kλ2. Without loss of generality, we assume that the marginal production cost
of each manufacturer is 0. Moreover, in order to focus our research on extended
warranty design strategy, it is assumed that the length of the base product warranty
which is provided by the manufacturer is normalized to zero. Denote T, M, R and
π as the third party’s profit, manufacturer’s profit, retailer’s profit and total chain’s
profit.

4 Equilibrium Outcomes with Various Extended Warranty
Retail Channel

4.1 The Centralized Supply Chain (C)

We first consider the centralized case in which one centralized decision maker
provides the product as well as the extended warranty, which acts as the benchmark.
The optimization problem faced by the centralized decision maker is given by

maxp,pe>0π
C = p (a − bp) +

(
pe − ct2

)(
a − bp − dx

t

)
.
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The decisions under the centralized supply chain can be concluded as follows.

pC = 2ad−abt+bcdt2

b(4d−bt)
, pC

e = t
(
d+2cdt−bct2

)
4d−bt

, πC = d
(
a2−abct2+bdc2t3

)
b(4d−bt)

.

In order to guarantee the existence and non-negativity of the equilibrium
outcomes, we assume that 0 < t < 2d/b and a > aC = ct(2d − bt) in centralized
supply chain system model.

4.2 The Third Party Provides and Sells the Extended Warranty
Directly (3T)

In this section, we consider the case in which the third party provides the extended
warranty as well as sells the extended warranty directly. Denote superscript 3T as the
index of 3T structure. In the first stage, the manufacturer decides on wholesale price
in order to maximize its profit. The optimization problem faced by the manufacturer
is given by:

maxwM3T = w (a − bp) .

In the second stage, the retailer and third party take the manufacturer’s wholesale
price as given, and decide on the product retail price and the extended warranty
retail price respectively. The optimization problems faced by the retailer and the
third party are given as follows.

maxp>0R
3T = (p − w) (a − bp) ,

maxpe>0T
3T =

(
pe − ct2

)(
a − bp − dx

t

)
.

By backward induction, the equilibrium outcomes under 3T structure can be
concluded as follows.

p3T = 3a

4b
,w3T = a

2b
, p3T

e = at + 4cdt2

8d
,

M3T = a2

8b
,R3T = a2

16b
, T 3T = t(a − 4cdt)2

64d
.

In order to guarantee the existence and non-negativity of the equilibrium
outcomes, it is required that a > a3T = 4cdt in centralized supply chain system
model.
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4.3 Results: The Third Party Provides and the Manufacturer
Resells the Extended Warranty (3M)

In this section, we derive the equilibrium outcomes for the case that the third
party is an extended warranty provider and the manufacturer is the reseller. Denote
superscript 3M as the index of 3M structure. The third party first decides on the
extended warranty wholesale price to maximize its profit, and the optimization
problem faced by the third party is given by:

maxweT
3M =

(
we − ct2

)(
a − bp − dx

t

)
.

In the second stage, the manufacturer takes the third party’s decision as given,
and decides on the product wholesale price and extended warranty price respec-
tively. The optimization problem faced by the manufacturer is given as follows.

maxpe>0,wM3M = w (a − bp) + (pe − we)

(
a − bp − dx

t

)
.

In the third stage, the optimization problem faced by the retailer is given by:

maxp>0R
3M = (p − w) (a − bp) .

The equilibrium outcomes under 3M structure are summarized as follows.

p3M = (48d − 7bt) a + 4bcdt2

8d (8d − bt)
,w3M = (16d − 3bt) a + 4bcdt2

4d (8d − bt)
,

w3M
e = at + 4cdt2

8d
, p3M

e = (12d − bt) a + 16cd2t − 4bcdt2

8d (8d − bt)
,

M3M = 32a2d − 3a2bt − 8abcdt2 + 16bc2d2t3

32d (8d − bt)
,

R3M = 256a2d2 − 32a2dbt + a2b2t2 − 128abcd2t2 + 8ab2cdt3 + 16bc2d2t4

409bd2 − 1024b2dt + 63b3d2 ,

T 3M = a2t − 8acdt2 + 16c2d2t3

128d − 16bt
.
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In order to guarantee the existence and non-negativity of the equilibrium
outcomes, it is required that 0 < t < 48d/(7b) and a > a3M = a3T = 4cdt in 3M
model.

4.4 Results: The Third Party Provides and the Retailer Resells
the Extended Warranty (3R)

In this section, we derive the equilibrium outcomes for the case that the third party
is an extended warranty provider and the retailer is a reseller. Denote superscript
3R as the index of 3R structure. The third party and the manufacturer first decide
on the extended warranty wholesale price and product wholesale price provided to
the retailer, respectively. The optimization problems faced by the third party and the
manufacturer are given by

maxweT
3R =

(
we − ct2

)(
a − bp − dx

t

)
,

maxwM3R = w (a − bp) .

The optimization problem faced by the retailer in the second stage is given by

maxp,pe>0R
3R = (p − w) (a − bp) + (pe − we)

(
a − bp − dx

t

)
.

The equilibrium outcomes under 3R structure are summarized as follows.

p3R = ab2t2 + 48ad2 − 18adbt + 4bcd2t2

b (4d − bt) (16d − bt)
,w3R = (8d − bt) a − 2bcdt2

b (16d − bt)
,

w3R
e = 2at + 8cdt2

16d − bt
, p3R

e = 2t
(
6ad − abt − 3bcdt2 + 8bcd2t

)

(4d − bt) (16d − bt)
,

M3R = 128a2d3 − 32a2bd2t + 2a2b2d − 64abcd3 + 8ab2cdt3 + 8b2d3t4

1024bd3 − 384b2d2t − 36b3dt2 + b4t3 ,

R3R = 64a2d3 − 12a2bd2t − 4ab2cd2 + 64bc2d4t3 − 12b2c2d3t4

1024bd3 − 384b2dd2t − 36b3dt2 + b4t3 ,

T 3R = 8a2d2t − 64a2d3t2 + 8abcd2 + 128c2d4 − 32bc2d3t4d4 + 2b2c2d2t5

1024bd3 − 384b2d2t − 36b3dt2 + b4t3 .
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In order to guarantee the existence and non-negativity of the equilibrium
outcomes, it is required that 0 < t < 4d/b, and a > a3R = 1/2ct(8d−bt) in 3R model.
In order to guarantee the existence and non-negativity of the equilibrium outcomes
in various cases, we will assume that 0 < t < 2d/b and a > 4cdt = max{aC, a3T , a3M,
a3R}.

5 The Third Party’s Design Strategy of the Extended
Warranty

In this section, we consider how the third party designs its extended warranty in a
supply chain to earn more profit. Set

aT
3R−3T = 4cdt

(
512d3 − 320bd2t + 36b2dt2 − b3t3

)+ 8bct2
√

2d (4d − bt) (16d − bt)3

512d3 − 384bd2t + 36b2dt2 − b3t3 .

We first compare the equilibrium prices and quantities under various types of
supply chain systems. By equilibrium product retail prices and extended warranty
prices in Sects. 4.1–4.4, we can get the following conclusions given in Proposition
1.

Proposition 1

p3T > p3M > p3R > pC, pe
3T < pe

3M < pe
3R < pe

C.

By Proposition 1, we know that the product price in 3T is the highest. However
the extended warranty price in 3T is the lowest. By Proposition 1, we can further
conclude that q3T < q3M < q3R < qC and Q3T < Q3M < Q3R < QC. Which implies
that the extended warranty incremental profits in centralized system is the highest
and in 3T is the lowest. That is to say, the third party provides the extended warranty
directly does harm to the product profit as well as the extended warranty profit of
the total supply chain system. By equilibrium system profits in Sects. 4.1–4.4, we
can get the following conclusions on total chain’s profit given in Proposition 2.

Proposition 2 For a decentralized supply chain system, the total chain’s profit
under 3R is the largest and the total chain’s profit under 3T is the smallest, i.e.
π3R > π3M > π3T.

By Proposition 2, we know that when a third party provides extended warranties
in a decentralized supply chain, delegating the retail of extended warranty to the
retailer can improve the total chain’s profit most effectively.

Proposition 3 For short extended warranty length and large potential market size,
the third party’s profit under 3T is the largest. Otherwise the third party’s profit
under 3R is the largest. The third party’s profit under 3M is always the smallest.
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That is to say, T3T > T3R > T3M for t < 1.55d/t and a > aT
3R−3T. Otherwise

T3R > T3T > T3M
.

By Proposition 3, we know that the third party can profit more from model 3T for
small extended warranty length and large potential market size. Otherwise the third
party can profit more form model 3R. The third party’s profit under 3M is always
the smallest. It is the reason why in practice a third party prefers to delegate the
retail of the extended warranty to a retailer rather than a manufacturer.

Proposition 4 The manufacturer’s profit under 3R is the largest, and the manufac-
turer’s profit under 3T is the smallest. That is to say M3R > M3M > M3T.

By Proposition 4, we know that the manufacturer profits more from model 3R,
and the manufacturer’s profit under 3T is always the smallest. As a result, the
manufacturer in a decentralized supply chain prefers to model 3R.

Proposition 5 The retailer’s profit under 3R is the largest and the retailer’s profit
under 3T is the smallest. That is to say R3R > R3M > R3T.

By Proposition 5, we know that the retailer profits more from model 3R, and
the retailer’s profit under 3T is always the smallest. As a result, the retailer in a
decentralized supply chain prefers to model 3R.

By Proposition 3–5, it is implied that in a decentralized product channel in which
the manufacturer and retailer propose wholesale price contract, if the extended
warranty length is short and the potential market size is large enough, the third party
prefers to provide and sell the extended warranty directly, which is not preferred
by both manufacturer and retailer. Otherwise, the third party prefers to provide the
extended warranty directly and delegate the retail of the extended warranty to the
retail, which is also preferred by both of the manufacturer and retailer.

6 Conclusions

This paper investigates how a third part designs its extended warranties to gain more
profit. It is assumed that the manufacturer and retailer propose wholesale price
contract to sell a single product. If the extended warranty length is short and the
potential market size is large enough, the third party prefers to provide and sell the
extended warranty directly, which is not preferred by both manufacturer and retailer.
Otherwise, the third party prefers to provide the extended warranty directly and
delegate the retail of the extended warranty to the retail, which is also preferred by
both manufacturer and retailer. This research helps to explain the observed industry
practices, and it offers useful guidelines for third parties in a supply chain to design
their extended warranties.

Acknowledgements This research is supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of
China (Grant nos. 71402101, 71402102, 71472126 and 71572114).
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Multi-channel Structure Selection Model
for Minor Enterprises

Li-hong Deng, Jing He, and Yuan Li

Abstract Traditional channel structure model and multi-channel structure model
based on Stackelberg game are established on the issue that whether minor
enterprises should choose latter or not. The optimal pricing model of the multi-
channel structure is obtained under the consideration that the potential demand of
the market is influenced by the new channel. And then if minor enterprises establish
the multi channel structure, the boundary conditions that they should satisfied with
are calculated under the condition that the channels are interacted with each other
strongly. Results illustrate that the total profit that minor enterprises can obtain
changes significantly as the potential market demand increases while the profit of the
middleman changes slowly with the market share of traditional channels decreases.
And when the boundary value is reached, the middleman may be forced to exit the
multi-channel structure. So that minor enterprises cannot get more profits until they
can control the market share of direct channel and the traditional channel well.

Keywords Minor enterprises · Channel conflict · Multi-channel structure ·
Stackelberg game

1 Introduction

With the rapid development of China’s socialist market economy, all kinds of small
and medium-sized enterprises grow rapidly, and play a vital role in promoting the
development of the national economy. However, SMEs need to face development
bottlenecks such as short life and low income. The key to break through this
bottleneck is to expand existing marketing channels. Due to the limitations of
enterprise scale and capital chain, SMEs need to pay more attention to the timing
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and the relationship between SMEs and traditional channels when establishing dual-
channel marketing structure. Otherwise, it will backfire and even lead SMEs to
bankruptcy.

The research on dual channel issues mainly focuses on the introduction of
direct selling channels and the establishment of a dual channel marketing structure
coordination strategy. Around the introduction of channels, Webb proposed that the
introduction of electronic channels will make channel conflicts more complicated,
but the dual channel management method still applies to the dual channel marketing
structure with electronic channels [1]. Chiang and Cattani used game theory to find
that the introduction of direct sales channels is not always harmful to retailers,
demonstrating the possibility of establishing a dual-channel marketing structure
under certain conditions [2, 3]. From the perspective of manufacturers, Park and
Hendershott found that establishing direct sales channels will increase market
demand, increase manufacturers’ profits, damage retailer profits, and increase total
channel profit, indicating that manufacturers have the motivation to establish a
dual-channel marketing structure [4, 5]. Zhuang Guijun pointed out the changes
and characteristics of the dual-channel marketing structure design and manage-
ment in the electronic environment [6]. Zhu Cuiling and others used the classic
Hotelling linear city model, thus indicating that it is not always beneficial for
the manufacturer to establish a dual channel marketing structure [7]. From the
perspective of consumer purchase price and service quality, Dumrongsiri and others
found that establishing direct sales channels will increase manufacturers’ profits
[8]. Yan Nina and others used the Steinberg game model to explore the conditions
for manufacturers to establish a dual-channel marketing structure, and given the
necessary conditions for establishing a dual-channel marketing structure [9]. Yan
et al. proved that increasing the direct sales channel will have an incentive effect
on traditional channels and improve the service and profit of traditional channels
[10]. Liu Hanjin also proposed that the introduction of direct sales channels
under certain conditions is beneficial to both retailers and manufacturers. If the
conditions are not met, it may only be beneficial to manufacturers [11]. Focusing
on the pricing and coordination strategy of dual-channel structure, Cattani et al.
used utility theory to coordinate network direct sales channels and traditional
marketing channels from the perspective of procurement, pricing and distribution
of three key elements of channel structure [12]. Qin et al. established a dual-
channel marketing structure model under stochastic demand conditions [13]. Wang
Hong and Huang respectively make decision-making research on the dual-channel
marketing structure under different price models, and conclude that the price-
consistent model is not the most favorable pricing model [14, 15]. Hoseininiaa et
al. also derive the equilibrium solution of the Steinberg dynamic game model from
the perspective of inventory [16]. Zhao Liqiang et al. constructed a shared contract
to achieve Pareto improvement, and enabled the dual channel marketing structure
to develop harmoniously [17]. Zhang Xizheng and other researches on the degree
of product substitution also established a sharing contract mitigation channel [18].
Matsui and other researchers found that not only the pricing model has an impact on
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dual channels, but also the timing of pricing will have an impact on the profitability
of the dual-channel marketing structure [19].

This paper will combine the characteristics of SME sales channels, and under
the condition that the direct sales channel has certain influence on the potential
demand of the existing market, establish a selection model of SMEs’ dual-channel
marketing structure, and study the different influences and traditional channels of
the direct sales channels on the potential demand of the market. In the case of a
different share, the change in profits obtained by SMEs is intended to provide a
reference for SMEs to choose different channel structures.

2 Problem Description and Model Assumptions

In today’s increasingly fierce market competition, SMEs are beginning to introduce
direct sales channels to adopt dual-channel marketing structure to sell goods in order
to gain greater market share. However, the establishment of direct sales channels by
SMEs will conflict with the existing traditional marketing channels. If the channel
conflicts cannot be solved well, it will most likely cause the middlemen to withdraw
from the channel structure. Therefore, SMEs need to establish direct sales channels
under the condition that the middlemen do not withdraw from the channel structure,
and control the direct selling channel product prices and traditional channel product
prices, as well as the market share of each channel. In order to better analyze
the profit changes obtained by SMEs, agents, wholesalers, retailers, etc. are now
analyzed as a profit group. In the dual-channel marketing structure, considering
the establishment of direct sales channels will have a certain impact on market
demand, so this paper refers to the demand model of [15] and makes reasonable
improvements. The demand function for each channel is as follows:

When there are only traditional marketing channels, traditional channel needs:

QT 0 = S
(
1 − βPT 0

)
(1)

In the dual channel marketing structure, the traditional channel needs:

QT 1 = μ (S + S1) (1 − [β/ (1 − θ)] PT 1 + [βθ/ (1 − θ)] PE1) (2)

In the dual channel marketing structure, the demand for direct sales channels:

QE1 = (1 − μ) (S + S1) (1 + [βθ/ (1 − θ)] PT 1 − [β/ (1 − θ)] PE1) (3)

The symbolic description of this article: the lower corner note 0 indicates that
there is only a single channel marketing structure of the traditional channel, the
lower corner note 1 indicates the dual channel marketing structure after the intro-
duction of the electronic channel, the lower corner note T indicates the traditional
channel (intermediary), the lower corner E indicates the electronic channel, and
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the lower corner note M. Representing SMEs, the top note d indicates unified
decision making, the upper note S indicates decentralized decision making; The
potential demand for the market is S, the potential demand for new market after
the introduction of electronic channels is S1, and the influence coefficient of price
on actual demand is β (S, S1 and β are positive real numbers); the sales price of
products is P, the wholesale price for SMEs to distribute to middlemen is W, the
market share for traditional channels is μ(0 < μ < 1), the production cost for unit
products is C, and the cost of input for electronic channels for SMEs is F. θ is
cross-elasticity (0 < θ < 1), that is, the influence of the price change of one channel
product on the demand of another channel, the value of the value is related to the
characteristics of the product being sold.

When using the above functional model, the following assumptions should be
established: (1) The sales price exceeds the boundary cost. (2) The actual market
demand is not negative. (3) The potential demand of the market will not change
with the price of any channel. In order to ensure that the above three assumptions
are established, it is necessary to constrain the coefficients in the model as follows:

Constraint 1: The demand is not negative, that is Cβ < 1.
Constraint 2: The price coefficient in the demand function is non-negative, that is,

there is a traditional channel market share μ and cross-elasticity of price demand
between channels θ. The following relationship is satisfied: {θ ≤ (1 − μ)/μ,
θ ≤ μ/(1 − μ)} → {θ/(1 + θ) ≤ μ ≤ 1/(1 + θ)}.

3 Comparison of Traditional Channel Marketing Structure
and Dual Channel Marketing Structure

3.1 Analysis of Traditional Marketing Channel Structure Profit

Considering that in the traditional channel marketing structure, if SMEs and
intermediaries can make unified decisions, the entire channel structure can be
regarded as a vertically integrated decision-making system, which can maximize
the total profit of the channel structure.

However, in reality, it is difficult for SMEs and middlemen to make unified
decisions. They all start from their own interests and attempt to obtain more benefits
from the channels. This will lead to the two channels of price increases through
the channel structure, and the pursuit of maximum benefits. Intermediaries will
not purchase the optimal number of products for SMEs, which will eventually
create a double marginalization problem. In this decentralized decision-making
situation, SMEs influence the distribution of benefits in the channel by controlling
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the wholesale price, treating SMEs as leaders in the traditional channel structure,
intermediaries as followers, and establishing the Stankelberg game model:

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

max
Ws

0

Gs
M0 = (Ws

0 − C
)
S
(
1 − βP s

T 0

)

s.t.P s
T 0 = arg

(
max Gs

M0

)
max
P s

T 0

Gs
T 0 = (P s

T 0 − Ws
0

)
S
(
1 − βP s

T 0

) (4)

Solve the optimal strategy for the game model:

WS ∗ 0 = (1 + Cβ) /2β (5)

PS ∗ T 0 = (3 + Cβ) 4β (6)

In the case of decentralized decision-making, the parties gain profits:

GS ∗ T 0 = S (1 − Cβ) 2/16β (7)

GS ∗ M0 = S (1 − Cβ) 2/8β (8)

GS ∗ 0 = 3S (1 − Cβ) 2/16β (9)

Comparing the results of unified decision making and decentralized decision
making:

Corollary 1: The total profit of the channel under decentralized decision-making is
reduced by a quarter compared with the total profit of the channel under unified
decision-making.

Proof: From the calculation results, we can see the total profit of the channel
structure under unified decision Gd* 0 = S(1 − Cβ)2/4β better than the
total profit of the channel structure under decentralized decision making GS*
0 = 3S(1 − Cβ)2/16β, Compare two formulas GS* 0 and Gd* 0, the relationship
is: GS* 0 = 3/4 Gd* 0, in addition Gd* 0 > GS* 0 > 0, therefore, the total
profit of the channel structure under decentralized decision-making is reduced
by a quarter compared with the total profit of the channel structure under unified
decision-making.

Corollary 2: Under the decentralized decision, the total profit of the channel
structure is optimal when the wholesale price is WS 0 = (1 + 3Cβ)/4β.

Proof: The model knows that the sales volume is related to the sales price. SMEs can
reduce the retail price by adjusting the wholesale price W to increase the sales
volume of the products to ensure their own interests are not damaged. At this
point, the balance point between the SMEs and the middlemen to reach profits
also makes the channel’s total profit the largest.
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3.2 Analysis of the Profit of Dual Channel Marketing
Structure After the Introduction of Direct Sales Channels

Similar to the traditional marketing channel structure analysis, considering the
actual situation under decentralized decision-making, the Steinberg game model is
used to analyze the profit distribution of the dual-channel marketing structure. In
this model, SMEs establish a direct sales channel to obtain more profits, and SMEs
control the profit distribution of the entire channel by setting wholesale price WS
1and direct selling price PS E1 in the model. The middleman decides how much
profit he gets from the channel structure by deciding on the retail price of PS T1.
Reference [17] pointed out that the development of electronic direct sales channels
will directly lead to a reduction in the market share of traditional retailers, that is,
the traditional channels of the products sold and the direct sales channels have a
greater impact on each other. This article sets θ to 1/2.

At this point, the optimal profit for SMEs is:

GS ∗ M1 = [(S + S1) (24μ2 − 15μ − 9μ3) (1 − Cβ) 2] / [8β (7μ2 − 7μ) + 2β] − F

(10)

The optimal profit obtained by the middleman is:

GS ∗ T 1 = [9 (S + S1) μ (4μ − 1) 2 (1 − Cβ) 2 (1 − μ) 2] / [2β (28μ2 − 28μ + 1) 2]
(11)

The total profit of the dual channel structure is:

GS ∗ 1 = [3μ (1 − μ) (S + S1) (1 − Cβ) 2 (18μ3 − 38μ2 + 58μ − 1)] /

[β (28μ2 − 28μ) + 1] − F

(12)

3.3 Dual Channel Marketing Structure Establishment
Conditions

Comparing the traditional channel marketing structure with the profit analysis of the
dual channel marketing structure: PS T1<PS E1. Through analysis, the following
propositions are obtained.

Proposition 1 When 1/3 < μ < 2/3, the ratio of the potential demand of the dual
channel marketing structure to the potential demand of the traditional channel mar-
keting structure meets the conditions: (S+S1)/S > (28μ2 − 28μ + 1)2/36μ(1 − 4μ)2

(1 − μ)2, The Chamber of Commerce continues to work with SMEs.
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Prove: (1) Obtained by the constraint 2 in the model {θ/(1 + θ) ≤ μ ≤ 1/(1 + θ)},
So when θ is 1/2, μ effective range is 1/3 < μ < 2/3. (2) If SMEs want intermediaries
to continue to work with them, then it must be ensured that the profits of the middle-
men will not be reduced after the introduction of the direct sales channel. That is, the
conditions are met: S(1 − Cβ)2/8β ≤ [9(S + S1)μ(1 − 4μ)2(1 − Cβ)2(1 − μ)2]/
[2β(28μ2 − 28μ + 1)2],the ratio of potential requirements for both structures is
available: (S + S1)/S > (28μ2 − 28μ + 1)2/36μ(1 − 4μ)2(1 − μ)2.

Proposition 2 When 1/3 < μ < 2/3, the potential demand after the introduction of
the direct sales channel and the cost of establishing the direct sales channel met the
conditions: (S + S1)/F ≥ [β(28μ2 − 28μ + 1)2]/[(1 − μ)(1 − Cβ)2(18 − 21μ)
(11 − 10μ)], The cost of establishing direct channel investment can be recovered.

Prove: Through calculations, the maximum profit obtained by direct sales
channels under the decentralized decision-making of SMEs is:

Gs∗
ME1 = (1 − μ) (1 − βC)2 (S + S1) μ2 (18 − 21μ) (11 − 10μ)

β
(
28μ2 − 28μ + 1

)2 − F (13)

4 Numerical Simulation

Considering that SMEs are subject to various conditions, the following assumptions
are made for the coefficients in the model. Assume that S = 10,000, β = 0.02,
C = 20, by the constraint two, the parameter μ has a value range of 1/2 < μ < 2/3,
and the S, β, C parameter value is substituted into three propositions. According
to Proposition 1, the curve is shown in Fig. 1. From the curve in the figure,
it can be seen that as μ becomes larger, S1 caused by direct sales channels is
gradually reduced. It can be seen that when the market share of traditional channels
is larger, the impact of SMEs establishing direct sales channels on intermediaries
will be smaller. This shows that for SMEs, it is very important for the operation of
traditional channels before establishing direct sales channels. Only when the sales
and sales of traditional channels are better, the threshold for SMEs to establish direct
sales channels will be lower. Therefore, SMEs need to control the market share of
direct sales channels within a certain range, so that the dual channel structure can
develop harmoniously.

In order to more clearly see that the middlemen get profit GS T1 with the potential
demand of the new market S1 and the market share of the traditional channel μ,
the S,β,C parameters are brought into (10) to get Fig. 2, the surface is the dual
channel marketing structure. The middleman obtains the profit surface, and the plane
is the profit that the middleman obtains in the traditional channel structure GS* cT0.
Because the market has no relationship with S1 and μ, GS* cT0 is a constant. It can
be seen from the trend of the curved surface in Fig. 2 that when the value of μ is
small, the profit growth of the middlemen is slow as the potential demand of the new
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Fig. 1 The relationship of S+S1
S

and μ

Fig. 2 The middleman gains profits under the two channel structures
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market increases. Conversely, the profit earned by the middle quotient will increase
substantially as S1 increases. Comparing the plane and the surface, it can be seen that
μ and S1 reach a certain critical value. At this time, the broker’s profit will be greater
than the original profit, and the middleman will not be negatively affected by the
establishment of the direct sales channel. When μ and S1 exceed the critical value,
the middlemen will prefer SMEs to establish a dual-channel marketing structure to
generate more profits.

5 Conclusion

This paper establishes the traditional channel marketing structure and the dual
channel marketing structure Steinberg game model from the perspective of small
and medium-sized enterprises. Under the situation of large influence between
channels, the analysis draws the boundary conditions for SMEs to establish a dual-
channel marketing structure: the market share of controlling direct sales channels
does not exceed the boundary value to ensure that the middlemen do not withdraw
from the channel structure; The ratio of the original potential demand is greater
than the specific coefficient, and the ratio of the potential demand to the investment
in establishing the direct channel is greater than a certain value, and the capital paid
for the establishment of the direct selling channel can be recovered; according to the
potential demand and the market share of the traditional channel, the establishment
of the direct selling channel can be invested. It lays a solid foundation for the
research of dual-channel selection of SMEs, and has a certain guiding role for the
marketing channel selection of SMEs.
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Crude Oil-Import Portfolio Optimization
Based on Interval Prediction Data

Xiaolei Sun, Jun Hao, and Jianping Li

Abstract The optimization of crude oil-import portfolio is a hot research issue
in the field of energy security, which is related to the implementation of national
strategy and development of economy. Forecasting the demand of crude oil-
import is the basis for portfolio optimization. Therefore, this paper innovatively
introduces the decomposition hybrid interval prediction method and proposes a
multi-objective programming model so as to provide decision-making support for
the formulation of crude oil-import portfolio scheme. Under the constraints of
volume, price and risk, the minimum cost and risk of importing crude oil are
achieved. Furthermore, by introducing optimization parameters and risk preference
factors, and setting different scenarios for numerical simulation, the results show
that (1) the decomposition hybrid prediction methods perform better in predicting
the import demand of crude oil. Since the prediction accuracy of the decomposition
hybrid prediction method is much higher than the single prediction model, in terms
of MAPE and RMSE test; (2) NSGA-II algorithm can effectively solve the multi-
objectives problem of crude oil-import portfolio.
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1 Introduction

The optimization of crude oil-import portfolio is a hot research issue in the field
of energy security [1]. As an important and strategic industrial raw material, crude
oil plays a significant role in promoting the development of economy and carrying
out the national strategies. Meanwhile, the supply of crude oil is closely related to
national economic, political and military security [2]. Due to the rapid development
of industries, more and more crude oil have been consumed, however, the self-
sufficiency ability of crude oil is limited, so China needs to import a large amount
of crude oil to insure the satisfy of economic development [3]. As reported, China
became the world’s largest importer of crude oil (over 462 million tons), with an
external dependence of 70.9% in 2018 (BP). The higher the external dependence of
crude oil, the lower the national energy security [4]. However, the major countries
of China’s crude oil-import are concentrated in the volatile regions, such as Middle
East and Africa. More than 90% of crude oil transports to China through long-
distance maritime system, which will face various risks such as pirate attacks, geo-
graphical environment and climate factors. In front of such problems, it is necessary
to conduct in-depth analyze and research on the optimization of crude oil import
portfolio so as to actively respond to and alleviate national energy security issues.

2 Mathematical Model

2.1 Problem Statement

Based on forecasting data of crude oil demand, this paper studies the optimization
of crude oil-import portfolio with cost, risk and resource constraints. In the whole
process of crude oil import, it mainly involves procurement and transportation
stage. The procurement process requires decision makers to select suitable exporting
countries from a number of alternatives and determine the quantity of imported
crude oil. The transportation phase determines the transportation risks of crude oil
imports, which vary with transportation routes. The crude oil export price P varies
with the quality of crude oil and transportation distance of each exporting country to
China. Meanwhile, the export volume of crude oil E varies by the different capacity
of the crude oil production and the domestic demand level. In addition, country
risk RC can vary with political, economic and financial risks of crude oil exporting
countries. Therefore, the key point in this paper is to select a set of proper crude
oil exporting countries which meet the following three objectives: First, the total
exporting volume of crude oil meets the national energy demand; Second, the total
importing cost of crude oil is the minimize; Third, the total importing risk of crude
oil is the lowest under the condition of limited export of crude oil.
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Table 1 Mathematical symbols involved in the optimal model

Symbol Description

n The number of crude oil exporting countries that can be selected
D Quantity of crude oil import demand
Ei The largest crude oil export volume of country i

Pi CIF price of crude oil imported from country i

lij Driving distance from country i to j

bij The number of key nodes between countries i to j

rci Country risk of the ith crude oil exporting country
rtij The transportation risk from ith country to jth
xi The volume of crude oil imported from country ith

Note: CIF: cost, insurance, freight as included in a price

2.2 Optimization Model

The formulation of the crude oil-import portfolio optimization scheme is a NP-hard
problem, and a series of influencing factors including cost, risk and volume need
to be considered in the process of portfolio optimization. According to the actual
crude oil-import problem, an oil-import portfolio optimization model is established
with the minimum import cost and the lowest risk as the objective functions. The
parameters and variables involved in this paper are shown in Table 1.

fcos t =
n∑

i=1

pi ∗ xi (1)

frisk = w ∗
n∑

i=1

rci ∗ xi + (1 − w) ∗
n∑

i=1

rt i ∗ xi (2)

rci = log
(
100 − icrgi

)
/10 (3)

rtij = log lij ∗ log bij (4)

n∑
i=1

xi ≥ D (5)

0 ≤ xi ≤ Ei (6)
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3 Decomposition Hybrid Interval Prediction Method

Due to the complexity of crude oil import demand, the “decomposition hybrid”
strategy is introduced [5–8]. According to the principle of “decomposition hybrid”,
it first needs to introduce a specific decomposition process to formulate DHIPM
(abbreviation of Decomposition hybrid interval prediction method) for crude oil
import demand.

3.1 Ensemble Empirical Mode Decomposition

The EEMD method involves four steps [9]:

Step 1: adding a Gaussian white noise sequence with a small relative root mean
square nm(t) to the original time series x(t);

Step 2: decomposing time series xm(t) into k IMF components cim(i = 1, 2, · · · , k)
using EMD method [10];

Step 3: adding different white noise sequences with equal root mean squares for each
decomposition, repeating steps (1) and (2), so that n sets of IMF components can
be obtained;

Step 4: calculating the mean of the IMF components of the n groups, and using the

mean of the IMF ci =
n∑

m=1
ci,m/n as the final decomposition result of the EEMD

method.

3.2 Extreme Learning Machine

The ELM (abbreviation of Extreme Learning Machine) is a simple and an efficient
algorithm that does not require tuning parameters and has extremely fast learning
speeds [11]. The network of ELM training model is a single hidden layer feed
forward neural network structure. The ELM algorithm randomly generates the
threshold of the hidden layer neuron and the connection weight between the input
layer and the hidden layer. When training with the ELM algorithm, it only needs to
set the number of hidden layer neurons to obtain a unique optimal solution and there
is not necessary to artificially adjust the parameters [12].
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4 Experiment Research

4.1 Data Description

This paper selects 27 crude oil exporting countries for empirical analysis. In the
past 5 years, more than 90% of crude oil in China has been imported from these
countries, which means they can effectively characterize the actual situation of
China’s crude oil imports. Moreover, these countries are scattered throughout the
regions worldwide, such as Asia Pacific, Eurasia, Middle East, Oceania, South
America and Africa (East, Southern, North and West). The crude oil CIF price of
each crude oil exporting country is represented by the ratio of annual import volume
to total import volume. Country risk is obtained by firstly accumulating ICRG’s
monthly risk and then averaging them to the annual. The largest export volume of
crude oil countries comes from BP World Energy Statistical Yearbook; the node and
route distance come from BLM-Shipping. The data sources are shown in Table 2.

4.2 Results Analysis

4.2.1 Forecasting Analysis

Figure 1 shows the prediction accuracy criterions of three different prediction
methods. EEMD-ELM-ELM and EEMD-ELM-SA perform better than ELM in
the prediction precision (MAPE&RMSE), and EEMD-ELM-SA achieves a higher
accuracy than EEMD-ELM-ELM. This paper performs a 12-step rolling forward
prediction based on the EEMD-EML-SA method. Through this method, the import
demand volume of crude oil for each month in 2019 can be predicted, and then the
prediction interval at the 95% confidence level can be calculated, which are shown
in Table 3.

Table 2 Sources of basic data for crude oil imports

Parameter Data sources

CIF price International Trade Center

http://www.trademap.org/Country_SelProduct_TS.aspx
Country risk comprehensive International Country Risk Guide, ICRG

index http://www.prsgroup.com/
Crude oil production BP World Energy Statistical Yearbook

https://www.bp.com/en/global/corporate/energy-economics/

statistical-review-of-world-energy.html
Nodes and route distance BLM-Shipping
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Fig. 1 MAPE and RMSE of different prediction method

Table 3 Prediction interval
of each month using the
EEMD-EML-SA method

Month Predictive value Prediction interval (95%)
Lower bound Upper bound

Jan-2019 4139 3745 4628
Feb-2019 4110 3658 4586
Mar-2019 4013 3469 4658
Apr-2019 4096 3716 4543
May-2019 4071 3686 4602
Jun-2019 4150 3723 4655
Jul-2019 4157 3760 4613
Aug-2019 4150 3750 4609
Sep-2019 4152 3823 4592
Oct-2019 4165 3876 4499
Nov-2019 4142 3758 4512
Dec-2019 4154 3854 4500
Total 49,499 44,818 54,997

4.2.2 Oil-Import Portfolio

In this paper, we set target optimization parameter 0.2, and use the NSGA-II
algorithm to solve the multi-objective problem. In the NSGA-II algorithm, setting
Pareto Fraction = 0.50, Population = 100, Generations = 300 to get the Pareto front
in three different scenarios, as shown in Fig. 2. The Pareto front shows that NSGA-
II can effectively solve the multi-objectives problem of crude oil-import portfolio.
The optimal import portfolio optimization scheme is shown in Table 4.
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Fig. 2 Pareto front in three different scenarios

Table 4 Optimization
scheme of crude oil import
portfolio in three different
scenarios

Country Volume Country Volume

Angola 22 Nigeria 22
Argentina 22 Norway 2
Australia 19 Oman 35
Brazil 24 Qatar 22
Congo 18 Russian 28
Equatorial Guinea 8 Saudi Arabia 22
Gabon 9 Sudan 8
Indonesia 24 Thailand 14
Iran 19 UAE 25
Iraq 22 UK 22
Kazakhstan 22 Venezuela 24
Kuwait 22 Viet Nam 15
Libya 31 Yemen 9
Malaysia 23 Total 530
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Abstract In order to better cope with the problem of material procurement, this
paper establishes a multi-objective optimization model in a systematic analysis
framework for material procurement considering supply risk. This paper firstly
combs and identifies the influencing factors of supply risk, and constructs a supply
risk evaluation system from the dimensions of quality, price, delivery, service and
technology. Secondly, based on the linguistic scale and fuzzy theory, this paper
measures the supply risk of the candidate suppliers, and estimates the relevant
parameters of the multi-objective optimization model by using the triangular fuzzy
numbers. In addition, traditional intelligent algorithms are easily falling into a
local optimal solution when solving programming problems. Through numerical
simulation experiments, it is verified that the optimization model established in this
paper can effectively simulate the operation of the enterprise in actual business.
At the same time, the proposed model is feasible and useful for the selection of
candidate suppliers and the portfolio optimization of material procurement.
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1 Introduction

One of the modern enterprise’s challenges is the increase of the number and
competitiveness of competitors operating in the same market and providing common
types of products and services [1]. A variety of options has spurred customers
to seek products with high quality, low cost, short time delivery and tailored
service [2]. In this context, enterprises have to satisfy such challenging requirements
and improve products and services continuously while remaining efficient in the
supply chain. In a sense, competition between modern companies usually depends
on supply chain efficiency. The manufacturing companies will focus on their
core business and outsource the general operations to upstream and downstream
companies, thereby enhancing their competitive advantage [3]. Via maximizing the
overall benefits of the supply chain, the competitive advantage of the enterprise
can be gained, such as Apple and Toyota. Material procurement is one of the
most critical aspects in supply chain management of enterprises. As the starting
point of the manufacturing enterprise’s production and operation activities, material
procurement provides raw materials, auxiliary materials and equipment accessories
for the enterprise’s manufacturing activities [4]. The quality and price of purchased
materials will directly affect that of the final products, and will determine whether
the enterprise can attract the terminal customers or not [5, 6]. Therefore, it is of great
significance to formulate a reasonable procurement scheme from the perspective
of the system, which is effective for enterprises to reduce procurement costs, to
increase management flexibility, and to improve the core competitiveness. Besides,
how to choose proper suppliers and allocate orders is critical for manufacturing
enterprises to reduce supply risks and ensure the realization of production and
operation activities.

2 Mathematical Model

2.1 Problem Statement

In the production and operation activities of manufacturing enterprises, the links
between enterprises are much closer than ever before due to the continuous
reinforcement of specialized division of labor and refined operations. For the same
reason, it makes products have more advantage in technology and cost, which means
cost-effective. In this context, enterprises will purchase raw materials for process-
ing and production from different suppliers to meet the demand of production
operations, so as to maximize the comprehensive benefits. To this end, this paper
focuses on the optimal allocation scheme of material procurement considering cost,
risk and resource constraints from the perspective of manufacturing enterprises. It
is necessary to consider purchasing costs, supply risks, and resource constraints
when purchasing materials and selecting suppliers. The manufacturing enterprise
has multiple raw material candidate suppliers, and the price and quantity of raw
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Table 1 Mathematical symbols involved in the optimal model

Variable type Notation Description

Indicator variable i Indicates the number of suppliers
j Indicates the types of raw material

Decision variables xij Indicates the quantity of j raw material purchased from i
supplier

Parameters cij Indicates the price of the i supplier’s j product
C0 Indicates the fixed costs incurred in the procurement process
ri Indicates the supply risk of i supplier
Qij Indicates the maximum volume of j raw material that i

suppliers can offer
Qrequire Indicates the minimum demand of the manufacturing

enterprise

materials provided by each supplier are different, which means that the manufactur-
ing enterprise has multiple procurement portfolio schemes. In addition, different
candidate suppliers have different supply risks, which means proper suppliers
should be selected to reduce the procurement risks. Therefore, manufacturers need
to choose the right suppliers and allocate reasonable orders to guarantee the interests
of enterprise. The key issue of this paper is how to select the right supplier and to
determine an optimal scheme of material procurement to ensure the lowest overall
risk and minimize the procurement cost while satisfying the resource limit.

2.2 Optimization Model

This paper selects the minimum procurement cost and the lowest supply risk as
the objectives of decision-making, and builds a multi-objective optimization model
of material procurement. In this paper, two important but conflicting objective
functions, namely cost and risk, are constructed. Mathematical symbols involved
in the optimal model are shown in Table 1.

min C =
m∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

cij ∗ xij + C0 (1)

min R =
m∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

rij ∗ xij /

⎛
⎝

m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

xij

⎞
⎠ (2)

m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

yij ≤ 1 (3)

xij ≤ Qij (4)
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m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

xij ≥ Qrequire (5)

xij ≥ 0 (6)

3 Supply Risk Evaluation

3.1 Evaluation Indicator

Risk factors need to be identified to have an effective assessment of the supply risk
of suppliers [7]. Through literature review and using bibliometric method, this paper
sorts out five types of risk: quality risk (Q), price risk (P), delivery risk (D), service
risk (S) and technical risk (T) and the corresponding influencing factors of each
risk are screened out [8–13]. The specific index system in supply risk assessment is
shown in Table 2.

Table 2 Supply risk assessment index system

Evaluation system Risk type Influencing factor

Supply risk index system Quality risk (Q) Product quality
Product inspection
Internal review

Price risk (P) Deal price
Purchase cost
Financial status
Cost control

Delivery risk (D) Punctual delivery
Production capacity
Delivery flexibility
Delivery integrity

Service risk (S) Order lead time
Internal communication
Inventory level
After sales service

Technical risk (T) R&D investment
Experiment apparatus
Designing ability
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Fig. 2 Supply risk assessment process

3.2 Process of Evaluation

The supply risk of supplier is evaluated using language scale and triangular fuzzy
number, which are shown in Fig. 1. And then the process of supply risk evaluation
is introduced in Fig. 2. Assuming that there are n experts in the risk evaluation team
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and m candidate suppliers in the supply chain system. Each candidate supplier is
evaluated separately by the risk evaluation team.

4 Experimental Analysis

4.1 Data Description

Ten candidate suppliers are considered for the experimental analysis in this paper.
The prices and supply risks of materials offered by different suppliers vary due to the
differences in product quality, production capacity and technical level. To this end,
three experts are invited to form a risk evaluation team to evaluate the supply risk
of the candidate suppliers by utilizing the linguistic scale and the triangular fuzzy
number. Risk assessment matrix of ten candidate suppliers is shown in Table 3.The
weights of risk factors and experts are demonstrated in Tables 4 and 5, respectively.
The evaluation results of the supply risks of the candidate suppliers are presented
in Table 6. The price and the quantity of materials supplied by the candidate
suppliers and the minimum and maximum quantity of the materials purchased by the
enterprises are shown in Table 7. In order to solve the multi-objective optimization
model of material procurement considering supply risk and analyze the effect of
NSGA-II algorithm, we use MATLAB R2016a for encoding.

4.2 Optimal Results

The input parameters are set as follows: the coefficient of the optimal Pareto frontier
is 0.5, the population size is 100, and the maximum evolution number is 1000, the
deviation of fitness function value is 10−100, the number of iterations to terminate
evolution is 1000. After determining the input data, running NSGA-II algorithm on
MATLAB R2016a to obtain the Pareto frontier, which is shown in Fig. 3.

The solutions of optimization problem are evenly distributed on the Pareto
frontier (shown in Fig. 3), reflecting that the NSGA-II algorithm with elite strategy
is effective in solving such optimization problem. At the same time, there is a
significant negative correlation between cost and risk. Therefore, it is impossible
to find an optimal solution while achieving the minimum cost and the lowest risk
objectives, which means that when the risk is reduced, the cost will increase, and
vice versa.
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Table 4 Weights of risk
factors

Risk factors EV1 EV2 EV3

Q H M H
P M MH H
D VH H H
S MH H MH
T H H MH

Table 5 The weight of the
evaluator

Expert Experience Weight

EV1 Good (10,20,20)
EV2 Medium (5,10,5)
EV3 Medium (5,10,5)

Table 6 Supply risk assessment results

Enterprise a b c DF Score

Supplier 1 10,210 77,520 178,610 88,780 0.4726
Supplier 2 9170 72,560 170,940 84223.333 0.3459
Supplier 3 10,310 79,200 178,860 89456.667 0.5544
Supplier 4 11,940 87,440 195,860 98413.333 0.9113
Supplier 5 9100 73,040 170,770 84303.333 0.3491
Supplier 6 9890 75,760 174,140 86596.667 0.4404
Supplier 7 11,200 83,360 188,120 94226.667 0.7445
Supplier 8 12,420 90,000 199,500 100,640 1.0000
Supplier 9 10,310 78,160 176,670 88,380 0.5115
Supplier 10 7280 62,160 157,190 75543.333 0.0000

Table 7 Material supply and
procurement data

Enterprise Price Supply/purchase volume

Supplier 1 (1,6,8) (450,650,800)
Supplier 2 (2,5,9) (550,800,950)
Supplier 3 (2,4,7) (100,350,400)
Supplier 4 (4,5,10) (200,300,400)
Supplier 5 (3,4,10) (350,600,800)
Supplier 6 (2,4,9) (500,800,950)
Supplier 7 (4,7,8) (100,200,500)
Supplier 8 (2,5,9) (450,600,900)
Supplier 9 (2,4,8) (50,200,400)
Supplier 10 (1,5,7) (400,550,600)
Minimum — (2500,3000,3500)
Maximum — (4500,5000,5500)
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Fig. 3 Pareto frontier of the optimization results
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Abstract Access to new technologies is a key factor of competitive advantage
for many supply chains. In this paper, we explore the impact of technology
investment on supply chain coordination. To be specific, we analytically investigate
the optimal pricing and technology investment decisions in a system consisting of
two complementary suppliers and one manufacturer. On one hand, the suppliers
are required to invest in new technologies in order to participate in the supply
chain negotiations. On the other hand, the manufacturer acts as the Stackelberg
leader, who offers a wholesale price (WS) contract to the suppliers. We compare
both the decentralized and centralized settings, and show that if the supply chain
members decide to cooperate and coordinate the system, they could increase the
overall expected profit by at least 1/3 compared to the non-cooperative scenario.
We then find that the cost-revenue sharing (CR) contract is capable of coordinating
the two-supplier one-manufacturer supply chain. Interestingly, the CR contract also
offers a win-win profit scenario to all parties of the negotiation.
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1 Introduction

In this globalized economy, the fierce competence in the market, added to the
increasingly exigences from customers demanding products with more added value
and lower prices, obligate organizations to be always at the vanguard to maintain
their positioning in the market. One critical ingredient for maintaining the com-
petitive advantage is the acquisition and implementation of new technologies for
achieving product enhancement. This is specially the case for high-tech industries
in sectors like aerospace, pharmaceutic and telecommunication, to name but a few.
But investment in new technologies is a challenging decision due to its complexity
for implementation and the cost involved. Therefore, it is of utmost importance
to understand the effect of new technologies on the performance of the acquiring
company and on its supply chain.

Although the existence of an ample number of empirical studies that describe
the relation between SC performance and new technologies investment, analytical
research on this matter is quite scarce. In this paper, our aim is to model and analyze
the impact of new technologies investment on the SC members performance and to
demonstrate how it can lead to the coordination of the SC. Furthermore, we step
further from the simple models previously investigated and propose the study of
more complex scenarios closer to real industry environments.

2 Literature Review

2.1 Impact of Technology Investment in the Supply Chain

Knowledge stands a step further from information as the accumulation of learning,
expertise and know-how useful for the problem solving process but that at the same
time poses more difficulties when being managed and shared [1]. It highlighted in
[2] that the SC knowledge consists of four basic components, one of them been
the technological component. This latter is the subject of our research. Global
competition makes the investment in new technologies crucial for the success
of any firm [3]. Due to the increasingly technological complexity and shortened
life-cycle of products, organizations are compelled to continually invest in new
technologies to maintain their positioning in the market [4]. Technology is seen
as a key element for competitive advantage [5] that can lead companies to access
wider markets, sales increment, cost reduction, brand enhancement, to name but
a few [3, 6]. And its benefits are not limited only to the owner of the technology
but they can be translated into the performance improvement of the SC as a whole
[7]. On the other hand, management of new technologies can result challenging
because of its complexity and high cost [4, 8], specially for high-tech industries
[2]. Firms can access new technologies either through its internal development
in their R&D departments [9], or thanks to its acquisition from external sources
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[10]. Nowadays, an increasingly number of companies are relying less on their
internal resources, and opting to acquire high-tech components from suppliers who
invest on innovation [11]. Examples of new technologies in the SC can be quite
diverse. It can refer to any one or the combination of tangible aspects like materials,
tools, equipment, machinery; or intangible elements like skills, applied knowledge,
methods, intellectual property, among others [5, 6, 12]. An example of analytical
research regarding the impact of new technologies on SC performance can be
found in the work of [13]. They study how the investment in new sustainable green
technologies can contribute to the carbon emission reduction in a SC. Furthermore,
they use contract coordination to determine the necessary conditions to maximize
the SC profit. The authors conceptualize and model the development process of new
products between two firms with different R&D capabilities and study how revenue,
technological innovation and investment sharing can benefit the overall performance
of the SC system in [4]. In their research the authors establish the conditions at
which any of the sharing mechanisms proposed would be of interest for the firms.

2.2 Supply Chain Coordination

The field of SC management has widely examined the SC coordination. The reader
is referred to [14] for a detailed review on this topic. SC contracts is one of
the main mechanisms studied in the literature for achieving coordination. Among
these contracts, the cost sharing contract and the cost and revenue sharing contract
are well-known and extensively adopted in many organizations. A SC formed by
one retailer and two competing suppliers is studied and how collaborative quality
improvement can be of benefit for all the parties is analyzed in [15]. The authors
propose different coordination mechanisms to incentive the retailer and suppliers to
share the cost on quality investment. Their results show that with the cost-sharing
contract the SC can attain higher quality improvement levels and higher profits
compared to the wholesale price contract. The benefit of cost sharing contracts
over a supplier-manufacturer SC negotiation committed towards green initiatives
is explored in [16]. Utilizing a game theoretic approach, the authors identify how
the proposed contract can influence the product greening levels and profits of the
SC participants. They further prove that implementation of the cost sharing contract
results in higher profits for both parties and for the SC as a whole. The cost
and revenue sharing contract is another contract extensively adopted in industry.
examine A sustainable SC formed by one manufacturer and one retailer with
deteriorating items and under carbon cap-and-trade regulation is examined in [13].
The authors propose two coordination mechanisms in their research, the revenue and
promotional cost-sharing contract and the two-part tariff contract. They demonstrate
that both contracts are capable to reach coordination and they determine the win-
win conditions for the SC members. Moreover, the authors prove that the two-part
tariff contract is more robust compared to the revenue and promotional cost-sharing
contract. A revenue and cost sharing contract as a mechanism to enhance the
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remanufacturer-retailer SC is analyzed in [17]. In this study the author investigates
the scenario when the retailer is the Stackelberg leader of the negotiation, and the
one when the leader is the remanufacturer. Results from the numerical example
show that in both cases the proposed contract can achieve a higher expected profit
for the two parties.

3 Base Models

3.1 Supply Chain Model

We consider in this paper a supply chain (SC) consisting of two complementary
suppliers (Si , where i=1,2) who sell a component (i) to one original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) that uses them to assembly the final product to be sold in the
market. It is assumed that both suppliers need to acquire certain level of technology
0 < αi < 1 in order to participate in the SC negotiation. This technology could
be required by the suppliers for meeting manufacturing regulations [13], enhance
quality level [4, 15], to name but a few. The new technology cost is denoted by
ηi and it is considered to be a one-off investment [18]. For analytical simplicity,
we assume that the investment on technology does not affect the cost structure of
the system. Similar assumptions can be found in the work of [15] and [18]. After
receiving the costumer’s order, the OEM sends it to the Si that follow a make-
to-order (MTO) manufacturing policy. The unit production cost and unit wholesale
price for component (i) are ci and wi respectively. The unit retail price of the final
product is p. In addition, it is established that p > w1 + w2 and wi > ci . These
inequalities assure the non-negative profit for the parties. It is further considered
that the market demand D(p, α1, α2, ξ) is stochastic, price dependent [15, 16], and
technology dependent [4]. It is formulated as D(p, α1, α2, ξ) = d − θp + β1α1 +
β2α2 + ξ , where d > 0 is the base demand, θ > 0, β1 > 0 and β2 > 0 are
the demand sensitivity coefficient to p, to α1 and to α2 respectively, and ξ is the
demand uncertainty with E[ξ ] = 0 and Var[ξ ] = σ 2. Similar to the work of [18],
we consider that all information is symmetric between the members, and that the
market can accurately perceive the technology enhancement in the final product.
Finally, for the negotiation the OEM acts as the leader while Si are the followers.

3.2 Profit Objective Functions

With the base supply chain model established, we now proceed to formulate the
profit functions for each participant of the SC. First, Eqs. 1 and 2 present the profit
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and expected profit functions for the OEM:

ΠWS
OEM(p) =(p − w1 − w2)(d − θp + β1α1 + β2α2 + ξ). (1)

Eξ [ΠWS
OEM(p)] =(p − w1 − w2)(d − θp + β1α1 + β2α2). (2)

Similarly, Eqs. 3 and 4 show the profit and expected profit functions for Si ,
(i=1,2), respectively:

ΠWS
Si

(wi, αi) =(wi − ci)(d − θp + β1α1 + β2α2 + ξ) − 1

2
ηiα

2
i . (3)

Eξ [ΠWS
Si

(wi, αi)] =(wi − ci)(d − θp + β1α1 + β2α2) − 1

2
ηiα

2
i . (4)

Finally, Eq. 5 presents the expected profit function for the SC:

Eξ [ΠWS
SC (p,w1, α1, w2, α2)] =Eξ [ΠWS

OEM(p)] + Eξ [ΠWS
S1

(w1, α1)] + Eξ [ΠWS
S2

(w2, α2)]
(5)

4 Equilibrium Analysis

4.1 Optimal Decisions for the Decentralized Supply Chain

In this section we derive the optimal pricing and technology-acquisition decisions
of the WS contract by exploring the equilibrium of the negotiation game. Because
Si (i = 1, 2) are the followers, we first find the optimal values for wholesale price
and level of technology.

Proposition 4.1 The Eξ [ΠWS
OEM(p)] is a strictly concave function of p and the

optimal retail price pWS∗ can be expressed as:

pWS∗ =(d + θ (c1 + c2))
(
θη1η2 − β2

2η1 − β2
1η2
)+ 4dθη1η2

2θ
(
3θη1η2 − β2

2η1 − β2
1η2
) . (6)

Proposition 4.1 demonstrates the concavity of Eξ [ΠWS
OEM(p)] and therefore the

existence of an unique optimal retail price pWS∗.
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Proposition 4.2 The Eξ [ΠWS
Si

(wi, αi)] is a strictly concave function of wi and αi

and the optimal wholesale price wWS∗
i and technology level αWS∗

i can be expressed
as:

wWS∗
i =

ηiηj

(
d − θcj

)+ ci

(
5θηiηj − 2β2

j ηi − 2β2
i ηj

)

2
(

3θηiηj − β2
j ηi − β2

i ηj

) , where i �= j.

(7)

αWS∗
i = βiηj

(
d − θ

(
ci + cj

))

2
(

3θηiηj − β2
j ηi − β2

i ηj

) , where i �= j. (8)

4.2 Optimal Decisions for the Centralized Supply Chain

As a benchmark, we now assume that both Si (i = 1, 2) and the OEM belong to the
same centrally coordinated system. Under this assumption, the profit and expected
value of profit for the SC can be expressed as:

ΠSC(p, α1, α2) =(p − c1 − c2)(d − θp + β1α1 + β2α2 + ξ) − 1

2
(η1α

2
1 + η2α

2
2).

(9)

Eξ [ΠSC(p, α1, α2)] =(p − c1 − c2)(d − θp + β1α1 + β2α2) − 1

2
(η1α

2
1 + η2α

2
2).

(10)
We proceed now to derive the optimal pricing and technology-acquisition

decisions for the SC in the centralized scenario.

Proposition 4.3 The Eξ [ΠSC(p, α1, α2)] is a strictly concave function of p and αi

and the optimal retail price p∗ and technology level α∗
i can be expressed as:

p∗ =dη1η2 + (c1 + c2)
(
θη1η2 − β2

2η1 − β2
1η2
)

2θη1η2 − β2
2η1 − β2

1η2
. (11)

α∗
i = βiηj

(
d − θ

(
ci + cj

))

2θηiηj − β2
j ηi − β2

i ηj

, where i �= j. (12)

Proposition 4.3 implies that in the centralized SC, the optimal retail price p∗ and
technology level α∗

i in the Stackelberg equilibrium uniquely exist.
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4.3 Comparison of the Decentralized and Centralized Supply
Chain Models

A review of both the decentralized and centralized SC models lead us to the
following interesting observations:

Proposition 4.4 The comparison of both models show that:

(a) The decentralized model can not coordinate the supply chain.
(b) If the supply chain members decide to cooperate and reach coordination,

they can increase the expected optimal profit of the supply chain at least 1/3
compared to the decentralized scenario.

Proposition 4.4.(b) presents a clear incentive for all members to collaborate in the
expectation to reach the SC coordination. Next section shows a contract designed
to coordinate the SC. This contract is tested to verify: (1) its ability to coordinate
and reach the maximum expected profit for the SC, and (2) the existence of win-win
conditions that will lead to an increment of the profit for all members of the SC.

5 Coordination: Technology-Cost and Revenue Sharing
Contract

5.1 Model and Optimal Decisions

For the CR contract it is now assumed that the OEM is willing to share a fraction
of the technology cost paid by Si , i.e. ηi (1−φi)

2 , while on the other hand Si agree to
share a fraction of its revenue with the OEM, i.e. wi(1 − φi). Equations 13 and 14
present the profit and expected value of the profit for the OEM, respectively:

ΠCR
OEM(p) =(p − w1φ1 − w2φ2)(d − θp + β1α1 + β2α2 + ξ) − 1

2
(η1(1 − φ1)α

2
1 + η2(1 − φ2)α

2
2 ).

(13)

Eξ [ΠCR
OEM(p)] =(p − w1φ1 − w2φ2)(d − θp + β1α1 + β2α2) − 1

2
(η1(1 − φ1)α

2
1 + η2(1 − φ2)α

2
2 ).

(14)

Similarly, Eqs. 15 and 16 show the profit and expected profit functions for Si ,
(i=1,2), respectively:

ΠSi
(wi, αi) =(wiφi − ci)(d − θp + β1α1 + β2α2 + ξ) − 1

2
ηiφiα

2
i . (15)

Eξ [ΠSi
(wi, αi)] =(wiφi − ci)(d − θp + β1α1 + β2α2) − 1

2
ηiφiα

2
i . (16)
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In order to derive the optimal pricing and technology-acquisition decisions of the
CR contract, we proceed to find the optimal values for wholesale price and level of
technology.

Proposition 5.1 For Si , (i = 1, 2), with a given retail price p, its optimal wholesale
price wCR∗

i , and optimal level of technology acquired αCR∗
i can be expressed as:

wCR∗
i |p =

ηiηjφi (d − pθ) + ci
(
θηiηj − β2

j ηi − β2
i ηj

)
(
θηiηj − β2

j ηi − β2
i ηj

)
φi

, where i �= j.

(17)

αCR∗
i |p = βiηj (d − pθ)

θηiηj − β2
j ηi − β2

i ηj

, where i �= j. (18)

5.2 Comparison of the CR Contract and Centralized Supply
Chain Model

In order to test if the CR contract of the decentralized model can reach coordination,
we set αCR∗

i |p = α∗
i and then from these results determine if pCR∗ = p∗.

Proposition 5.2 We reach to the following observations:

(a) The CR contract coordinates the supply chain.
(b) pCR∗ = p∗ and αCR∗

i = α∗
i .

This means that the CR contract can successfully coordinate the SC. Further-
more, it is proved that pCR∗ = p∗ and αCR∗

i = α∗
i , meaning that the 3 decision

variables of the CR contract can coordinate simultaneously. Now, it is analyzed
the win-win conditions of this contract. Comparing the optimal expected profit
functions of the OEM and Si for both the WS and CR contract lead us to the
next interesting finding:

Proposition 5.3 There exist a feasible solution for φi that offers a win-win
condition for the OEM and the Si in the CR contract.

6 Conclusions

This paper studies the technology investment strategy in a two echelon supply chain
consisting of two complementary suppliers and one manufacturer. By comparing a
non-collaborative scenario with wholesale price (WS) contract and a collaborative
scenario with cost-revenue sharing (CR) contract, we analyze whether a collabora-
tive technology enhancement initiative is beneficial to all supply chain parties. We
demonstrate that if the supply chain members decide to cooperate and coordinate
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the system, they could increase the overall expected profit by at least 1/3 compared
to the non-cooperative scenario. We then find that the CR contract is capable of
coordinating the two-supplier one-manufacturer supply chain. Interestingly, the CR

contract offers also a win-win profit scenario to all parties of the negotiation.
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Intelligent Freight Transportation
and Supply Chain Drivers: A Literature
Survey

Shervin Espahbod

Abstract Over the last 10 years, Intelligent Freight Transportation (IFT) has
significantly transformed the structure of the trucking industry in North America by
implementing new digital-dependent policies (e.g. the ELD mandate), digital freight
marketplaces (e.g., digital load boards) and intelligent hardware (e.g., autonomous
trucks). In this paper, the author reviews the IFT literature in freight transportation
from between 2009 and 2019, focusing on the effect of digitization in performance
indicators and supply chain drivers. Based on the current gap in the body of literature
available, while many behavioral studies in drivers’ safety have been conducted,
there is a lack of behavioral research on most human-oriented topics (interface with
IFT). Moreover, the role of smart contracts in improving sustainability (e.g., GHG
reduction) is rarely measured and cited in many IFT frameworks.

Keywords Intelligent Freight Transportation · Trucking · Ground Freight
Transportation

1 Introduction

The traditional trucking industry has confronted massive changes over the past two
decades. On average, many sensors are installed on each modern truck [1]. With
the introduction of autonomous trucks, the number of sensors will be significantly
higher. In addition to the necessity of transportation vehicles, in North America,
the ELD mandate rules expedite the information technology [2]. Modern freight
markets, such as spot markets, have provided new shipping opportunities for
individual truckers. Intelligent systems not only specify new markets but also play
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a key role in estimating freight demand and shipping prices. More than half of all
the goods in North American containers are imported. This means that the smallest
local company also has the potential to play an important role in the chain of an
international commodity. Therefore, any global incidence is a variable that may have
a considerable impact on the level of performance of the trucking firm. Despite the
advances and developments in transportation industry technology, the author should
emphasize that the trucking industry is still inefficient. After a long-haul delivery,
at least 10–15% of trucks return to the depot without having any goods [3]. Worst
of all, in more than half of the cases, a loaded container is available at or near the
return point that could prevent the excess empty container movement.

Is the symptom of empty container repositioning due to the vulnerability of
the data collection/analysis or the optimization weakness? From the perspective
of fragmented market optimization, the problem of reaching the optimal point has
almost been solved. Because of the massive size of the real-world assignment
problem, many heuristic and analytic methods have been developed over the past
50 years. But with the rapid development of powerful computations, a trucking
assignment problem today is one of the questions that can be solved with the
simple methods of integer programming [4]. But the reality is that these technical
computations are just solving tools while the bigger problem is being overlooked.
The main issue is the strategy and ability of trucking companies and their different
capabilities toward market information.

The different capabilities of companies are due to differences in (1) the struc-
ture/resources of the company and (2) the structure of their customers. The
transportation industry has been critically fragmented in recent years [3]. The
size of a carrier company can differ from a single truck to several thousands of
tractors. With the growth of the spot markets and the easier shipment exploring
of small companies, the author observes the growth of owner-operators at the
market level [5]. In terms of the structure of customers, the potential clients of
these trucking companies may be loyal, regular or single shot. The amount of
companies’ investment in collecting data from the market and customers is different.
Perhaps the available data in the market could be obtained from data provider
companies, but smaller companies, especially owners-operators, are still incapable
of analyzing this data and are unable to afford information analysis [6]. Therefore,
the majority of these small truckers are faced with two options: (1) along with other
companies, going under the data umbrella of non-asset based logistics providers or
(2) withdrawing from backhaul’s search and coming back empty, since hiring a 3PL
(third-party logistics firm) will cut their profit margins [7].

Although profitability is the aim of all transportation companies, the criteria for
evaluating the performance of truckers vary, according to their size and strategy.
The main performance criteria are (1) financial profitability, (2) service level and
(3) safety and quality of delivery. With the epidemic growth of the green supply
chain, the fourth criterion of carbon emission has been introduced with respect to
the amount of pollutant production compared to the empty repositioning ratio. This
criterion was important or insignificant with respect to how much the trucker or
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even his customer cares about sustainability [8]. It should be considered that in
recent years, many companies have been seriously measuring the carbon footprint
of their products and it should be noted that an important part of the carbon footprint
is due to the trucks’ transportation. In the case of the second criterion, truckers also
weigh clients differently, depending on the type and relationship. While companies
may miss out on their profit margin or go a long empty way for their important
customers without any loads, such a blessing will not be used for small and
transitory customers. Finally, financial performance is only a criterion of relative
similarity in the market.

As in most other areas that are vital to organizations, information technology
has significantly changed the aspects of freight trucking companies [9]. Several
innovations are directly data-oriented, such as the Internet of Things (IoT) of ship-
ments, while others (e.g., autonomous trucking) benefit indirectly from information
technology [10]. The aims of system intelligence in supply chain management
can be classified into two groups: uncertainty minimization and performance
(efficiency) enhancement. Achieving these goals will lead to new revenue streams
and decreasing costs. Uncertainty minimization is the result of improvement of
visibility, analytics and transparency across the supply chain.

2 Review of Publications

This study has focused on the top papers of the field between 2009 and 2018 in Web
of Science and Scopus. The total number of 147 papers with at least ten citations
have exclusively addressed the effect of IFT on ground freight transportation. As of
June 2019, the selected paper 9362 times have been selected as the reference. This
level of popularity implies the attractiveness of the topic for scholars for different
research questions.

Using segmentation technics, the author categories papers as followed: (1) Trans-
portation mean and hardware innovation, (2) price estimation and cost analysis, (3)
Transportation network design, (4) Terminals and intramodality and (5) Sourcing
strategies and contract design. Figure 1 describes category-specified distributions of
the papers in the last decade. The number in the bracket of each category implies
the total number of citations for each category. As each paper might cite to multiple
selected papers, the analysis of citations is not statistically meaningful.

While there are substantial publications for Transportation means and hardware
innovation after 2014, the number of publications about terminal and intermodality
has lessened. The publication rate in other categories has remained stable.
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Fig. 1 The distribution of publications between 2009 and 2018

3 Content-Review Based Approach

According to Fig. 2, emerging and developing intelligent technologies (e.g., IoT)
not only play their cross-functional roles but also redefine the strategic capabilities
of the transportation companies. These capabilities can improve truckers’ ideal
strategic zones. So, unlike classical frameworks [11], IFT can concurrently decrease
the cost and improve the responsiveness.

According to the framework in Table 1, conventional transportation (particularly
ground freight transportation) will be significantly disrupted by IFT. A primary

Fig. 2 The enhanced strategic fit zone after IFT improvement. More prominent stars are a
modified strategic zone
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impact of IFT is currently underway, as human-driven action is being quickly
replaced by artificial intelligence [12]. IoT can significantly lower lead-time uncer-
tainty. For example, in the event of delivery delays, IoT will provide details that can
be used to identify the cause and aid problem-solving in real-time [8].

By applying IFT in container repositioning, scholars expect demand points to
become more visible and certain [15]. Moreover, shipment-related information is
going to be symmetric among the carriers. These improvements will significantly
reduce the overall empty container movement. The optimal pricing of truckload and
less than truckload (LTL) will be more integrated [18]. For instance, the sharing
economy and servicing can integrate the carriers [17]. Moreover, the behavior
of consumers, such as their loyalty and time-window flexibility, can significantly
determine the price of goods and services.

To sum up, IFT-oriented facilities (e.g. smart truck duck stations) use tech-
nologies like IoT to provide more transparency and decision support for both
customers and truckers [16]. Big data and IoT will play a key role in partnership
and collaboration. For instance, truckers can detect any quality issue (e.g. delivery
delay, handling damage) even before the container leaves the facility and enters the
trucks [16].

Both short-term (e.g., spot markets) and long-term contracts with shippers
necessitate a good level of information [5]. By knowing more about the demand,
truckers and brokers can enhance their pricing approach [18] and decide whether
they are able to find a backhaul load or not. Sourcing can easily reach through an
innovative approach, such as crowd-shipping and the sharing economy [19].

4 Findings and Opportunities

Even with advanced IFT, as long as the information monopoly is considered the
main source of competitive advantage, it will be hard to share information among
truckers. Exterior factors seem to be able to provide quasi-symmetric information
such as, policy pressures to minimize emissions through the carbon tax or other
deterrent factors in reducing empty container repositioning. These bonus-penalty
policies elevate the tendency of companies to try to find backhaul and improve
their willingness to share available shipping opportunities. These policies should be
smartly deployed with intelligent systems. For example, at this moment, the carbon
tax is set at a single unit price on each liter/gallon of fuel. By using an intelligent
system, the transparent data is processed in a way where policy can differentiate
between the loaded and unloaded kilometers, then a larger penalty can be considered
for unloaded transport. Several IFT-related hypotheses can be the backbone of future
research:

1. As mentioned in the last section, truck companies are generally reluctant to reveal
their demand points. Therefore, collecting third-party information (independent
of the trucker and the shipper) can help significantly to predict demand points
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and amounts. For example, geospatial intelligence methods can estimate the
supply and demand points by analyzing images of the density of containers in
the depots, roads and ships. This method is currently being implemented by oil
brokers to predict the offshore production of oil rigs [20] through the observation
of the ships’ transportation. Investigating the field of demand forecasting with
this methodology is recommended.

2. The design of transportation contracts based on the sharing economy can result in
each truck of a shipping company being deployed at three levels: owner-operator,
corporate, or leasehold (uber trucking). Designing the contractual-informational
infrastructure for the sharing economy should not have any impact on customer
loyalty to the parent company. Also, the profits received by the responsible
shipper carrier or broker and the truck operator should be such that both parties
are willing to cooperate, taking into account the existing risks of the customer
losing or reducing the quality of the transportation (physical damage or delay in
delivering the load).

3. Using intelligent systems to coordinate truckers with other modes of transporta-
tion can have a significant result in efficient transportation with the help of
inter-modality. For example, rail/marine systems can transfer a part of the loads
from a region where the supply of trucks is less than the demand to areas with
better balance.

4. The role of artificial intelligence in transferring information, determining the
optimal price of shipping, and finally, negotiating with a potential customer
can significantly reduce the search cost and, consequently, the ordering cost
of companies. Comparing behavioral experiments with intelligent systems (e.g.
artificial intelligence) and their impacts on other quality aspects of transportation,
based on efficiency components, should be analyzed.

Acknowledgements I would highly appreciate my supervisor, Dr. Michael Haughton, who always
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Research on Refined Oil Distribution
Strategy and Oil Gas Recovery Joint
Optimization

Chenglong Wang and Xiaofeng Xu

Abstract There are many times of loading and unloading processes in the refined
oil distribution network, and during each process of loading and unloading a large
amount of refined oil gas is generated. These gases not only pollute the environment
but also cause unnecessary loss of refined oil and cause huge economic losses.
Therefore, in this paper the joint optimization of refined oil distribution strategy
and refined oil gas recovery strategy is considered from the perspective of refined
oil recovery, based on environmental protection requirements. A three-objective
model with the lowest distribution cost, the shortest cumulative delivery time, and
the highest satisfaction with delivery services is established, solved by the NSGA-
III algorithm, and the model is verified based on the distribution data of China
Petroleum Guangdong Sales Company. Finally, it is concluded that refined oil gas
recovery will indeed reduce refined oil gas losses, economic losses and reduce the
cumulative execution time of distribution tasks, reducing the time cost.

Keywords Refined oil gas recovery · VRP · Joint optimization

1 Introduction

Refined oil distribution is the terminal of the energy supply network. However, there
are multiple loading-unloading in this process, which emit a lot of oil gas. According
to Sinopec’s Compilation for “Oil Gas Emission Control Standards for Refined Oil
Marketing Companies”, the total oil-gas loss rate in this process is about 0.33%.
According to the consumption of refined oil in China in 2018, 32.514 million tons,
the oil-gas loss amounted to 1.073 million tons, and the value was about 5.4 billion
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Fig. 1 Terminal process of refined oil distribution and recovery settings
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Fig. 2 Changes in loading-unloading methods

yuan. Therefore, the oil-gas recovery needs to be performed during the loading
and unloading process of the distribution process of refined oil (shown in Fig. 1).
However, currently refined oil marketing companies pay less attention to oil-gas
recovery.

We found that, on the one hand, oil-gas recovery can affect the traditional
calculation method of the distribution cost of refined oil, on the other hand,
oil-gas recovery needs to change the loading-unloading method of refined oil
(as shown in Fig. 2), and this will affect the speed of loading-unloading to a
certain extent, and thus affect the service time of a single gas station. In addition,
according to the GB 20952-2007 Emission Standards of Air Pollutants for Gasoline
Stations, concentration of oil-gas emission of the gasoline station is not higher
than 25 g/m3, but he actual concentration of emitted oil gas is much greater than
25 g/m3, so oil-gas recovery in the Refined oil distribution network has become
a necessary requirement. Therefore, we proposed the distribution optimization of
refined oil considering oil-gas recovery from oil depot to gasoline station based on
environmental protection requirements.

2 Literature Review

In this paper, the joint optimization of refined oil distribution and refined oil gas
recovery were discussed. The former is a typical application in the actual scenario
of Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP), mainly to solve the shortest path or minimum of
the vehicle under actual restrictions. The problem of the cost path. The problem of
finished oil product distribution was originally proposed by foreign scholars Brown
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and Graves [1]. Afterwards, a large number of scholars have carried out rich research
on the problem of refined oil transportation and expanded the problem accordingly.
From the initial single-car path problem to the Multi-Compartment Vehicle Routing
Problem (MCVRP), Cornillier et al. [2] studied the multi-stage oil distribution
problem in the case of single-tank tanker distribution; Kjetil et al. [3] and Charlotte
et al. [4] studied the problem of multi-cabin tanker tank allocation in the field of
ship transportation, and solved this problem by mixed integer linear programming
and heuristic algorithm respectively; Ostermeier et al. [5]. The MCVRP problem has
been studied in the field of general cargo road transportation, and the optimal path
is solved by the large neighborhood search algorithm. From a single vehicle path
optimization to delivery time, gas station inventory [6, 7], vehicle fuel consumption
[8], Joint optimization of carbon emissions [9]; Popovi et al. [10] solved the
Inventory Routing Problem (IRP) by variable neighborhood search algorithm;
Erdogan and Miller-Hooks [11] proposed Green Vehicle Routing (GVRP) with
the goal of minimizing emissions; Poonthalir and Nadarajan [12] extended the
problems of Erdogan and Miller-Hooks and studied Greenhouse gas emission
problems in the variable speed environment of transportation vehicles, and particle
swarm optimization algorithm and greedy algorithm are used to solve this problem;
Leggieri and Haouari [13] studied the green vehicle routing problem with the goal
of minimizing fuel consumption of transportation vehicles. The solution method has
also evolved from the exact algorithm at the beginning to the heuristic algorithm, but
with the complexity of the VRP problem, the computational algorithm is violently
increasing. The exact algorithm can no longer meet the solution requirements.
Genetic algorithm [1, 14] Heuristic algorithms such as immune genetic algorithm
[15], ant colony algorithm [16], particle swarm optimization algorithm [17] have
become large-scale and complex. The main algorithm of the VRP problem.

At present, from the development of the problem of refined oil distribution,
the main research hotspots focus on MCVRP, joint optimization, and algorithm
improvement. However, in the MCVRP, the focus is on the pure multi-cabin
problem, and there is little research on the MCVRP optimization of the hybrid
model. In the joint optimization, the focus is on the green VRP problem such
as vehicle fuel consumption and carbon emission and the joint optimization of
inventory, but it is specific to the environment. There is little research on the oil and
gas losses and recovery required for the finished oil handling process. This paper
considers the joint optimization problem of environmental protection requirements
and economic benefits of oil and gas loss and recovery in single/multi-cabin model
mixing and product oil handling and solves the problem with NSGA-III algorithm.

3 Problem Description

In the refined oil distribution network G = (V, A), V = {n| 1, 2, 3, . . . , N} represents
the set of nodes in the network, A = {(i, j), i, j ∈ V} represents the set of paths
between each node, and dij represents the distance between any two nodes in the
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Distribution Return Gas/ Oil pipe Oil-gas recovery

Gasoline station Oil depot Distribution/Return tanker

Fig. 3 Distribution network with oil-gas recovery

network, and dij = dji. K = {k| k1, k2, k3, . . . , Km} represents the set of types of
refined oil in the network, (Tie, Til) represents the time window of the gas station
i, Vm2 = {v1, v2, v3, . . . , vm2} represents the set of all transportation vehicles. The
fixed transportation cost is Cvc, the average transportation cost of per unit refined
oil is Cvc, the average cost of unit refined oil of loading-unloading is C0

u, and Av is a
set of cabins, of which the capacity of cabin a(a ⊂ Av) is Qva. Each vehicle is only
considered for dispatch once, and each cabin can only be filled with one type of
refined oil, which cannot be mixed. The requirements of environmental protection
in this area must not be lower than ηp, and the cost of unit recovered oil-gas is C0(η).
And different oil-gas cannot be mixed and need to be recovered independently.

In the refined oil distribution network with oil-gas recovery, the demand for
refined oil (k1, k2, k3, . . . , Km1) by the gasoline station i during the service time
window (Tie, Til) is

(
qi
k1, q

i
k2, q

i
k3, . . . , q

i
km1

)
, and the oil depot j0(j0 ∈ V) dispatches

a tanker v to load
(
uvk1, uvk2, uvk3, . . . , uvKm1, uvk ≤ Qvk

)
refined oil for distri-

bution. At the gasoline station i, the refined oil is unloaded at the speed Vu. In
the process, Km1 types of oil-gas with a volume of

(
qik1, qik2 , qik3, . . . , qiKm1

)
is

generated and recovered at a recovery efficiency of η(η ≥ ηp). After the current task
is completed, the next distribution task is performed. Until the unloading of all on-
board refined oil, the vehicle returns to the nearest oil depot j∗(j∗ ∈ V), and the task
of the vehicle is over (shown in Fig. 3).
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4 Mathematical Model

This model is a GVRP optimization model considering oil-gas recovery, and
optimizes distribution strategies and oil-gas recovery strategies while meeting
environmental protection requirements (Detailed parameters are shown in Table 1).

Table 1 Explanation of notations

Category Comments

Sets
V The set of nodes in distribution network, i,j∈V

N The set of nodes of gasoline station, N = {1,2, . . . ,n}
M The set of nodes of oil depot, M = {1,2, . . . ,m}
Km1 Types of refined oil, Km1 = {k1,k2, . . . , km1}
Vm2 The set of vehicles, Vm2 = {v1,v2, . . . ,vm2}
Am3 Tank number, Am3 = {a1,a2, . . . ,am3}
Parameters
Vu The speed of loading-unloading
uvk The actual capacity of refined oil k of tanker v, uvk ≤ Qvk

dij The distance between node i and node j, i,j∈V

vAkm1
j The vehicle v with Av tanks carry km1 refined oil starting from oil depot j, m1 ≤ Av

Qva Maximum capacity of tank a of vehicle v

qk
i The demand for refined oil k of gasoline station i

Cvc Fixed cost for tanker v

Cvd
0 The cost of unit transportation distance of tanker ν per unit refined oil

Cu
0 Loading-unloading cost per unit refined oil

Vs Speed of tanker
Tne Earliest unloading time of gasoline station n

Tnl Latest unloading time of gasoline station n

tnv The time of tanker v arrived at the gas station n

Ce
0 The waiting cost of unit time due to arriving early

Cl
0 The penalty cost of unit time due to arriving late

Pk Unit price of refined oil k

Pe Energy cost for recovering unit volume of oil gas
ρg Oil-gas density
ρl Liquid refined oil density
Variables
xv

ij 0 there is no tanker v from node i to node j

1 there is tanker v from node i to node j

yij 0 the tanker from node i to node j is a multi-compartment tanker
1 the tanker from node i to node j is a single-compartment tanker

η Oil-gas recovery efficiency
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4.1 Distribution Costs of Oil Depot

To carry out oil-gas recovery under requirements of environmental protection, the
primary concern of marketing companies is to minimize the total distribution cost.
The total cost consists of the following five components.

Transportation Costs Cs The transportation cost can be divided into two parts, one
is a fixed cost that has nothing to do with the volume of refined oil transportation,
such as the fixed cost of tanker Csc; the other is the variable cost related to the order
quantity qk, such as the transportation cost Csd of the refined oil. Therefore, the
transportation costs of refined oil Cs = Csc + Csd, according to the above content:

Cs = Csc + Csd

= Csc + ∑
i,j∈V

N∑
n=1

M∑
m=1

Vm∑
v=1

Km∑
k=1

qmn
k C0

sdx
ij
v dij , (i �= j)

(1)

Loading-Unloading Costs Clu The loading-unloading costs is a variable costs
related to the order quantity qk, expressed by Clu.

Clu =
N∑

n=1

Km∑
k=1

C0
uqn

k (2)

Penalty Costs and Waiting Costs Cel Because each gasoline station has a
specified time window for receiving refined oil, if the tanker arrives early, it will
incur a waiting cost Ce, and if the tanker is late, it will incur a penalty cost Cl.

Cel =
⎧
⎨
⎩

Ce, tnv < Tne

0, Tne ≤ tnv ≤ Tnl

Cl, tnv > Tnl

=

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Vm∑
v=1

N∑
n=1

C0
e (Tne − tnv) , tnv < Tne

0, Tne ≤ tnv ≤ Tnl
V m∑
v=1

N∑
n=1

C0
l (tnv − Tnl) , tnv > Tnl

(3)

Cost of Oil-Gas Recovery Cr If the volume of recovered oil gas is q, the cost of
oil-gas recovery Cr is as follows:

Cr = C0q = E0 (η) Peq (4)

Where C0 is the cost of unit recovered oil gas, C0 = E0Pe, E0 is the energy
consumption for per unit recovered oil gas, E0 = E0(η), Pe is the price of unit energy.
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Revenue of Oil-Gas Recovery Sr If the price of unit refined oil is Poil, the revenue
Sr of oil-gas recovery is:

Sr = Poil

qgρg

ρl

= Poil

ηqρg

ρl

(5)

Where qg is the volume of recovered oil gas, qg = ηq, ρg is the density of oil-gas,
ρl is liquid refined oil density, ρg is a function related to temperature, but they can
be regarded as constant values within a certain temperature variation range.

According to the above five parts of the costs, the objective of the lowest
distribution costs is:

min Z1 = Cs + Cuw + Cel + Cr − Sr (6)

4.2 Distribution Time of Depot-Station

Distribution time can be divided into two parts, one is the time that the tankers travel
on the route, the traveling time; and the other is the waiting time that is generated
during the distribution process, waiting time.

Traveling time Tr:

T r =
V m∑
v=1

⎛
⎝∑

i,j∈V

xij
v dij

⎞
⎠ /Vs, (i �= j) (7)

Waiting time Tw, which can be expressed by Tw = Tt + Tuw.
Waiting time for unloading Tt, waiting time due to arriving at the gas station

early:

T t =
⎧⎨
⎩

V m∑
v=1

N∑
n=1

(Tne − tnv) , tnv < Tne

0, tnv ≥ Tne

(8)

Unloading time Tuw

Tuw =
N∑

n=1

[(
Km∑
k=1

qn
k /Vu

)]
(9)

where Vu is the loading-unloading speed under oil-gas recovery, which can be
measured according to the actual situation.
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According to the above two parts of the cost, the total distribution time-
consuming objective function can be obtained as follow:

min Z2 = T r + T w (10)

4.3 Satisfaction of Gasoline Stations

Due to the limitation of gas station service time window, when the tankers arrive
later than the service time window (Tie, Til), it will reduce the satisfaction of gasoline
station with the distribution. Therefore, the satisfaction function is a function to
describe the extent to which the delivery time of the tanker truck is later than the
service time window. Therefore, the satisfaction can be expressed by the delay time.
It can be seen that there is a negative correlation between the satisfaction and the
delay time. The shorter the delay time, the higher the satisfaction. When the delay
time is 0, satisfaction is highest.

Delivery delay time

Tlate =
n∑

i=1

max (0, tiv − Til) (11)

Satisfaction function

max Z3 = 1

Tlate + c
, c > 0 (12)

There are two roles of c in the satisfaction function: since the value of Tlate is
[0, +∞), when Tlate = 0, it makes the satisfaction function meaningful; the range
of the satisfaction function is adjusted to be (0, 1/c], so the closer to 1/c the higher
the satisfaction, the value of c in this paper is 1.

4.4 Model Setting

In order to solve the above problems, a multi-objective GVRP model is proposed in
this paper, which is as follows:

min f

(
Z1,

1

Z2
, Z3

)
(13)
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Constraints as follows:

uvk ≤ Qvk,∀v, k (14)

N∑
n=1

qn
kv ≤ uvk,∀v, k (15)

M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

V m∑
v=1

xnm
v =

M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

V m∑
v=1

xnm
v (16)

∑
j∈V

V m∑
v=1

x
ji
v =

∑
j∈V

V m∑
v=1

x
ij
v ,∀i ∈ V (17)

V m∑
v=1

M∑
m

N∑
n

xmn
v = V m (18)

xij
v =

{
1
0

,∀v, i, j (19)

0 ≤ η < 1 (20)

Equation (14) shows that the loading amount of tank v for the oil k does not
exceed the maximum capacity; Eq. (15) shows that the total unloading amount of
the oil k does not exceed the total amount of the oil k in the tanker v; Eq. (16) shows
that after the distribution from the oil depot, all tankers returns to the oil depot,
and cannot return to the initial depot; Eq. (17) shows that for any gasoline station,
the tankers is balance of in and out; Eq. (18) shows that tankers in the distribution
network depart from the oil depot; Eq. (19) shows 0–1 decision variable constraint;
Eq. (20) shows the constraint of oil-gas recovery efficiency.

5 Solution Procedure

According to the characteristics of the problem, a three-layer coding is designed to
represent the execution of the task in this paper.
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V1 V2 V3 V4 Vr-1 Vr

Vehicle Type
Node number

92#

95#

98#

N1 N2 N3 N4 Nr-1 Nr

X11 X12 X13 X14 X1r-1 X1r

X21 X22 X23 X24 X2r-1 X2r

X31 X32 X33 X34 X3r-1 X3r

1 1       1        1       1      1     1         1

7        9     13     12       4      14   10        8

1       1        1       1       1        1   1          1

1       1        1       1       1        1   1          1

1       1        1       1       1        1   1          1

1 1       1        1      1      1      1     1      1        1         1       1         1

2       7        9     13     12      4      2     3     12      4        14      10        8

1       1       1        1       1      0      1     1      0       1         1       1          1

1       1       1        1       0      0      1     1      1       1         1       1          1

1       1       1        1       1      1      1     1      0       0         1        1          1

One path One path

2 2  3  

1  

1

1  

1    1  

1  1

1    1  

Fig. 4 Chromosome coding

The first layer of code indicates the type of tanker, adopting 0–1 code, 0 for single
compartment tanker, 1 for multi compartment tanker, the same value on the same
route. The second layer represents the path node number, which is represented by
real numbers 1–18. If both numbers in this layer code are the number of the oil
depot and there is only the number of the gas station between the two numbers, then
this serial number represents the path traveled by a vehicle. The third layer indicates
whether the requirements of the gasoline station node are met, adopting 0–1 code,
which is divided into three layers of coding, 1 indicates that the gasoline station
requirements are met, and 0 indicates that the gas station requirements are not met.
In addition, in order to avoid different chromosome lengths, the length of each layer
of all chromosomes is required to be the longest chromosome length r, if the length
of chromosome is less than r, filled with zero.

Firstly, the nodes of the gas station are randomly sequenced, and the 92#,
95# and 98# refined oil of the gasoline station are accumulated in order. When
sum(q1, q2, . . . , qN − 1) < uv < sum(q1, q2, . . . , qN), the oil depot node is inserted,
and the calculation continues from the Nth node until the nodes of the gas station
are calculated in order, as shown in Fig. 4, and pseudo code of NSGA-III shown in
Table 2.

6 Numerical Example

This article uses the numerical example provided by CNPC sales company, as shown
in Table 3. The gas stations in the case are represented by nodes 4–18, and nodes
1 ~ 3 are used to represent three oil depots supplying gasoline stations in data
example.
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Table 2 The pseudo code of
NSGA-III

1 Begin
2 Initialize chromosomes
3 Calculation fitness
4 Non-dominated sorting
5 For i = 1: Maxgen
6 Crossover and mutation
7 Calculation fitness
8 Non-dominated sorting
9 Update chromosomes

10 End
11 End

Table 3 Information on gasoline stations and oil depots

Demand for refined oil (L)
Nodes Longitude Latitude Time window (min) 92# 95# 98#

1 113.59 22.97 – – – – –
2 113.57 22.81 – – – – –
3 113.88 22.37 – – – – –
4 114.16 22.68 60.0 120.0 2000 2000 2000
5 113.82 22.97 0.0 60.0 3000 4000 0
6 113.82 22.95 30.0 90.0 4500 2500 2000
7 113.71 22.66 30.0 60.0 2200 2200 0
8 113.89 22.83 60.0 120.0 3500 2200 2200
9 113.63 22.89 0.0 60.0 2000 2500 0

10 114.18 22.82 120.0 180.0 4500 2000 3000
11 113.71 22.82 30.0 90.0 7000 7000 3000
12 113.89 22.93 30.0 90.0 3000 3000 2400
13 113.81 22.89 60.0 120.0 4000 3000 2000
14 113.83 22.73 30.0 90.0 10,000 8000 0
15 113.90 22.98 30.0 90.0 2500 4000 2000
16 113.94 22.83 120.0 180.0 3000 3000 2500
17 113.68 22.96 30.0 60.0 2000 2000 2000
18 113.73 22.92 60.0 120.0 3000 3000 0

According to the energy consumption parameters provided by the oil-gas
recovery equipment supplier, the fitting equation of the correlation between the
energy consumption per unit of recovered oil gas and the recovery efficiency is
E0 = 9401.2η3 − 27177η2 + 2619η − 8413.1.
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7 Results Analysis

In reality, the temperature has a great influence on the density of oil gas. In order to
expand the application scope of this study, we compare the oil-gas recovery under
the conditions of high temperature (average temperature in summer in China, 30 ◦C)
and low temperature (average temperature in summer in China, − 10 ◦C).

Because in the actual production and operation process, only one or several
solutions are usually needed, we compare the solutions under different target
priorities. The Z1 (yuan), Z2 (min), and Z3 targets are assigned different priorities,
for example, Z1Z2Z3 indicates that the priorities of the Z1, Z2, and Z3 are
sequentially reduced, as shown in Table 4. In addition, we also made a road map
in the case of oil-gas recovery (shown in appendix).

Whether at low or high temperature, oil-gas recovery can reduce the distribution
cost and time consuming to a certain extent, but there is no significant improvement
in satisfaction.

1. When Z1 has the highest priority, the values of the objectives are the same under
the conditions of priorities Z1Z2Z3 and Z1Z3Z2, the distribution cost (Z1) with
oil-gas recovery is reduced from 61,972 yuan to 60,538 yuan, saving about 2.3%;
the distribution time (Z2) with oil-gas recovery was reduced from 1041 minutes
to 1001, saving about 4%.

2. When Z2 has the highest priority, the values of the targets are the same under the
conditions of the priorities Z2Z1Z3 and Z2Z3Z1, the distribution time (Z2) with

Table 4 Comparison of multi-objective solutions under different priorities

NSGA-III (high temperature) NSGA-III (low temperature)
Priority level Recovery Z1 Z2 Z3 Z1 Z2 Z3

Z1
Z2
Z3

Y 60,238 1004 0.67 60,528 1001 0.67

N 61,972 1041 0.67 61,972 1041 0.67

Z1
Z3
Z2

Y 60,238 1004 0.67 60,528 1001 0.67

N 61,972 1041 0.67 61,972 1041 0.67

Z2
Z1
Z3

Y 122,615 915 0.33 122,615 917 0.32

N 124,649 955 0.19 124,649 955 0.19

Z2
Z3
Z1

Y 122,615 915 0.33 122,615 917 0.32

N 124,649 955 0.19 124,649 955 0.19

Z3
Z1
Z2

Y 88,876 1213 1 89,076 1215 1

N 90,510 1245 1 90,510 1245 1

Z3
Z2
Z1

Y 133,022 999 1 133,322 998 1

N 135,600 1048 1 135,600 1048 1
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oil-gas recovery has been reduced from 952mins to 917mins, saving about 3.6%;
the distribution cost (Z1) with oil-gas recovery is reduced from 124,549 yuan
to 123,015 yuan, saving about 1.2%; the satisfaction (Z3) with oil-gas recovery
increased from 0.19 to 0.32, an increase of 68.4%.

3. When Z3 has the highest priority, the optimal value of satisfaction (Z3) can be
obtained regardless of whether oil-gas recovery is performed. Under the priority
Z3Z1Z2, distribution costs (Z1) and distribution time (Z2) saved 1.6% and 2.4%
respectively due to oil-gas recovery; under the priority of Z3Z2Z1, distribution
costs (Z1) and distribution time (Z2) saved 1.7% and 4.7% respectively due to
oil-gas recovery.

It can be seen that the distribution strategy with oil-gas recovery has certain
advantages over the situation without oil-gas recovery in terms of distribution cost,
distribution time and satisfaction.

8 Conclusions

Oil-gas recovery has no directly significant effect on gasoline station satisfaction,
compared with different objective priorities of GVRP. At the same satisfaction, the
oil-gas recovery in closed mode can effectively reduce the total distribution cost and
save the total delivery time, compare with the satiation in closed mode. Based on the
above analysis, we can conclude that GVRP considered oil-gas recovery in refined
oil distribution can not only reduce oil-gas emission and protect the environment,
but also decrease the distribution cost by obtaining additional recycling benefits, and
save the total delivery time effectively. In addition, there are still some issues needed
to consider in future, such as vehicle speed changes in the distribution network,
whether distribution nodes are connected, and whether there are congestions in the
travel path. The above limitations can be taken as future research directions.
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Abstract With the rapid technological development, the waste electrical and elec-
tronic equipment (WEEE) increase sharply. To manage WEEE, the government has
enacted a series of regulations, such as collection rate regulation and tax regulation.
Using a stylized equilibrium model, we analyze the problem as a Stackelberg game
between the government and two enterprises (a manufacturer and a remanufacturer)
under both collection rate and tax regulations. First, we study enterprises’ behavior
under the two regulations, including production and pricing decisions. Then, we
explore how should the government set the optimal collection rate and tax according
to the decisions of enterprises.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, the social, economic and environmental benefits of remanufac-
turing closed-loop supply chain have received high attention from governments,
enterprises and consumers. At the same time, scholars have conducted extensive
research on them.

In reality, in view of the lack of management, technology and personnel, few
original manufacturers are willing to implement remanufacturing; on the contrary,
there are many independent third-party remanufacturers in the market, they are not
engaged in the research and production of new products [1]. However, they are
keen on recycling and remanufacturing. For example, Hauser’s survey of the US
remanufacturing market shows that in more than 2000 remanufacturing companies,
the original manufacturer accounts for only 6% [2]. In this case, the remanufactured
products produced by the remanufacturer will compete with the new products
produced by the original manufacturer, thereby eroding the market share and profit
of the new product [3]. Then what measures should the manufacturer take to deal
with the threat of the remanufacturer and protect his interests? This is an important
decision issue for the manufacturer. In response to this problem, scholars have also
conducted in-depth research.

Reference [4] formulate A game theoretic model in which the supplier provides
the raw material to the manufacturer and the remanufacturer, to investigate the
interaction within the closed-loop supply chain. Reference [5] examine the impact
of third-party remanufacturing on a forward supply chain. Reference [6] develops a
closed-loop supply chain model consisting of a manufacturer and a remanufacturer,
and characterizes the equilibrium decisions and profits. Reference [7] explore the
impact of patent licensing on operation decisions of a two-period closed-loop supply
chain considering the competition between a manufacturer and a remanufacturer.

The above literature has important reference significance for us. However, they
all discuss how the manufacturer deals with the threat of the remanufacturer from
the perspective of competition between them, but they do not consider the role
of government regulation. If the government regulates the behavior of enterprises,
how should they make decisions? In recent years, some scholars have studied the
decision-making of production operations under different regulations. Reference
[8] study the impact of take-back regulation considering the competition of the
manufacturer and the remanufacturer. Reference [9] explore a new form of e-waste
legislation, and compare it with the traditional form. Reference [10] investigate
the collection rate regulation and tax regulation when there is no competition with
remanufacturer.

However, the above literature only considers the problems faced by enterprises
and ignores the social welfare which the government should pay attention to. In
short, the government’s decision-making is exogenous. This paper seeks to find
optimal decisions of enterprises and government under both collection rate and tax
regulations.
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2 Notations and Problem Statement

2.1 Notations

The notations of this paper are shown in Table 1, where superscripts k ∈ {R, T}, and
R(Rate) and T(Tax) represent the collection rate regulation and the tax regulation,
respectively.

2.2 Problem Description

Using a stylized equilibrium model, we analyze the problem as a Stackelberg game
between the government and duopoly enterprises. There are two enterprises on
the market, the manufacturer and the remanufacturer produce new product and
remanufactured product, respectively.

Let qn and qr denote the quantities of new and remanufactured products offered
by the manufacturer and remanufacturer. Consumers’ willingness to pay for a new
product is θ , where θ ∈ [0, 1]. The remanufactured and new products have same
functions, but the former are perceived inferior [11]. Hence, the valuation for
remanufactured products is δθ , andδ ∈ (0, 1). The inverse demand functions are
pn = 1 − qn − δqr and pr = δ(1 − qn − qr) [12, 13].

In order to realize the recycling of resources and protect the environment, the
government has enacted regulations on the collection of used electronic products.
Two regulations are analyzed: (i) A collection rate regulation imposes collection

Table 1 Notations

Notation Description

Decision variables
pn, pr The prices of new product and remanufactured product
qn, qr The quantities of new product and remanufactured product
τ Collection rate determined by the government
t Collection tax determined by the government
Parameters
ε Environmental cost of uncollected WEEE
θ Consumers’ willingness to pay for new product
δθ Consumers’ willingness to pay for remanufactured product

cn, cr Production costs of unit new product and remanufactured product
ck Collection cost of unit WEEE under regulation k, k ∈ {R, T}
Objective functions
Πk

n The profit of the manufacturer under regulation k, k ∈ {R, T}
Πk

r The profit of the remanufacturer under regulation k, k ∈ {R, T}
Πk

G Objective function of the government under regulation k, k ∈ {R, T}
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target on both enterprises and requires them to collect a specified fraction of
new products for proper disposal; (ii) A taxation regulation imposes fees on both
enterprises, which is similar to the environmental pollution tax, and the government
undertakes the collection of e-waste.

First, we study the behavior of enterprises under the two regulations, including
production and pricing decisions. Furthermore, we explore how should the govern-
ment set the optimal collection rate and tax according to the decisions of enterprises.

The decision sequence is as follows: first, the government determines which
regulation to adopt, and sets the collection rate in the rate regulation the collection
rate and tax in the tax regulation; then the manufacturer and the remanufacturer
determine their optimal production and pricing decisions.

3 The Model Analyses

3.1 Equilibrium Outcomes under Collection Rate Regulation
(R)

The government is in a dominant position, so he makes decisions first; the
enterprises are subordinate, they then make decisions sequentially. Furthermore, the
manufacturer and the remanufacturer make decisions at the same time, that is, the
Cournot game between enterprises.

The profit function of the manufacturer under collection rate regulation is

max ΠR
n{qn}

= (pn − cn) qn − qncRτ. (1)

The profit function of the remanufacturer under collection rate regulation is

max ΠR
r{q2}

= (pr − cr ) qr − qrcRτ. (2)

where pn = 1 − qn − δqr and pr = δ(1 − qn − qr).
The government’s objective function contains environmental element and does

not include economic element, so the expression is

max ΠR
G{τ }

= −ε (1 − τ ) (qn + qr)

s.t. 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1
. (3)
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There is a Stackelberg game between the government and the enterprises, so there
is a sequential decision. According to the inverse induction method, the optimal
decisions of the enterprises are first analyzed.

Proposition 1 Under the collection rate regulation, the optimal produc-
tion decisions of the manufacturer and the remanufacturer are qR∗

n =
2−2cn+cr−δ−cRτ

4−δ
and qR∗

r = δ(1+cn+cRτ)−2cr−2cRτ
(4−δ)δ

. The optimal prices are

pR∗
n = 2+cr+cn(2−δ)−δ+cR(3−δ)τ

4−δ
and pR∗

r = 2cr+δ+cnδ−crδ+2cRτ
4−δ

.

The profits of the manufacturer and the remanufacturer are ΠR
n

∗ =
(2−2cn+cr−δ−cRτ)2

(4−δ)2 and ΠR
r

∗ = (δ+cnδ−2cr−cR(2−δ)τ )2

(4−δ)2δ
, respectively.

Then we analyze how the government determines the optimal collection rate
according to the decisions of the enterprises under the collection rate regulation.
The following conclusion can be drawn.

Proposition 2 Under the collection rate regulation, the optimal collection rate
determined by the government is

τR∗ =
{

2cR−cr (2−δ)+δ(3−cn−δ)
4cR

, if cR >
δ(3−cn−δ)−cr (2−δ)

2
1, otherwise

.

Proposition 2 indicates that, if the collection cost is extremely low, the govern-
ment set the collection rate as high as possible to reduce the impact of WEEE on
the environment. Otherwise, the government should consider the both the collection
cost and production cost of enterprises when set the collection rate.

3.2 Equilibrium Outcomes Under Tax Regulation (T)

The profit function of the manufacturer under taxation regulation is

max ΠT
n{qn}

= (pn − cn) qn − tqn. (4)

The profit function of the remanufacturer under taxation regulation is

max ΠT
r{qr }

= (pr − cr ) qr − tqr . (5)

where pn = 1 − qn − δqr and pr = δ(1 − qn − qr).
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The government’s objective function contains both environmental and economic
elements, so the expression is

max ΠT
G{τ, t}

= (t − cT τ ) (qn + qr) − ε (1 − τ ) (qn + qr)

s.t. 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1, t > 0.

(6)

Similarly, according to the inverse induction method, the enterprises’ optimal
decisions are first analyzed.

Proposition 3 Under the collection tax regulation, the optimal production decisions
of the manufacturer and the remanufacturer are qT ∗

n = 2−2cn+cr−δ−t
4−δ

and qT ∗
r =

δ(1+cn+t )−2cr−2t
(4−δ)δ

. The optimal prices are pT ∗
n = 2+cr+cn(2−δ)−δ+t (3−δ)

4−δ
and pT ∗

r =
2cr+δ+cnδ−cr δ+2t

4−δ
.

The profits of the manufacturer and the remanufacturer are ΠT
n

∗ =
(2−2cn+cr−δ−t )2

(4−δ)2 and ΠT
r

∗ = (δ+cnδ−2cr−t (2−δ))2

(4−δ)2δ
, respectively.

Then we analyze how the government determines the optimal collection rate and
the tax according to the decisions of the enterprises under the tax regulation. The
following conclusion can be drawn.

Proposition 4 Under the collection tax regulation, the optimal collection rate and
tax determined by the government are

(
τT ∗, tT ∗) =

⎧
⎨
⎩

(
0, 1

4 (δ (3 − cn − δ) − cr (2 − δ) + 2 (ε + cT τ ))
)

, if cT > ε(
1, 1

4 (δ (3 − cn − δ) − cr (2 − δ) + 2cT τ )
)

, if cT ≤ ε
.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, based on the Stackelberg game model, enterprises and governments
decisions have been analyzed. First, we study enterprises’ behavior under the two
regulations, including production and pricing decisions. Furthermore, we explore
how should the government set the optimal collection rate and tax according to
environmental impact of WEEE and the collection cost.
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Bank Credit Versus Trade Credit: The
Preferences of Financial Formats for
Supply Chain Members

Feng Tao, Qiuyang Jiang, Yao-Yu Wang, Junsong Bian, and Yan Cheng

Abstract Bank credit and trade credit are two types of financial formats in a
supply chain. We consider a two-echelon supply chain with one supplier and one
capital constrained retailer. By formulating the retailer’s and the supplier’s objective
functions respectively, we find that the preference of credit formats for the retailer
and the supplier are different and it depends on the credit interest rate. We also do
some sensitivity study on the preference of financial formats to demonstrate our
conclusions.

Keywords Bank credit · Trade credit · Credit preference · Supply chain finance

1 Introduction

Capital constraint has become an important obstacle to the firms’ operations in
a supply chain. As we all know, if a firm in a supply chain encounters capital
restriction, it may reduce its performance and even affect the performance of the
whole supply chain [1]. Therefore, the firms with capital constraints will resort to
some financial tools to support the operations. Among these tools, supply chain
finance (SCF) is one of the most useful ways to cope with the capital difficulties.
Compared with the traditional financing, SCF is less expensive and does not involve
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recourse [2]. There is also an experiment showing that employing supply chain
finance practices can not only accelerate the collaboration within the supply chain
but also enhance the competitive advantage [3]. Generally, the supply chain finance
has two widely used financing formats in practice. The first one is external bank
credit financing (BCF) which is used universally and extensively to release the
capital pressure for the firms. The other one is trade credit financing (TCF) which
is an internal financing support from the upstream supplier. Trade credit is a kind
of delay in payment by downstream firms to upstream firms. Although these two
above-mentioned financial formats are widely used in some developed countries
such as the US and the other G7 countries [4], it is still not clear why a particular
financial format is used in a firm while the other is not. Therefore, the main objective
of this paper is to examine the performance difference between the two financial
formats and identify how the preference of the retailer and the supplier for the
financing format are affected by some system parameters (such as the bank or the
trade interest rate).

2 Model and Analysis

In order to answer the above questions, we design a two-echelon supply chain
consisting of one supplier (he) and one retailer (she). The unit production cost in
supplier’s side is c, the wholesale price charged by supplier is w, the retail price
in retailer’s side is p per unit. We assume that the market demand is deterministic
and it takes the widely used form D = a − β · p, where a represents the potential
market demand for the product, and β indicates the price sensitivity of demand.
This linear demand function is widely used in previous studies [5, 6]. The retailer’s
initial capital is B. Since the retailer’s initial capital cannot cover all the capital of
the order, e.g., B < wD, the retailer has to seek external financial support. In this
paper, we consider bank credit case and trade credit case respectively to investigate
the optimal decisions. In each case, we assume that the supplier is the Stackelberg
leader and the retailer is the follower. We use backward induction approach to obtain
the optimal solutions.

2.1 Bank Credit Case

In this subsection, we hypothesize that the retailer uses the bank credit to finance the
operations. Due to lack of capital B < wD, the retailer borrows a loan wD − B from
a bank with an interest rate rb. In the first step, the retailer determines the selling
price p to maximize her own profit. Therefore, the retailer’s objective function in
bank credit case is:

πRB = pD − (1 + rb) (wD − B) (1)
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The subscript RB refers to the Retailer in Bank credit case. The first and second

derivatives of πBR with respect to p are ∂πRB

∂p
= a−2βp+(1 + rb) βw and ∂2πRB

∂p2 =
−2β < 0. With the first order condition, we can obtain the retailer’s best response
selling price p(w) = a+(1+rb)βw

2β
.

In the second step, anticipating the pricing decision determined by the retailer,
the supplier decides the wholesale price to maximize his own profit. Therefore, the
supplier’s objective function in Bank credit case is:

πSB = (w − c)D (2)

The subscript SB refers to the Supplier in Bank credit case. Substituting p(w) into
Eq. (2), we get πSB = (w − c)D = (w − c)(a − β · p(w)). The first and second
derivatives of πSB with respect to w are ∂πSB

∂w
= a

2 − (1 + rb) βw + (1+rb)βc
2 and

∂2πSB

∂w2 = − (1 + rb) β < 0. Thus, with the first order condition, we know w∗
B =

a
2β(1+rb)

+ c
2 is the optimal wholesale price and it is also the unique maximizer of

the profit πSB. Substituting w∗
B back into p(w), with some algebra, we can get the

optimal selling price is p∗
B = 3a

4β
+ c(1+rb)

4 . Finally, substituting w∗
B and p∗

B into
Eqs. (1) and (2), we can obtain the retailer’s optimal profit is π∗

RB = (1 + rb)B +
(a−βc(1+rb))

2

16β
, and the supplier’s optimal profit is π∗

SB = (a−βc(1+rb))
2

8β(1+rb)
.

2.2 Trade Credit Case

In this subsection, we investigate the optimal decisions when the retailer uses the
trade credit to finance her operations. Due to lack of capital, the retailer gets trade
credit wD − B with an interest rate rt from the supplier. Similarly, we use backward
induction to derive the optimal solutions. In the first step, the retailer determines
the selling price p to maximize her profit. Therefore, the objective function of the
retailer in trade credit case is:

πRT = pD − (1 + rt ) (wD − B) (3)

The subscript RT represents the Retailer in Trade credit case. The first and second

derivatives of πRT with respect to p are ∂πRT

∂p
= a−2βp+(1 + rt ) βw and ∂2πRT

∂p2 =
−2β < 0. With the first order condition, we can obtain the retailer’s best response
selling price is p(w) = a+(1+rt )βw

2β
.

In the second step, anticipating the response pricing decided by the retailer, the
supplier determines the wholesale price to maximize his own profit. Therefore, his
objective function in Trade credit case is:

πST = (w − c) D + rt (wD − B) (4)
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The subscript ST refers to the Supplier in Trade credit case. Substituting p(w)
into Eq. (4), we get πST = − rtB + ((1 + rt)w − c)(a − βpT ). The first and second
derivatives of πST with respect to w are ∂πST

∂w
= (

a
2 − (1 + rt ) βw

)
(1 + rt ) +

(1+rt )βc
2 and ∂2πST

∂w2 = −(1 + rt )
2β < 0. Thus, with the first order condition,

we know w∗
T = a+βc

2β(1+rt )
is the optimal wholesale price and it is also the unique

maximizer of the profit πST . Substituting w∗
T back into p(w), with some algebra,

the equilibrium selling price is p∗
T = 3a

4β
+ c

4 . Finally, substituting w∗
T and p∗

T

into Eqs. (3) and (4), we can obtain the optimal profit of retailer is π∗
RT =

(1 + rt )K + (a−βc)2

16β
, and the optimal profit of supplier is π∗

ST = −rtB + (a−βc)2

8β
.

2.3 Numerical Study

In this subsection, we focus on the retailer and the supplier’s credit preference with
respect to the bank credit interest rate and the trade credit interest rate. We use
MATLAB R2016b to write the program codes and draw all the figures. We set
a = 100, β = 1, c = 5, B = 400, the interest rate of bank credit and trade credit
are taken values in the interval 0 ~ 0.3. The results are summarized in Fig. 1.

From Fig. 1, we can see that the retailer and the supplier’s financing format
preference jointly depend on the bank credit interest rate and the trade credit interest
rate. Both credit formats could be the retailer’s and the supplier’s best choice. Figure
1a shows the retailer’s preference for the credit format. Given the initial capital, the
area where the retailer prefers to the trade credit is large than the bank credit area,
which means the retailer would choose the trade credit to financing in the most
cases. Especially, when the trade credit rate is larger than the bank credit interest
rate, the trade credit is always the best choice for the retailer. Figure 1b demonstrates

Fig. 1 Retailer’s and supplier’s credit preference. (a) Retailer’s preference. (b) Supplier’s prefer-
ence
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the supplier’s credit preference. We can see that the supplier also prefers the trade
credit in most cases. Particularly, when the bank credit interest rate is larger than the
trade credit interest rate, the supplier would be better if the retailer chooses the trade
credit.

3 Conclusions

This paper considers a two-echelon supply chain consisting of one dominant
supplier and one capital constrained retailer. We investigate the optimal decisions
in both the bank credit case and the trade credit case. The results indicate that the
preference of credit formats for the retailer and the supplier are different and it
jointly depends on the credit interest rate. Importantly, in the most cases, the retailer
and the supplier both prefer the trade credit to the bank credit.
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Increasing Pedestrian Safety
and Security Management Using Internet
of Things (IOT) Application

Ujjwal Khanna and Anjali Awasthi

Abstract Pedestrian safety has become an inherent problem all over the world.
This work provides a unique framework for pedestrian safety using the Internet
of Things. It aims to provide an IoT built motion-sensing system that ensures the
safety of the pedestrians by providing smart notifications on their mobile devices
of incoming vehicles as well as LED systems that notify vehicles of passing
pedestrians. The system also includes location tracking, and other emergency
security services (like emergency push buttons) that can be used by pedestrians as
well as all other person in the vicinity. Various patterns were observed that helped
identify the key elements to ensuring pedestrian safety that have been incorporated
into this proposed solution. The proposed solution is highly efficient, cost effective
and can be easily integrated into the current traffic management system. The key
technologies used to build this component include the Internet of Things, Cloud
Services, RESTful web services, and IFTTT web services. If incorporated into the
current traffic management system, it can lead to enhancement in pedestrian safety,
lower accident rates, and general safer traffic handling.

Keywords Internet of things · Cloud services · Motion sensor

1 Introduction

Pedestrian safety has become an important concern in every part of the world.
With the increase in the number of vehicles on the roads, the rise in the number
of accidents involving pedestrians has seen an exponential growth. The focus of this
work is to reduce this problem by building a system that makes use of IoT, Cloud
Services, RESTful web services, ThingSpeak and IFTTT web services. Nowadays,
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every person on the street is usually looking into their smartphones while walking
or is using their smartphone in some other way. The system aims to utilize this same
smartphone to alert the pedestrians of their surroundings to prevent accidents.

The proposed system, in addition, makes use of hardware components such
as ESP8266 NodeMCU WiFi Development Board, PIR motion sensor, and Push
Button to achieve this task. This proposed solution aims to exploit the fact that
every individual, today, owns a smartphone. Issuance of real-time alerts to prevent
accidents is thus a key feature of the system. It also makes use of motion sensors
that detect passing pedestrians on road intersections to ensure that the attached light
systems remain on to notify incoming vehicles of the same. When implemented
on a larger scale this system can prove to be extremely efficient in reducing the
possibility of accidents.

Few works that have proposed solutions for pedestrian safety include “Smart
Pedestrian Crossing Management at Traffic Light Junctions through a Fuzzy-Based
Approach” by Giovanni Pau et al. [1]. This work provides a solution to dynamically
control traffic lights through a Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC). This solution provides
easy adjustment of the traffic light phases depending upon the time of the day
and the number of pedestrians about to cross the road. This can thus allow the
pedestrian green light to be adjusted to a longer or shorter duration, depending
upon the number of pedestrians that have accumulated. Another work proposed
by Anubha Kumari et al. titled “Automatic Traffic Control for Pedestrian Safety”
[2] proposes a solution that involves automatic control of the Traffic Lights such
that as soon as a pedestrian crosses the road the traffic signal turns “red” alerting
the vehicles to stop immediately. This would allow the traffic to stop only in the
presence of pedestrians and thus be efficient. Yet another work titled “Pedestrian-
safe Smart Crossing System based on IoT with Object Tracking” by Kwangeun An
et al. [3] proposes a smart crossing system for pedestrians that makes use of a CCTV
with object tracking to reduce the number of accidents involving pedestrians on the
roads.

This work is organized as follows: Section 2 of the manuscript describes the
materials and methodologies used to build the system. Section 3 provides the
discussion which analyses the proposed solution in various situations. Section 4
concludes the paper followed by Acknowledgements and References.

2 Materials and Methodology

2.1 Materials

The system makes use of the following materials and technologies:

1. PIR Motion sensor: The PIR motion sensor is a readily available, low-cost, and
efficient motion sensor. Its sensitivity can be easily adjusted to sense motions
within a maximum range of 12 m from the sensor.
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2. ESP8266 NodeMCU WiFi Development Board: The ESP8266 is a low-cost, and
extremely efficient micro-controller. It has a full TCP/IP stack and a WiFi chip.

3. Digital Push Button, which can easily be connected to the ESP8266 micro-
controller. The digital push button sends digital signals to the micro-controller,
which acts accordingly.

4. IFTTT web services: IFTTT allow users to create custom applets that connect
various web-based services meet the user’s needs.

5. Cloud MQTT protocol: The sensed data is sent using MQTT protocol to the
cloud where it is accessed and stored for analytical and other purposes.

6. Integrated Development Environment (ESPlorer IDE): The IDE is used to write
the code in Lua language which can be further sent to the microcontroller with
the NodeMCU Firmware installed on it.

7. Mobile device: Mobile device plays an important role in this system. The mobile
devices of pedestrians are used to get alerts and notifications for safety and
security purposes.

8. Breadboard, 220ohm resistors, male to male & male to female jumper wires.
9. LEDs and an active Internet Connection

2.2 Methodology

The proposed system works as follows:

1. The system is built using the components mentioned in the previous section (Fig.
1).

2. The motion detector connected to the system consistently checks for any
movement within its vicinity. As soon as a motion is detected, the corresponding
LEDs are turned on till the duration the motion exists, and this data is sent onto
the cloud servers. This takes place as follows:

(i) The motion sensor senses motion and sends data to the microcontroller,
which in turn turns the LED on/off.

(ii) The microcontroller then sends this (motion sensor and LED) data to the
Cloud server.

3. These cloud servers can further be used to send notifications onto nearby mobile
devices. This can be achieved my creating custom applets through IFTTT maker
service. An applet is created which receives an alert trigger from the cloud server.
This applet then sends the required alerts onto the mobile devices. The idea is to
detect the passing pedestrians and turn on the LEDs embedded into the roads to
alert incoming vehicles of passing pedestrians. Further the approaching vehicles
are detected by another group of motion sensors which send this data onto the
cloud. These cloud servers then send notifications onto mobile devices of nearby
pedestrians (through IFTTT applets) to notify them of approaching vehicles.
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Fig. 1 System circuit with Motion sensor, LED

4. In addition, the roadsides would also be fitted with digital push buttons which
can be used by pedestrians during emergency situations. Pushing the button
would send notifications to nearby emergency authorities along with the roadside
location to allow help to arrive as soon as possible. This would be achieved as
follows:

(i) On pressing the digital push button, the microcontroller (fitted with a GPS
module) would fire a trigger.

(ii) This would in turn trigger the respective IFTTT applet, which would send
alerts to nearby emergency authorities.

(iii) This data would then be sent onto the cloud server.

5. All this data is stored on the cloud servers and can be used later for analytical
purposes as well.

Figure 2 shows how the proposed system can be used to manage the traffic on
roads.

Figures 3 and 4 below show the sequence diagram of how the proposed
system would work. The motion sensors would detect motion and accordingly the
microcontroller would control the LEDs. In case of detection of vehicles or other
obstructions alerts would be issues onto the mobile devices of the pedestrians. The
sequence diagrams also show how the digital push button system would work.
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Fig. 2 The system can be embedded in the roads to send data to the cloud servers and thus generate
alerts on pedestrians’ mobile devices. It also alerts approaching vehicles by making the LEDs glow

Fig. 3 Sequence diagram showing the working of the motion sensor and LEDs connected to the
microcontroller, and the cloud
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Fig. 4 Sequence diagram showing the working of the digital push button connected to the
microcontroller, and the role of the cloud

3 Discussion

The proposed system, when compared with other existing technologies, provides a
more promising solution due to its low-cost, efficiency, and reliability. The figures
below highlight a few problems that are currently a major concern for pedestrians
as well as overall traffic handling. Advanced sidewalks (Fig. 5) are built for the ease
of pedestrians crossing the streets. They might be effective for small crossings but
are dangerous for intersections, also psychologically it does not give pedestrians the
feeling of being safe.

Speeding vehicles like the HMV’s could cause harm to the pedestrians waiting
to cross the streets on the advanced sidewalks. It creates a bottleneck for the
approaching vehicles and thus is not an effective measure for the safety of
pedestrians.

In Fig. 6, to enhance the visibility of the crossing, they are painted with bright
colors. It might give an attractive path to the pedestrians to cross but for the
consequent vehicles approaching it might be distracting, and not serve the purpose
they are intended to serve, and accidents may still take place. Whereas, our proposed
system will not only alert the pedestrians, but it will also be beneficial for the
environment. Moreover, in case of emergency situations the push button system can
easily be used to call for help.

Figures 7, 8, and 9 highlight more pressing issues that are a safety concern for
pedestrians. These images highlight the problems currently observed in downtown
Montreal, which need urgent attention. Our proposed system can be highly effective
in solving these issues immediately by alerting pedestrians and calling for help. In
Figs. 7 and 8, there is ongoing unenclosed construction taking place, and the sign
board has fallen due to precipitation and wind flow. These have damaged the streets
and people who are unaware of this can be in danger. In such scenarios the proposed
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Fig. 5 Advanced sidewalks for pedestrians [4]

Fig. 6 Visible pedestrian crossing [4]
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Fig. 7 Open, unattended construction site on pedestrian pathways

Fig. 8 Fallen sign boards
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Fig. 9 Waste present on cycle track

system allows us to send alerts beforehand. Moreover, if any person notices it they
can press the button and help can be called to handle the situation. Similarly, in Fig.
9 waste from restaurants is drawn towards the cycle track and can also be drawn
towards the main road thus causing fatal accidents, using our system we can assure
that the pedestrians, cyclists and drivers can be alerted of any approaching threat.

Figure 10 shows the ESPlorer IDE which was used to write and push the code
onto the microcontroller. Figure 11 shows a snapshot of the system. In this, the
motion sensor is sensing data and sending it onto the Cloud. Moreover, as the motion
is being sensed, the LED is being turned on. This data is also being sent to the cloud.
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Fig. 10 Esplorer IDE with the code written in Lua language

Fig. 11 Data being received on the cloud

4 Conclusion

Pedestrian safety is an increasing concern all over the World, especially in areas
which are densely populated. This work also analyses many patterns and risks
to pedestrian safety that have recently been observed, and the solution proposed
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aims to handle these pressing concerns as well. Although many systems exist to
enhance pedestrian safety, the system proposed in this work provides a solution
that is not only low-cost and effective but is extremely reliable during emergencies.
When implemented on a higher scale, this system can prove to be a boon to the
traffic management system and prevent accidents that otherwise could not have been
prevented.
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A Robust Optimization Model for a Last
Mile Relief Network Design Problem

Pei-Yu Zhang, Yan-Kui Liu, Guo-Qing Yang, and Guo-Qing Zhang

Abstract In this paper, we present a robust model for the last relief network design
problem. The last mile relief network can determine the locations of the points
of distribution (PODs) and the locations of the demand nodes. Beside, there are
many uncertainties after a disaster, we use the two uncertain sets to deal with the
objective and chance constraints which obtain the uncertain parameters. In addition,
we deduce the definite form of the relief network model under the uncertain sets.
Finally, we verify the validity of the model by Wenchuan earthquake.

Keywords Last mile · Relief network design problem · Robust optimization ·
Uncertainty

1 Introduction

In recent years, frequent disasters have seriously affected the people lives and
society property. relief organizations should respond quickly after a natural disaster,
but they may face serious logistical challenges in actual relief operations during
they transport relief supplies to victims in the affected areas. This stage of the relief
operation called “last mile" in the relief network. Amiri [2] studied a distribution
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relief network after a natural disaster, Ahmadi et al. [1] proposed a humanitarian
logistics model which considering network failure in a real case study, Li et al.
[8] proposed a mathematical model which considering the shelter locations and
transportation planning. Li et al. [8] developed a bi-level optimization model to
select the shelter locations and evacuation needs under the hurricane events. In this
paper, we mainly study a last mile relief network design problem after a disaster.
The last mile relief network design problem is the most difficult stage in the relief
operation which directly affects the effectiveness of the total relief network. This is
because there are many uncertain factors such as the traffic roads, the scarcity of
resources and the demand of victims in the post-disaster environment.

This paper examines the last mile relief network design problem which provides
relief organizations to transport relief supplies to victims as quickly as possible.
It assumes that there has a large location distribution center (LDC), which is
usually located nearby the airport. Relief organizations always deliver the relief
supplies to the temporary distribution points (PODs). These PODs are the nodes
located between the LDC and the demand nodes. Specifically, we need to determine
the locations and capacities of the PODs. Finally, relief organizations delivered
relief supplies from the PODs to demand nodes. Demand nodes are safe areas for
displaced people. The 24 hours after a disaster is especially important for relief
operations, thus the last mile relief network design problem must be determined
in the uncertain environment after the disaster. Liu et al. [10] proposed a robust
optimization model for relief distribution after disasters in an uncertain environ-
ment. Rahmani et al. [12] presented a humanitarian relief network structure to
resist the risk of facility disruption after disasters. In their model, the uncertain
parameters are the potential epicenters and the magnitudes of earthquakes. Shiva
et al. [13] proposed a humanitarian relief chain in an uncertain environment. Liu
et al. [9] designed a relief logistics planning in the relief network with uncertain
demand and time. Usually, relief organizations can obtain information through
the preliminary assessments, but these information of uncertain parameters are
uncertain and crude. Therefore, we propose a robust last mile relief network under
an uncertain environment.

In this paper, we propose a robust last mile network model with the objective
which minimizing the transportation time. Chang et al. [5] studied a scenario
planning method for the flood emergency logistics preparation problem in an
uncertain environment, Garrido et al. [6] proposed a stochastic model for floods
emergency logistics which considering the cost in the network. Noyan et al. [11]
considered a stochastic model which considering the accessibility score of victims
in demand nodes. In the supply chain network design problem, Yang and Liu [14]
presented an equilibrium model under uncertain transportation costs and demand.
Besides, they introduced a hybrid biogeography to deal with the model. Unlike
these literature, we focus on the transportation time that victims can access relief
supplies as quickly as possible. In addition, the disaster would destroy a lot of
infrastructure that many road are not viable to transport the relief supplies in the
relief network. Therefore, the demand and freight is uncertain in our last mile relief
network model. Although relief organization can obtain the information through
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the preliminary assessments, but these information are uncertain and crude. We can
not get exact probability distribution information for the uncertain parameters. In
this way, we cannot deal with the objective and chance constraints with uncertain
parameters. However, we can obtain the partial probability distribution information
of the uncertain parameters after the disaster. Under this situation, we can use the
robust optimization to deal the last mile network model [3, 4, 7]. For the objective,
we deduce the exact tractable form by the Box uncertain set. For the chance
constraints, we use the Box-Ball uncertain set to deduce the tractable forms. Finally,
we have a manageable framework of the robust last mile relief network model.

2 Problem Statement of Last Mile Relief Network

Disasters not only cause a lot of casualties, but also damage a lot of infrastructures.
Therefore, the relief organizations should make corresponding relief operations, and
these rescue operations need to have a reasonable management system. Therefore
this paper design a last mile relief network system for the distribution of relief
supplies after a natural disaster. Next, we introduce structure of the last mile relief
network. As shown in Fig. 1, the last mile network design problem includes a fixed
LDC, a group of points of distributions (PODs) and a group of demand nodes. The
LDC is a large warehouse for storing relief supplies. The temporary warehouse is
the distribution point established temporarily in the network, and the demand node is
the point where the disaster victims are located. The way of transport way between
them is one-way, and relief organizations use the same means to transport relief
supplies to victims.

Fig. 1 The map of last mile
network in TongHai country
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3 The Robust Relief Network Model

In this section, we introduce the robust model for the last mile relief network.

min
p,z

max
p1∈P

Et∼Z1

⎡
⎣∑

j∈A

pj tj +
∑
j∈A

∑
i∈B

zji tj i

⎤
⎦ (1)

s. t.
∑
j∈A

yj ≤ N (2)

∑
j∈A

pj = Q (3)

∑
j∈A

xji = 1 i ∈ B (4)

xji ≤ yj j ∈ A, i ∈ B (5)

pj ≤ Myj j ∈ A (6)

zji ≤ Mxji j ∈ A, i ∈ B (7)

rj ≤ Rj j ∈ A (8)

zji ≥ di ∀d ∈ Z2, j ∈ A, i ∈ B (9)
∑
i∈B

zji ≤ pj j ∈ A (10)

∑
j∈A

fj rj +
∑
j∈J

∑
i∈I

fjizji ≤ C ∀f ∈ Z2 (11)

In this model, the objective (1) we considered is to minimize the delivery time of
the relief supplies in the entire relief network. Constraint (2) represents the limit
of the PODs number. The constraint (3) means that the number of relief supplies
transported to the PODs is equal to the available relief supplies. Constraint (4)
and (5) represent the connection between the PODs and demand nodes. Each
demand node can only connect to the one POD, and only if POD is open can
the demand node be open. Constraint (6) means that only an open PODs can
transport relief supplies. Similar to the constraint (7), only demand nodes can get
relief supplies. Constraint (8) means that the relief supplies delivered to the POD
cannot exceed its storage capacity. Constraint (9) means that the number of relief
supplies transported to the demand node is greater than the demand of the victims.
Constraint (10)means that the relief supplies delivered to the demand nodes are less
than the POD capacity, and constraint (11) represents that the cost in the network
is less than the budget level. Because of the existence of the uncertain parameters,
the model is computationally unsolvable. The uncertain parameters in this model
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is transportation time, freight and the demand of victims in the demand nodes, and
they are wave in different uncertain sets Z1 and Z2. The first uncertain set is Box
uncertain set, and the second uncertain set is Box-Ball uncertain set. We transform
the chance constraints with uncertain parameters into definite forms, and the final
form of our robust model has the following form.

For the objective with uncertain parameters, we use the Box uncertain set to
process. We assume that the uncertain parameter t has the following form: t = to+tl .
For the chance constraint (10) with uncertain parameters, we deduce the exact form
under the Box-Ball uncertain set, and the uncertain parameter d has the following
form: d = do + dl . For the chance constraint (11) with the uncertain parameters f,
we deduce the processable form under the Box-Ball uncertain set, and the uncertain
parameter f has the following form: f = fo +fl . we can obtain the objective (12) is
the equivalent form of (1), the constraint (21) and constrain (22) are the processable
forms of the constraint (10), the constraint (23) and (24) are the processable forms
of the constraint (10). Finally, we obtain the computationally processable form of
the robust last mile relief network model.

min
p,z

∑
j∈J

pj [t0
j + t lj ] +

∑
j∈J

∑
i∈I

zji[t0
ji + t lj i ] (12)

s. t.
∑
j∈A

yj ≤ N (13)

∑
j∈A

pj = Q (14)

∑
j∈J

xji = 1 i ∈ B (15)

xji ≤ yj i ∈ B, j ∈ A (16)

pj ≤ Myj j ∈ A (17)

zji ≤ Mxji j ∈ A, i ∈ B (18)

pj ≤ Rj j ∈ A (19)
∑
i∈I

zji ≤ pj j ∈ A (20)

|w| + �
√

u2 ≤ zji − d0
i (21)

w + u = −dl
i (22)

|a| + �
√

b2+ ≤ C −
∑
j∈J

f 0
j rj −

∑
j∈J

∑
i∈Mj

f 0
jizji (23)

a + b = −
∑
j∈J

f l
j rj −

∑
j∈J

∑
i∈Mj

f l
jizji (24)
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4 Case Study in Wenchuan Earthquake

In this section, we apply our model to a real relief operations after Wenchuan
earthquake. As we all know, the devastating of Wenchuan earthquake can not be
estimated. A large number of victims are in urgent need of relief supplies. Therefore,
in view of the Wenchuan earthquake relief operation, we propose a relief last mile
relief network system. As shown in Fig. 2, we select a large warehouse near the
airport as the LDC, and select three nodes as the candidate points for PODs. 10
nodes are selected as demand nodes in the entire last mile relief network.

4.1 Data in Model

Table 1 represents the distance from an opening LDC to the PODs. Table 2 stands
for the distance from the PODs to the demand nodes. Table 3 implies the demand
of the victims in a demand node, and the fluctuation term of demand is 50. The
uncertain parameters t and f is related to the distance.

Fig. 2 The map of last mile network in WenChuan country
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Table 1 The distance between LDC to PODs (in kilometer)

LDC POD1 POD2 POD3

3.2 5.6 8.9

Table 2 The distance between the PODs and demand nodes (in kilometer)

N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 N6 N7 N8 N9 N10

POD1 3.2 3.6 4.9 4.9 5.6 8.0 8.2 11.2 10.5 13.5

POD2 4.5 5.4 6.7 4.9 2.1 3.2 8.2 11.2 10.5 2.1

POD3 14.5 10.4 9.7 8.9 10.1 7.2 3.6 4.2 3.2 2.7

Table 3 The demand of victim in demand nodes

N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 N6 N7 N8 N9 N10

Demand 215 484 348 245 365 245 278 200 374 265

Table 4 The relief
distribution in demand nodes

POD1 POD2 POD3

N1(275) N5(425) N7(338)

N2(544) N6(305) N8(260)

N3(408) N10(325) N9(434)

N4(305)

4.2 The Results

The number of relief supplies from the LDC to POD1, POD2 and POD3 are 2000,
1968, and 1032. In addition, Table 4 represents the connections between the POD
and the demand nodes, the number of relief supplies transported from the PODs to
the demand nodes. The first column of the table represents that PON1 is connected
with n1–n4, and the numbers in brackets represent the number of relief supplies that
POD1 delivers to the demand nodes.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we aimed to minimize the transportation time of relief supplies, and
proposed a last relief network system to enable relief workers to make an effective
last mile relief allocations decision. For the uncertain parameters in the last mile
relief network, we use robust optimization to deal with the objective and chance
constraints with uncertain parameters, and obtain a exact model which can be
processed. We also provide an illustrative example and highlight the relationships
between various decisions and the impact of different uncertain parameters on the
model. The results show that the robust last mile relief network model proposed by
this paper can well resist the uncertainty of the uncertain parameters.
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Optimal Pricing Policy Under
Multi-Period Setting with Strategic
Consumers

Haijiao Li, Kuan Yang, and Mohammed Almanaseer

Abstract Multi-period selling strategy is generally implemented by retailers to
stimulate sales through better targeting different segments of the consumer popu-
lation. In this study, we develop a multi-period model formwork to explore how the
retailer could maximize the profit by determining and applying optimal prices in the
three selling periods, including advance selling, regular selling, and clearance sales
periods. Meanwhile, we find that the selling strategy that products are sold by three
periods is beneficial for the retailer.

Keywords Advance selling · Clearance sales · Strategic consumers

1 Introduction

With innovation of information technologies and rapid development of economy,
retailers are facilitated to promote selling of products by incorporating both the
advance selling season and clearance sale season, in addition to regular selling
season. The advance selling season has the characterization that the retailers offer
customers to pre-order new products, such as books, electronics, and video games,
from online distribution before their release dates [1]. According to Deloitte’s
survey, as of February 2014, up to 16% of online sales have made an advance
selling strategy [2]. Meanwhile, clearance sale season has the typical feature that the
retailers offer a steeper discount for consumers who strategically wait to purchase
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at the end of the selling season [3]. BestBuy shows that an estimated 20% of
customers strategically wait for their purchases due to a substantial price discount
in the clearance sales [4].

Numerous research has been conducted over whether a retailer should sell
products in advance [5, 6]. The effects of return police [7], capacity allocation [8],
risk or loss aversion [9], and pricing schemes [10] on the benefit of the retailer have
been systematically investigated. Similarly, clearance-sale and clearance pricing
have also received sufficient attention [11], where fixed clearance price (salvage
value) or a fixed discount at the end of selling period are assumed in most studies
[12, 13]. However, the existing literature has been conducted by considering either
advance selling or clearance sales individually. There exists a gap to explore both
the advance selling and clearance sales in the multi-period setting.

In this paper, our research aims to fill this gap. We first portray the demand
allocation among the various selling periods using utility theory. Using these
demand portraits, we then establish a multi-period model formwork to study the
determination of the retailer’s optimal price to address strategic consumers who time
their purchase in three selling periods: the “advance” selling period, the “regular”
selling period, and the final “clearance” sales period. We finally carry on to analyze
the effect on the profit of retailer and evaluate how the retailer choose the optimal
selling strategy.

2 Model Description

Consider that a retailer sells one product to consumers through three different
periods. Before the selling season, the retailer incurs a procurement cost c for every
product sold and reveals all prices decisions p1, p2 and p3, which are denoted as the
advance price, the regular price, and the clearance price, respectively. It is intuitive
that p1 ≥ p3 is to be assumed, because the clearance sales is provided more generous
discount for the wait-for-purchasing consumers than advance selling. All unsold
products at the end of the selling season are normalized to zero.

Consumer utility is different for different selling periods. It is assumed that the
consumers are heterogeneous in the production valuation v, which is uniformly
distributed [0,1] [14]. All consumers are involved in advance selling period and
each consumer desires no more than one unit product. In the first period, when the
consumers order the products from the retailer in advance, the consumers could not
inspect its valuation. Thus, the product may be returned to the retailer if the product
valuation is lower than the actual valuation. Let β denote the probability that the
consumers like the product is β, then the consumers expected utility Ua is β(v − p1).
In the second period, since the consumers can know exactly about the product, they
can choose to buy immediately at the regular price or wait for the sale at clearance
price. If the price is attractive, the consumer may purchase the product immediately
with the valuation ν, where the consumer expected utility Ur is v − p2. Otherwise,
consumers may find it worthwhile to wait until clearance sale period even if the
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product may be sold out by then. Correspondingly, the consumers expected utility
Uc is q(v − p3), where q denotes the probability that the product is in stock in the
third period. Note that we assume q < β, otherwise there is no consumer purchasing
product from the first period.

3 Equilibrium Analysis

In this section, we study the optimal equilibrium. Consumers make decisions to
purchase via comparing their utilities among different selling periods. A consumer
with a valuation of v may buy the products in period 1, in period 2, in period 3 if the
utility functions are non-negative, namely, Ua = β(v − p1) ≥ 0, Ur = v − p2 ≥ 0
and Uc = q(v − p3) ≥ 0, respectively. Then, only one of the valuations attains the
maximum in max {β(v − p1), v − p2, q(v − p3)}, v − p2, q(v − p3) for a product
valuation of v, indicating that the consumers will purchase their desired product
in one of the selling period with more consumer surplus. Therefore, the demand
functions can be derived from the advance product Q1, regular product Q2, and
clearance product Q3 during different selling situations as follows.

Lemma 1 The demand functions are given by

(Q1,Q2,Q3)

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(
p2−βp1

1−β
− βp1−qp3

β−q
, 1 − p2−βp1

1−β
,

βp1−qp3
β−q

− p3

)
(p1, p2, p3) ∈ R1(

0, 1 − p2−qp3
1−q

,
p2−qp3

1−q
− p3

) )
(p1, p2, p3) ∈ R2

(0, 0, 1 − p3) (p1, p2, p3) ∈ R3(
1 − βp1−qp3

β−q
, 0,

βp1−βp3
β−q

− p3

)
(p1, p2, p3) ∈ R4

where the regions Ri are defined as follows:

R1 =
{
p3 ≤ p1 ≤ (β−q)p2+q(1−β)p3

β(1−q)
, p2 ≤ 1 − β + βp1

}

R2 =
{

(β−q)p2+q(1−β)p3
β(1−q)

≤ p1 ≤ 1, p3 ≤ p2 ≤ 1 − q + qp3

}

R3 =
{

β−q+qp3
β

≤ p1 ≤ 1, 1 − q + qp3 ≤ p2 ≤ 1
}

R4 =
{
p3 ≤ p1 ≤ β−q+qp3

β
, 1 − β + βp1 ≤ p2 ≤ 1

}

The proof is similar to Bernstein et al. [15], and thus is not presented here.
According to the region of demand functions of Lemma 2, we can characterize
the consumers’ purchasing behavior in Fig. 1. In practice, there is always regular
selling period which the retailers are highly focuses on. Thus, this study only pay
attention to the regions that incur positive sales of the regular selling, i.e., the R1 and
R2 Regions. Consequently, the profit of the retailer can be given by:

Πi
r =

(
pi

1 − c
)

Qi
1 +

(
pi

2 − c
)

Qi
2 +

(
pi

3 − c
)

Qi
3,
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Fig. 1 The demand regions

where i = 1, 2.Then, we can characterize the corresponding equilibrium results, as
shown below.

Theorem 1 The equilibria under Regions 1 (i = 1) and Regions 2 (i = 2) are as
follows:

pi
1 pi

2 pi
3 Πi

r

i = 1 β2+(c+1)β+cq

β2+2β+q

(1+c)β2+(cq+c−q+3)β+(1+c)q

2(β2+2β+q)
(1+c)β2+(3c−cq+q+1)β+(1+c)q

2(β2+2β+q)
(1−c)2(β2−βq+3β+q

)
4(β2+2β+q)

i = 2 n/a cq+c+2
q+3

2c+q+1
q+3

(1−c)2

q+3

According to Theorem 1, the retailer will charge the equilibrium price pi
j , where

i ∈ {1, 2} and j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, to extract the maximum consumer utility. In the basic
model above, it is assumed that the consumers may purchase the product if the utility
of buying is none negative, which implies that the consumers may buy product at
a price pi

j in period j even though they only get a zero utility. Similar assumption
and results may be found in [16], where the consumers will buy the product when
the reservation price is not less than the selling price, and the retailer can extract the
maximum consumer utility by charging a price at the consumers’ reservation price.

Theorem 1 shows that can be divided into two regions. The next will reveal that
a Nash equilibrium can be sustained in Region 1 where the product is sold in three
periods, that is, the retailer have no incentive to deviate from this solution.

Corollary 1 The global optimal decision is Region 1, that is, the optimal selling
strategy of the retailer is that the product is sold in three periods.

This Corollary suggests that when sales of product occur in advance period,
regular period, and clearance periods, the retailer can get the maximum profit. As
a result, the selling way that the product is sold in three periods is more beneficial
for the retailer than the other way that the product is sold in the last two period.
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Early research has shown that the profit of retailer suffers from more sophisticated
strategic consumers [17, 18]. Some scholars conclude that preannounced pricing,
implying that the prices in the current and future market are determined and
promised at the beginning of the selling season, is good tactic to discourage
consumers from waiting for a markdown [19, 20]. However, we in this paper find
that the introduction of the advance selling period can mitigate consumer’s strategic
waiting behavior to obtain high overall sales volume. It is significant for the retailer
to offer managerial insights on some strategic selections.

4 Numerical Studies

From the above Corollary 1, we observe that the selling selection that the product
are sold via three periods outperforms that that the product are sold via the last
two periods. Consequently, we only center on the former selection discussed in
the following. We first set the reasonable base parameter values for the numerical
simulation. In practice, consumers who focus on advance period are loyal to per-
order products. They will not return their desire products unless there is quality
defect. As a result, the match probability that the product purchased in period 1
matches the consumer is set by β = 0.8. We know q < β ≤ 1, so we set the
availability probability that the product is in stock in the clearance period as q = 0.3.

We first study the effect of the match probability on the optimal results. From
Fig. 2, we note that both the optimal prices, that is, the advance price, the regular
price and the clearance price, increase in c, and the optimal profit decreases in c. It is
intuitive for this finding. The increase procurement cost means that the retailer will
spend more purchase cost to sell products to the final market, then correspondingly
the retail prices increase. High retail prices has a negative on demand. As a result,
the retailer’s profit decreases in the product cost.

We then discuss the effect of the match probability on the optimal results. It
follows from Fig. 3 that the optimal advance price and regular price increase in β,
while the optimal clearance price decreases in β. This is straightforward because an
increase in β intuitively means the consumers are more interested in pre-ordering
products due to a better match, so the retailer sets a high advance price to capture
this part profit. Based on information that is provided by the advance period, it is
reasonable that the retailer sets high regular price to enhance own profit. At the
end of the selling season, the retailer should decrease the clearance price to avoid
inventory risk, which is accord with the real situation.

Finally, we explore the effect of the availability probability on the optimal results.
In respond to Fig. 4, we test the reaction of the optimal results when q changes.
The optimal advance and regular prices will decrease and the clearance price will
increase as q increases, which is reasonable. When the increase of the availability
probability leads more consumers to choose to wait for purchasing, which hurts
retailer’s profit. Consequently, the retailer should decrease the advance and regular
prices so as to compensate for the decrease in revenue. On the other hand, the retailer
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Fig. 2 Impact of the product cost

Fig. 3 Impact of the match probability
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Fig. 4 Impact of the availability probability

is more central on regular seasons. As a result, the decrease of the regular price have
an adverse effect on retailer’s profit.

5 Conclusion

Many retailers have adopted advance selling period or clearance sales period to
better target different consumer segment in order to increase profitability. This
paper extends the two-period selling to the multi-period selling, and finds the
optimal prices decisions in different selling periods, including the advance selling,
the regular selling and the clearance sales periods to maximize the profitability of
retailer. Moreover, we observe that the retailer can benefit from the selling strategy
that the product is sold in three periods than that the product is sold in regular selling
and clearance sales periods. Certainly, with the rise of the big data era, how social
networks affect strategic consumers’ valuations and purchasing decisions will be
interesting areas to explore.
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Appendix

Proof of Theorem 1. We first proof the region 2, and the other region 1 is similar.
For the ease of notational convenience, we have omitted the superscript “2” in this
proof. According to the profit of retailer

Πr = (p1 − c)

(
p2 − βp1

1 − β
− βp1 − qp3

β − q

)
+ (p2 − c)

(
1 − p2 − βp1

1 − β

)

+ (p3 − c)

(
βp1 − qp3

β − q
− p3

)
,

we can get the Hessian matrix H =
⎛
⎜⎝

2(q−1)β
(1−β)(β−q)

1+β
1−β

q+β
β−q

1+β
1−β

− 2
1−β

0
q+β
β−q
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β−q

⎞
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defined matrix, Hence, �r is joint concave in (p1, p2, p3). Let ∂Πr

∂p1
= 0, ∂Πr

∂p2
=

0, ∂Πr

∂p3
= 0, and the following can be obtained

p1 = β2 + (c + 1) β + cq

β2 + 2β + q
, p2 = (1 + c) β2 + (cq + c − q + 3) β + (1 + c) q

2
(
β2 + 2β + q

) ,

p3 = (1 + c) β2 + (3c − cq + q + 1) β + (1 + c) q

2
(
β2 + 2β + q

) .

In the following, we verify that these prices lie in

R1 =
{
p3 ≤ p1 ≤ (β − q)p2 + q (1 − β)p3

β (1 − q)
, p2 ≤ 1 − β + βp1

}
. Clearly,

p3 ≤ p1. Substituting p1, p2 and p3 into R1 yields

(β − q) p2 + q (1 − β) p3

β (1 − q)
− p1 = (β − 1) (β − q) (c − 1)

2
(
β2 + 2β + q

) ≥ 0,

1 − β + βp1 − p2 = (β − 1) (β + q) (c − 1)

2
(
β2 + 2β + q

) ≥ 0.

Hence, R3 is not empty. Thus, the retailer’s profit function is shown in Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 1: Π1
m − Π2

m = (1−c)2(q−1)(β−1)(β−q)

4(q+3)(β2+2β+q)
≥ 0.
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A Bi-objective Model for Last Mile Relief
Network Design Problem Under
Uncertain Demand

Pei-Yu Zhang, Yan-Kui Liu, Guo-Qing Yang, and Guo-Qing Zhang

Abstract In this study, we introduce a last mile relief network design problem,
which determines the locations and capacities of distribution points under the
uncertain environment. Also, we consider the uncertain demand in the relief
network and deal with the chance constraint under the partial probability distribution
information. Then, we build a model of the last mile relief network with uncertain
demand. At the same time, we deduce the exact tractable form of the relief network
model. Finally, we apply the mathematical model to the actual earthquake to verify
the validity of the model.

Keywords Last mile relief network design problem · Bi-objective · Ambiguity
set · Uncertainty

1 Introduction

The goal of the relief network is to deliver relief supplies quickly and safely to the
affected areas after a natural disaster. After the disaster occurs, relief organization
should distribute relief supplies to the victims in demand nodes quickly. First of all,
the relief supplies arrive at the important hubs (airports) through different channels.
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Next, the relief supplies are distributed to the large distribution center (LDC), and
the supplies at the distribution centers are transferred to the points of distribution
(PODs). At last, relief organizations transport relief supplies to the victims in the
demand nodes. In the text, we are most concerned about the availability of effective
supplies to victims. Therefore, we mainly consider the last mile phase in the relief
network. In 2007, Kovcs et al. [6] discussed the humanitarian logistics after natural
disasters. Sheu [10] considered the emergency logistics distribution approach to
transport relief supplies for urgent demand. Yahyaei and Bozorgi-Amiri [12] studied
the shelters and supply facility locations in the relief network. More research can be
founded in Akbari and Salman [1], Najafi et al. [8], Noyan and Kahveciou [9].

Post-disaster relief operations often face many challenges such as the destroyed
transport roads and resource constraint. It is a challenge for relief organizations to
develop effective distribution plans in a complex post-disaster environment while
maintaining coordinated action. In this paper, our goal is to design a last mile relief
network to help decision makers make effective supplies distribution plans in the
final stage. In this study, we study the last mile relief network design problem after
a disaster. In this network, there is a large distribution center which the location is
known, and the relief organizations deliver the relief supplies to the PODs. Finally,
relief organizations transport relief supplies to the victims in the demand nodes. At
the same time, the network determines the locations and capacities of distribution
points, the locations of demand nodes and the number of relief supplies delivered
between them.

For this relief network, we propose a bi-objective mathematical model. Noyan
and Kahveciou [9] proposed a stochastic model to minimize the accessibility of the
victims in the demand nodes. Liu et al. [7] presented a mathematical model which
considering the unsatisfied demand in the relief network. Najafi et al. [8] studied
multi-objective model to manage the logistics of the relief supplies and injured
people after disaster. In this paper, we consider two objectives. The first objective
is to minimize transportation time which aiming to deliver the relief supplies to
the demand nodes quickly. The second objective is to minimize the cost of the
entire relief network. The whole two-objective model is designed to transport relief
supplies to the victims quickly and reasonably under a reasonable budget. The post-
disaster environment is complex, and it is impossible for relief organization to obtain
all the information in the first place. Therefore, many factors are uncertain. In this
paper, we discuss the uncertain demand of victims in demand node. Due to the
inadequacy of historical information and the lag of post-disaster information, we
cannot obtain the accurate demand of the victims. Therefore, the demand of the
victims in the last mile relief network are uncertain.

We deal with the chance constraint with uncertain parameters by distributionally
robust optimization method Ben-Tal and Nemirovski [3], Wiesemann et al. [11].
If we know the distribution information of the uncertain parameters, maybe we
can use the stochastic optimization method to deal with the chance constraint with
uncertain demand [9]. However, the precise information of disaster victims are
not available, and we can only obtain partial probability distribution information
of them. Therefore, distributionally robust optimization is a method to deal with
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uncertain parameters [2, 4, 5]. In this paper, we derive the exact tractable form of
the dual objective model. Besides, we use the constraint method to deal with the two
objectives. Finally, the effectiveness of the model is verified by practical examples.

2 Problem Statement

In this section, we introduce the last mile relief network design problem. There
be a relief network which obtaining a set of LDCs, a set of PODs, and a set of
demand nodes. This last mile relief network design problem determines the location
selection of LDCs, the locations and capacities of the PODs, and the number of relief
supplies delivered between the PODs and the demand nodes. Whiling considers
the time and cost of transportation over the relief network. Next, we describe the
characteristics of this relief network.

As shown in Fig. 1, there is usually one or several LDCs close to the airport
in the last relief network, and each LDC serves the demand nodes through several
PODs. Specifically, there has a fixed LDC in the relief network, whose location is
predetermined and has a certain capacity. After that relief organizations deliver relief
supplies to the PODs which are temporary distribution points that can be located
anywhere in the relief network. Finally, relief supplies are transported to the victims
in the demand nodes supplies.

1
3

LDC-2

LDC-1

POD-1

   POD-2

POD-3

d-1

d-2

d-3 d-4

d-5

d-6

d-7

d-8
d-9

Fig. 1 An example of a last mile relief network
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3 A Bi-objective Model for Last Mile Relief Network

The last mile relief network model of last mile relief network is written as following:

min
m,n

E

⎡
⎣∑

j∈P

tjmj +
∑
j∈P

∑
i∈N

tjinji

⎤
⎦ (1)

min
y,m,n

E

⎡
⎣∑

j∈P

fj yj +
∑
j∈P

cjmj +
∑
j∈P

∑
i∈Mj

cjinji

⎤
⎦ (2)

s. t. z1 ≤
∑
j∈P

yj ≤ z2 (3)

∑
j∈P

xji = 1 i ∈ N (4)

xji ≤ yj j ∈ P, i ∈ N (5)

nji ≤ Gxji j ∈ P, i ∈ N (6)

mj ≤ Gyj j ∈ P (7)

mj ≤ Rj j ∈ P (8)
∑
j∈P

mj = θ (9)

∑
i∈N

nji ≤ mj j ∈ P (10)

Pr
o∼P

{nji ≥ oi} ≥ 1 − ε P ∈ P, i ∈ N, j ∈ P (11)

In this model, we discuss two objectives. The first objective (1) is to minimize
transport time, and the second objective (2) is to minimize the cost of the relief
network. The two objectives can balance cost and time of the relief network, which
help decision makers to deliver relief supplies to victims timely and reasonably.
Constraint (3) limits the number of PODs, and z1 and z2 represent the upper
bound and the lower bound of the number of PODs, respectively. Constraint (4)
indicates that each demand node can only connect to one POD, which ensures
that the decision maker can track the whereabouts of relief supplies. Constraint (5)
means that the selection of demand node location is affected by the POD location.
Constraint (6) represents the number of relief supplies delivered to the demand
node depending on the location of the demand node. Constraint (7) implies that
the number of relief supplies delivered to the POD is affected by the POD location.
Constraint (8) represents the number of relief supplies for an open POD is limited
by the capacity. Constraint (9) considers that the number of relief supplies in the
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network is equal to the available supplies. Constraint (10) means that the total relief
supplies delivered to the demand nodes does not exceed the inventory of a POD.
Constraint (11) implies the relief supplies are delivered to demand node must meet
demand of victim with probability 1 − η.

In our model, the demand of victim in demand nodes is uncertain. This is because
the number of people affected after a disaster is not yet known, and the extent of the
damage is impossible to estimate, thus the demand of the victims are uncertain. But
we can use historical data and forecasting tools to get partly probability distribution
information of uncertain demand, such as expectation and variance. Therefore, we
will use these partial distribution information of uncertain demand to deal with
chance constraint.

4 The Formulation of the Last Mile Relief Network Model

In this section, we discuss the processing of the last mile relief network model which
discussed in last section. For the transportation time objective and cost objective, we
use the ε-constraint method to balance the two objectives. For the chance constraint
with uncertain demand, we use an ambiguous set U which obtaining the partly
probability distribution information to deal with the chance constraint. Through the
processing of objectives and constraints which contain uncertain parameters, we
have a deterministic tractable model of the last mile relief network model:

min
m,n

∑
j∈P

utj mj +
∑
j∈P

∑
i∈N

utji nji (12)

s. t.
∑
j∈P

fj yj +
∑
j∈P

ucj mj +
∑
j∈P

∑
i∈Mj

ucj nji ≤ εL (13)

∑
j∈P

xji = 1 i ∈ N (14)

xji ≤ yj j ∈ P, i ∈ N (15)

nji ≤ Gxji j ∈ P, i ∈ N (16)

mj ≤ Gyj j ∈ P (17)

mj ≤ Rj j ∈ P (18)
∑
j∈P

mj = θ (19)

∑
i∈N

nji ≤ mj j ∈ P (20)

− nji + o0
i + β log

(
do
i cosh(

ol
i

β
) + 1 − d0

i

)
+ β log(

1

η
) ≤ 0 (21)
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Table 1 The expectation of distance between LDC to PODs (in kilometer)

LDC XinFuXiang JingXingXiang SiNanJiangXiang

[5, 6] [3, 4] [8, 9]

Table 2 The expectation of distance between the PODs and demand nodes (in kilometer)

N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 N6 N7 N8 N9 N10

POD1 [3, 4] [5, 6] [3, 4] [7, 8] [8, 9] [9, 10] [9, 10] [12, 13] [16, 17] [17, 18]

POD2 [9, 10] [8, 9] [6, 7] [5, 6] [4, 5] [5, 6] [9, 10] [10, 11] [11, 12] [12, 13]

POD3 [16, 17] [17, 18] [15, 16] [10, 11] [9, 10] [8, 9] [5, 6] [4, 5] [5, 6] [3, 4]

Table 3 The demand in demand nodes

N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 N6 N7 N8 N9 N10

Demand 318 275 412 348 298 302 207 385 274 319

5 Case Study

We present a practical example to verify the validity of the model. Mojiang county
in Sichuan province was hit by a magnitude 5.6 earthquake in 2018, and 2,000
people were affected. Therefore, we propose the data required for the experiment
of the earthquake in Mojiang county. Figure 1 shows each node in Mojiang county.
There is a fixed LDC, three candidate PODs and 10 demand nodes. We will design
a last mile relief network based on these nodes. Table 1 implies the expectation of
distance between LDC to PODs, and the distance is a interval. Table 2 stands for the
expectation of distance between the PODs and demand nodes. Table 3 expresses the
demand of victims in a demand node (Fig. 2).

5.1 The Results

The number of relief supplies from the LDC to POD1, POD2 and POD3are 2000.
In addition, Table 4 represents the connections between the POD and the demand
nodes and the number of relief number. The first column of the table represents that
PON1 is connected with N1–N3, and the numbers of relief supplies transported by
POD1 represented in the brackets.
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Fig. 2 An example of a last
mile relief network

Table 4 The relief
distribution in demand nodes

XinFuXiang JingXingXiang SiNanJiangXiang

N1(339.41) N3(369.41) N6(228.41)

N2(294.41) N4(319.41) N7(406.41)

N3(433.41) N5(323.41) N8(295.41)

N8(340.41)
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Revenue-Sharing Versus Wholesale Price
Contracts Under Chain-to-Chain
Competition

Hai Shen, Jie Liu, Guoqing Zhang, Yelin Fu, and Kin Keung Lai

Abstract We consider price competition with a linear demand function and com-
pare three scenarios. To compare the impact of revenue-sharing or wholesale price
contracts on manufacturers, retailers and supply chains. In the three common cases,
the maximum profit of retailers, manufacturers and supply chains was analyzed and
compared. We consider the interaction between the various links of the supply chain,
and through different strategies, achieve the optimal decision of wholesale price and
order quantity. By comparing the profit trends between manufacturers, retailers and
supply chains, and the difference in profits, we can get different strategies for the
supply chain in the two competing supply chains. And the impact of the profits of
retailers and manufacturers is significant.

Keywords Supply chain competition · Game theory · Revenue-sharing ·
Wholesale price contracts

1 Introduction

Inspired by the rapid development of information technology in recent years, firms
that face more intense global competition are cooperating with one another as never
before, to achieve successes in the market place. This paper offers a effectively
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examination of how to design and operate supply chains to effectively deal with
supply chain competition. To compare the impact of revenue-sharing or wholesale
price contracts on both manufacturers, retailers and supply chains.

2 Model

Consider two competing supply chains that distribute the homogeneous product in
the market, where each supply chain consists of an exclusive manufacturer and
a retailer. Each manufacturer can choose either a revenue-sharing contract or a
wholesale price contract with the retailer. The retailers are engaged in contract
competition by determining order quantities from their manufactures. Two supply
chains, manufactures and retailers are indexed by i, and j, where i, j ∈ {1, 2}, i �= j.

Several useful assumptions are proposed to derive the analytical solutions of this
model and maintained throughout the forthcoming analysis:

1. All players are risk neutral.
2. The manufacturers can only contract with the retailers of their own supply chains

[1].
3. The contract information is public to all manufactures and retailers [1].
4. The production costs associated with both manufactures are identical and have

been normalized to zero [2].
5. The homogeneous product has a short life cycle and thus two supply chains only

interact once.
6. Consumer demand for the product is represented by a linear, downward slopping,

inverse demand function p(q) = 1 − q, where p and q are the price and the total
amount of product in the market, respectively. This inverse demand function has
been widely employed to depict quantity competition in extant literature [1–4].
Without loss of generality, the maximum market demand is assumed to 1.

3 Analysis

To compare the impact of revenue-sharing or wholesale price contracts on both
manufacturers, retailers and supply chains, we investigate the following three
scenarios:

3.1 Scenario WW

In this scenario, two competing retailers simultaneously choose their order quanti-
ties qi, i ∈ {1, 2} to maximize profits from retail sales, taking the wholesale prices
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wi, i ∈ {1, 2} as given. The retailers’ problem is:

⎧
⎨
⎩

max
q1

{(1 − q1 − q2 − w1) q1} ,

max
q2

{(1 − q1 − q2 − w2) q2} .
(1)

the retailers’ profits
∏WW

ri
, i ∈ {1, 2}, the manufacturers’ profits

∏WW
mi

, i ∈ {1, 2}
and both supply chains’ profits

∏WW
i , i ∈ {1, 2}, respectively:

∏WW

ri
= 4

81
,
∏WW

mi

= 5

27
,
∏WW

i
= 19

81
, i ∈ {1, 2} . (2)

3.2 Scenario WR

This section considers the scenario WR in which manufacturer 1 offers wholesale
price mechanism while manufacturer 2 provides revenue-sharing contract. More
specifically, under the revenue-sharing contract, manufacturer 2 not only charges
w2 per product purchased, but also shares a percentage of the revenue of retailer
2. Let γ , γ ∈ (0, 1) be the fraction of manufacturer 2 earns, so 1 − γ is the
fraction of retailer 2 keeps. This mechanism (w2, γ ) extends the revenue-sharing
contract provided by Cachon and Lariviere [5], and is in line with Yao et al. [6,
7]. The equilibrium outcomes in this scenario are also determined by backward
induction. Given wholesale price contract w1 offered by manufacturer 1 and
revenue-sharing contract (w2, γ ) provided by manufacturer 2, both retailers choose
profit-maximizing order quantities

⎧
⎨
⎩

max
q1

{(1 − q1 − q2 − w1) q1} ,

max
q2

{(1 − γ ) (1 − q1 − q2) q2 − w2q2} .
(3)

The interaction between the wholesale price charged by manufacturer 2 and its
kept fraction of the revenue earned by retailer 2 is demonstrated in the following
Fig. 1. It is remarkable that the wholesale price is not always decreasing in γ ,

but increases when γ > 45−2
√

102
28 ≈ 0.8857. This seems unreasonable but can

be interpreted as a prevention mechanism that protects corresponding retailer from
possible negative profit, and thus grants the implementations of revenue-sharing
contract.

scenario WR, the optimal order quantity regarding retailer 1, 2

{
qWR
r1

= 10−8γ
45−28γ

,

qWR
r2

= 10
45−28γ

.
(4)
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Fig. 1 The interaction
between wWR

m2
and γ

Proposition 1 At the equilibrium of scenario WR, the optimal order quantity
regarding retailer 1 is decreasing in

∏WR
ri

, i ∈ {1, 2}, while the optimal order

quantity for retailer 2 is increasing in
∏WR

ri
, i ∈ {1, 2}. Furthermore, retailer 2

always orders more product than retailer 1.

The retailers’ profits
∏WR

ri
, i ∈ {1, 2}, the manufacturers’ profits

∏WR
mi

, i ∈
{1, 2} and both supply chains’ profits

∏WR
i , i ∈ {1, 2}, respectively:

⎧
⎨
⎩
∏WR

r1
= 4(5−4γ )2

(45−28γ )2 ,
∏WR

r2
= 100(1−γ )

(45−28γ )2 ,
(5)

⎧
⎨
⎩
∏WR

m1
= 6(5−4γ )2

(45−28γ )2 ,
∏WR

m2
= 50(3−2γ )

(45−28γ )2 ,
(6)

⎧
⎨
⎩
∏WR

1 = 10(5−4γ )2

(45−28γ )2 ,
∏WR

2 = 50(5−4γ )

(45−28γ )2 .
(7)

Proposition 2 At the equilibrium of scenario WR.

The profit of supply chain 2 is always larger than that of supply chain 1, the
difference between which is increasing in γ .

Proposition 2 is vividly demonstrated by the following Figs. 2, 3 and 4.
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Fig. 2 Profits of retailers

Fig. 3 Profits of
manufacturers

3.3 Scenario RR

In scenario RR, both manufactures offer revenue-sharing contracts. In details,
manufacturer 1 provides revenue-sharing contract (w1, α), α ∈ (0, 1), while manu-
facturer 2 offers revenue-sharing contract (w2, γ ), γ ∈ (0, 1). These revenue-sharing
contracts have been defined in scenario RW. The equilibrium outcomes in this
scenario are determined by backward induction as well (Figs. 5, 6 and 7).

Proposition 3 At the equilibrium of scenario RR.
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Fig. 4 Profits of supply
chains

Fig. 5 Profits of retailers

4 Strategic Decisions

We first summarize and compare the profits of retailers in the presence of different
contract mixtures, which are shown in the following Table 1. Hereafter, we denote
supply chain 1 and 2 by S1 and S2, respectively.

Next, we also summarize and compare the profits of manufacturers in the
presence of different contract mixtures, which are indicated in the Table 2.

Finally, we investigate the profits of both supply chains, which are demonstrated
in Table 3.

In summary, when manufacturer i offers wholesale contract to retailer i, and

the revenue fraction required by manufacturer j belongs to
(

495
784 , 1

)
, the Nash

equilibrium
(
W,W

)
is valid for manufacturers, retailers and supply chains. In
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Fig. 6 Profits of
manufacturers

Fig. 7 Profits of supply
chains

Table 1 Profits of retailers

S2
W R

S1 W
(

4
81 , 4

81

) (
4(5−4γ )2

(45−28γ )2 ,
100(1−γ )

(45−28γ )2

)

R
(

100(1−α)

(45−28α)2 ,
4(5−4α)2

(45−28α)2

) (
4(1−α)(5−4γ )2

[45−28(α+γ )+16αγ ]2
,

4(1−γ )(5−4α)2

[45−28(α+γ )+16αγ ]2

)

addition, when manufacturer 1 offers revenue-sharing contract to retailer 1, and
(45 − 28α)

√
1 − γ − [45 − 28 (α + γ ) + 16αγ ] > 0, the Nash equilibrium(

R,R
)

is simultaneously accepted by manufacturers, retailers and supply chains.
Symmetrically, when manufacturer 2 offers revenue-sharing contract to retailer 2,
and (45 − 28γ )

√
1 − α − [45 − 28 (α + γ ) + 16αγ ] > 0, the Nash equilibrium(

R,R
)

is also accepted by manufacturers, retailers and supply chains.
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Table 2 Profits of manufacturers

S2
W R

S1 W
(

5
27 , 5

27

) (
6(5−4γ )2

(45−28γ )2 ,
50(3−2γ )

(45−28γ )2

)

R
(

50(3−2α)

(45−28α)2 ,
6(5−4α)2

(45−28α)2

) (
2(3−2α)(5−4γ )2

[45−28(α+γ )+16αγ ]2
,

2(3−2γ )(5−4α)2

[45−28(α+γ )+16αγ ]2

)

Table 3 Profits of supply chains

S2
W R

S1 W
(

19
81 , 19

81

) (
10(5−4γ )2

(45−28γ )2 ,
50(5−4γ )

(45−28γ )2

)

R
(

50(5−4α)

(45−28α)2 ,
10(5−4α)2

(45−28α)2

) (
2(5−4α)(5−4γ )2

[45−28(α+γ )+16αγ ]2
,

2(5−4γ )(5−4α)2

[45−28(α+γ )+16αγ ]2

)

5 Conclusion

First, when both manufacturers offer Different strategies contracts in the supply
chain, the relationship between the order quantity selected by the two competing
retailers and the maximum profit is obtained. At the same time, analysis of the
wholesale price and order quantity optimization, how much each increase in
retailers, manufacturers and supply chain revenue.

Second, we characterize the optimal terms for a wholesale price contract with
linear penalty for any given level of supply chain competition intensity. We also
show that, for such a linear contract there always exists a coordinating revenue-
sharing contract which can make both supplier and retailer better off.

Finally, different strategies for manufacturing are different for manufacturers,
retailers and supply chains. The Nash equilibrium is valid for manufacturers,
retailers and supply chains. In addition, when manufacturer 1 offers revenue-sharing
contract to retailer 1, and, the Nash equilibrium is simultaneously accepted by
manufacturers, retailers and supply chains.
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A Clustering-Sequencing Approach for
the Facility Layout Problem

Saeideh Salimpour, Sophie-Charlotte Viaux, Ahmed Azab,
and Mohammed Fazle Baki

Abstract This paper presents a new approach that solves the unequal-area facility
layout problem by conceptually clustering facilities into groups and then sequencing
them. The objective is to minimize the total material handling cost by placing the
facilities, which have more interactions (in terms of the flow of materials) with
the rest of the facilities closer to the centroid of the production floor to the extent
possible. The developed methodology provides promising results.

Keywords Clustering-sequencing approach · Optimization · Unequal-area
facility layout problem

1 Introduction

The facility layout problem (FLP) is a vital issue that must be tackled in the early
stages of the design of a manufacturing system [1]. About 20–50% of the total
operating expenses and 15–70% of that of manufacturing-related costs are attributed
to material handling cost [2]. Therefore, finding an efficient layout can reduce these
costs by up to 30% in manufacturing [3, 4]; optimal arrangements of facilities within
a shop will result in a dramatic cut of the total distance traveled by all units on the
shop floor.

A multitude of algorithmic methods have been used to solve the FLP problem.
FLP is categorized into two main classes geometrically, namely discrete and
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continuous [1]. A continuous modeling approach was used by Allahyari and Azab
[5] to solve the cellular manufacturing layout problem. Modeling FLP as a Quadratic
Assignment Problem (QAP) is a discrete and NP-complete model; QAP is one of the
most well-known models in the literature [5–7]. Modeling FLP with QAP requires
two assumptions: (1) the equality in areas of the facilities; and (2) the fixed location
of facilities, which are known in advance [8]. QAP was linearized; an integer linear
programming was developed [9]; another linearized Mixed Integer Programming
(MIP)-based QAP formulation was presented [10]. Other MIP formulations were
introduced for the problem as well [11, 12]. A distance based-objective was
formulated as MIP by Montreuil [13] in a continuous layout representation. Also,
FLP was modeled using graph theory, where the desirable adjacency of each pair
of facilities had been defined a priori [14–17]; however, there is no guarantee
of optimality when it comes to solving unequal-area facility layout problems [8].
Branch and bound was also used to solve the problem [18, 19].

Due to the combinatorial nature of the optimization problem in FLP [20], the
exact solution of the problem is complex and highly time-consuming [4] and is
only successful for a very limited number of facilities (20 or fewer facilities) [21].
Therefore, near-optimal algorithms such as Simulated Annealing (SA) [1, 22],
Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [23, 24], Tabu Search [25] and else have been employed
as substitution of exact algorithms solving larger instances of FLP.

Wu et al. [26] developed a genetic algorithm to solve the cellular manufacturing
layout problem. An integrated approach using the fuzzy set theory and GAs was
developed by Karray et al. [24] to solve FLP. A pre-determined site layout was
optimized by Yeh [27] using annealed neural network model. Taghavi and Murat
[28] presented an iterative heuristic procedure for solving small to very large
problem instances of the integrated layout design and product flow assignment.
Their proposed procedure is based on the alternating heuristic of Cooper [29],
perturbation algorithm and sequential location heuristic. For solving the layout
problem modeled by QAP, an advanced approach based on SA was proposed by
Wilhelm and Ward [30] and a robust meta-heuristic algorithm based on ant colonies
optimization and guided local search was presented by Hani et al. [31].

Bhowmik [19] presented an iterative heuristic as well as a branch and bound
algorithm for solving FLP. In this proposed approach, highly related departments
are grouped using clustering methods into levels; the locations of the generated
clusters at the different levels are obtained by solving a mathematical model using
the branch and bound method; an iterative heuristic algorithm is used next to layout
the different departments within each level. This approach has some weaknesses.
Firstly, the maximum area permitted for each level is specified as input and the
areas of the clusters of departments formed are not allowed to be more than that
of this cap specified. Secondly, the author introduced some concept of cluster-
level intervals to group departments into levels based on interactions between pairs
of departments. However, the rules were not really specified for determining the
cluster-level intervals and were left arbitrary; this is core to the algorithm. Moreover,
the author specified a cap on areas of departments to be assigned at each level and
did not really generate but one possible set of clusters with its intervals. Hence, the
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algorithm is very limited in terms of exploration of this combinatorial exponentially
expanding solution space.

In this paper, a clustering-sequencing approach is presented to solve FLP. The
outline of the paper is as follows: Sect. 2 presents the problem statement; Sect.
3 explains the four steps of this proposed approach to solve the problem; a
comparative analysis versus one of the existing competing approaches from the
literature is provided in Sect. 4, and finally, conclusions are provided in Sect. 5.

2 Problem Statement

One of the most popular applications of FLP is manufacturing systems and the
arrangement of production facilities on shop floors. Hence, the facilities in context
are ultimately machine tools in this case. For the purpose of the paper and from this
point on, we are going to refer to the facilities simply as machines.

The problem is to arrange machines in a given shop to minimize the total distance
traveled by all work in process, which is a good measure of the material handling
(count per unit of time, volume, or weight multiplied by the distance traveled).

The assumptions that are taken for solving this problem are as follows:

(a) The shop floor has a rectangular shape with specified horizontal and vertical
dimensions.

(b) Machines have rectangular shapes; they are not the same size and their sizes are
given.

(c) The interaction (material handling flow) between each pair of machines is
known in advance.

(d) Machines must be located within the given shop and should not overlap with
each other.

(e) The workspace, which is required for the operator, material handling system,
machinery maintenance workers and cleaning have been taken into account in
determining machines’ dimensions.

3 Methodology

Four steps to solve the problem are as follows:

3.1 Step 1: Grouping Machines in Different Clusters

For each cluster, machines are selected randomly and assigned vertically to a cluster
at different levels. The horizontal dimension of a cluster is the maximum value of the
horizontal dimensions of the machines within each level of that cluster. The vertical
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Fig. 1 Position of each location and the corresponding values

dimension of a level is equal to the vertical dimension of the shop floor. Next, at
each level, it is checked whether another machine can be assigned horizontally near
the already assigned machine.

3.2 Step 2: Selecting Between Clusters and Sequencing Them

In this step, appropriate clusters are selected and sequenced horizontally, keeping
in consideration the fact that when a cluster is selected, other clusters that have the
same machines as the selected cluster cannot be chosen. Moreover, each machine
should be present in one and only one cluster and the sum of the horizontal
dimensions of the selected clusters should not exceed the horizontal dimension of
the given shop. In addition, the first cluster is selected randomly to have different
solutions.

The configuration of the selected clusters is optimized by allocating the clusters
with more interactions to the most valuable locations on the shop floor. The centroid
of the shop has the maximum value (M) and this value will decrease when the
location is going to be closer to the sides of the shop as it is shown in Fig. 1.

3.3 Step 3: Sequencing Machines in Each Cluster

Now, each machine is in one selected cluster and the location of that cluster is
known. Also, the machines that are together horizontally in a cluster are determined.
In this step, the machines inside each cluster are sequenced vertically. The basic idea
is the same as sequencing the clusters. The centroid of each cluster has more value
and is assigned for the machine which has more interactions with other machines.
If a machine is placed beside another machine horizontally within a cluster, then
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Fig. 2 A sample cluster (a)
Machine 2 is centralized and
the configuration of the
machines exceeds the
dimension of the cluster. (b)
All the machines inside the
cluster are behaved like a
batch and placed in the
centroid of the cluster

Fig. 3 Decentralizing
machines which are in the
endpoint clusters

the sum of interactions of both machines is considered when comparing with the
other machines in the same cluster for positioning. Machines should not exceed the
dimensions of their cluster and they are not allowed to overlap with each other.

Centering a machine here does not mean that it has to be exactly in the middle
of the cluster; it means that it is in the centroid of the group of the machines, which
are in the given cluster. Sometimes after placing the machine with the most of the
interactions in the centroid and applying the same for other machines allocating
them to the closest available location to the centroid, it does not fit the cluster as it is
shown in Fig. 2 (a). To fix this issue, all the machines inside any cluster are behaved
like a batch and placed in the centroid of the cluster Fig. 2 (b).

To improve the configuration and reduce the travel distance between machines,
machines that are in the endpoint clusters are not horizontally centralized. Because
for instance, machines that are in the first left-hand-side cluster of the shop do not
have any interaction with their left-hand side and all their interactions are between
each other (vertically) and with their right-hand side, they are better to be positioned
in the right side of their cluster. The same applies to the last cluster in the shop.
Figure 3 depicts these movements.
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3.4 Step 4: Calculation of Total Distance Traveled by All Units

This step calculates the total distance traveled by all units in the system, which
is calculated by the sum of the multiplication of the distance between pairs of
machines by the material handling flow between them.

4 Computational Experiment

The computational results of the proposed clustering-sequencing approach are
presented and compared with the results obtained by Karray et al. [24], who
have developed a methodology where they use fuzzy sets to generate the facility
relationship chart and then solved the problem using GAs. The total distance
traveled by all units in the layout presented by Karray et al. [24] is 9990.5 m. The
total distance traveled by all units in the layout obtained by the proposed clustering-
sequencing approach is 9976.3 m. Thus, the proposed approach obtained a better
solution even though the solutions are quite similar and the improvement is only
0.14% compared to the other one. The final layouts, results of solving the problem
by both methods, are presented in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 (a) The best layout obtained by Karray et al. [24] using GAs (b) The layout result of solving
by the proposed clustering-sequencing approach
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5 Conclusions

This paper presents a technique that divides the problem conceptually into those
of clustering and sequencing. At first, the clusters of vertically aligned facilities
are formed and then, these clusters are sequenced horizontally. Although the
goal is to minimize the total distance traveled by all units in the shop floor, the
objective function is alternatively defined in such a way to maximize interactions
between machines. By maximizing the objective function, clusters that have more
interactions with other clusters are assigned closer to the centroid of the shop.
Hence, the inter-distances between facilities that have more interactions among each
other are minimized and subsequently, the total distance traveled by all units in the
shop floor is minimized.

One of the prominent features of this method is the randomness by which
assignment of the different machines to the different clusters. Also, the selection
of the first cluster in the final layout is random, which improve the exploration
capabilities of the overall developed search method in comparison to counterpart
heuristics from the literature. A benchmark problem has been used to justify the
merit of the developed heuristic; the results demonstrate the advantage of using the
developed algorithms.
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Difficulties in the Supply Chain
in Post-conflict Zones in Colombia

Oscar Eduardo Sarmiento Saavedra, William Eduardo Mosquera Laverde,
Carlos Hernan Cruz Castro, and Juan Camilo Bohorquez Rodriguez

Abstract The efficient supply chains in the regions of Colombia affected by the
armed conflict are complex and difficult. This is thanks to the fact that they have
a problem since they no longer contribute to the fulfillment of the organizational
objectives of the units of tourism business in the areas of study (Uribe, Lejanía,
and Mesetas). Due to the informal behavior of the companies and the breach of the
technical regulations of the Ministry of Tourism and the Ministry of Labor, there
is no strengthened supply chain, therefore, research shows a way to integrate tour
operators of the mentioned populations to improve the economic development of
the country. For this purpose, the categories to be studied were defined and six
instruments were designed to diagnose the hotel logistics operation. This revealed
flaws in terms of organizational management and the supply chain. To improve
them, protocols and guides for easy web applications were designed to help improve
the income, logistics, and business management of these tour companies.

Keywords Logistics · Tourism · Post-conflict · Supply chain

1 Introduction

In the investigation, a study of the basic organizational and logistics management
was carried out in order to know how the supply chains of the hotel companies are in
the department of Meta, Colombia, mainly in the municipalities of Lejanías, Uribe,
and Mesetas. In this way, the logistic structure was explored and it was possible to
identify why it is necessary to apply the basic organizational management models,
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as well as the way in which they are implemented in the big companies, in the
SMEs and in the hotels registered in the Ministry of Tourism. Taking this into
account, companies should not be understood only as a productive entity, but also
as the scenario where decisions are made. This is why logistics is a fundamental
part of the correct development of these. When an organizational technology is
accompanied such as balanced scorecards in Excel, social media management and
online shopping, among others. For this reason, and because there is a need to
convert the region into a competitive sector given the current needs, it is important
to determine the difficulties in the implementation of efficient supply chains in
post-conflict municipalities of Meta, specifically in the areas of Mesetas, Lejanías
and Uribe, located in the center of the country in order to generate economic and
business inclusion.

It is necessary to understand that Colombia is one of the countries affected by
the armed conflict and, as a result, various economic, social and cultural factors are
adversely affected. Since the term of Virgilio Barco, in 1986, until that of César
Gaviria, in 1994, it was impossible to achieve any negotiation with the guerrilla
groups. However, a light of hope has emerged thanks to the peace agreement
reached during the government of Juan Manuel Santos, when the establishment of
a specific negotiation began. However, this is just a sample since there are several
armed groups against the law in Colombia. One of the largest and most recognized
is the FARC, which after more than 50 years of struggle and failed agreements,
finally decided to leave their differences behind and on November 24, 2016, at the
Colon Theater in Bogotá signed the Peace Agreement. A new stage then arises,
full of political, social, humanitarian and economic challenges that the country
must assume. In this context, the department of Meta has been affected by the
armed conflict since its appearance, preventing cultural and educational advances,
and contributing to having vague and scarce levels of administrative and logistical
knowledge [1].

For this, qualitative research was conducted, where a diagnosis was made
according to some variables collected in fieldwork carried out in the area under
investigation and schemes and models of logistics management were identified.
Additionally, the requirements of the technical standards that are implemented in
the Colombian tourism sector are listed, such as the Sectoral Technical Standard
(NTS 002), which is used to promote ecotourism in Colombia currently [2].

The study has the contribution of the Cooperative University of Colombia, the
research group Organizations and Strategy 4.0, in conjunction with the National
Learning Service. SENA, and its SENNOVA group. The study analyzed factors such
as the environment, safety, ecotourism, quality of tourist services and characteristics
of the places where it is expected to provide excellent quality service, bearing in
mind that not only the needs of tourists, but also that contribution to the society of
these areas must be achieved.

When the program was implemented and socialized with the population, there
were many skeptics and many others very enthusiastic. Nevertheless, the process of
consolidating local tour operators began, but other factors of competitiveness were
not taken into account, such as the infrastructure that many of the municipalities
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have, which directly affects the supply chain of tour operators and discourages
visitors to reach these municipalities.

2 Issues Discovered

The research identified different problems in the activities of tour operators in
the municipalities of Lejanías, Mesetas, and Uribe, in the department of Meta,
Colombia. These municipalities were directly affected by the armed conflict in the
country, but they have unique tourist attractions such as waterfalls, rivers, endemic
flora and fauna species, their geography, among others. These municipalities are
distant from the capital of the country, Bogotá, and other cities from where the main
products or supplies for this region of the country are distributed, not to mention the
multiple road infrastructure problems. This clearly generates delays in the logistic
processes, in addition to increasing transportation costs or cause the use of more
means of transport. This phenomenon is due to the lack of a supply chain between
the operators and the producers or suppliers of inputs [3].

In this context, it becomes essential for the study to know the tourism environ-
ment in the municipalities studied, but taking into account the external tourist supply
chain, from which is essential to highlight the type of information required, as well
as its management and control. This information corresponds to the personal data
of the ecotourists (management, payments, security), the processes and operations
of the travel agencies, the information and routes of the issuing tourist operator—
who is the one that connects the ecotourist with the destination zone, the logistics
of the receiving tour operator—which is responsible for knowing the area to visit
and needs that it has in order to cover them and provide a pleasant stay to the
ecotourist, service providers, and protected areas—which are the object of study.
This last aspect presents the biggest drawbacks in the operation because they are
completely empirical businesses and are just beginning in this activity [4]. That
said, the following question was posed: Do the municipalities of Lejanías, Mesetas
and Uribe have adequate supply chains to provide quality tourist services?

3 Post-conflict Process in the Department of Meta

As a result of the signing of the peace agreement, the security conditions in the areas
of Colombia where armed groups existed were improved, which is why a program of
tourism incentives was structured in those regions. For this reason, it is so important
to know the state of security in the area of study.
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3.1 Tourism in Colombia

Tourism began with the creation of the Colombian Association of Hotels (ACOTEL)
in Barranquilla in 1954, during the development of violence in the country. This
association later led to the creation of the Association of International Airlines in
Colombia (ALAICO). In 1959, the Institute of Culture and Commerce was created,
which, despite the consternation that Colombia faced thanks to the violence, started
and controlled Colombian tourism. However, between 1946 and 1958, certain events
occurred, marking the country as a violent territory with little social order [5].

A clear example of the above mentioned was the “Bogotazo”, which hap-
pened after the assassination of Jorge Eliécer Gaitán. Such an event triggered an
undeclared civil war based on political expediency. Furthermore, this caused the
formation of liberal guerrillas, made up of over 10,000 armed men in the Eastern
Plains, western Cundinamarca, southern Tolima, Sumapaz, Santander Middle Mag-
dalena, southern Cordoba, and Antioquia. Guerrillas had as main objective fighting
the injustice and authoritarianism of the conservative party. For this reason, rural
areas started experiencing environmental impacts due to pacification measures and
campaigns. Guerrillas also practiced the tactic of “scorched earth”, a method that
consists of abandoning and destroying towns, cities, infrastructure, killing animals,
burning crops; in other words, destroying everything that could serve the enemy to
supply itself. Which became a problem that marked the country in its economy and
economic behavior [6].

3.2 Tourism in Meta

Meta is a department in the center of Colombia affected by the armed conflict.
However, thanks to the peace agreement, the government decided to provide this
department with resources in order to foster its development. Currently, there are
several tourist projects in the region that seek to offer greater guarantees to the
sector, helping to leave behind problems of public order. Such factors strengthen
the idea that visiting Colombia is an adventure and a risk for many foreign tourists
who do not have references other than violence and the armed conflict [7].

As pointed out by the former Minister of Industry and Commerce, María Claudia
Lacouture, what is sought is to generate tourist circuits with the aim of integrating
311 municipalities of 32 departments to boost the development of the regions and
create multiple jobs, thus creating a wide offer in cultural matters (religious and
archaeological destinations, and national celebrations), nautical practices, adventure
(diving and extreme sports), wellness (thermals and spas), health, and business
(congresses and conventions), among others. Despite this, Meta shows a notable
disadvantage in terms of logistics management thanks to the armed conflict [8].
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3.2.1 Tour Operators in Post-conflict Zones

Finally, the Tourism and Peace program is presented. Considering this, three (3)
stages of the implementation process were created. Only 132 out of the 344 Zones
of integration of ex-fighters were selected and distributed in three categories: I.
Pilot Destinations (42 municipalities), II. Emerging Destinations (34 municipalities)
and III. Post-conflict Destinations—Post-agreement (56 municipalities). As for the
pilot destinations, they were divided into five (5) tourist routes. The advantage of
these destinations was their minimum investment cost to start the tourism operation.
To do this, the Vice Ministry of Tourism began the intervention of these regions
through the territorial entities, municipal mayors, and the Ministry of Tourism of the
department in order to advance quickly in the implementation of the program. This
work was carried out through working groups agreed with the community. Once the
working groups were established, those interested in participating were identified
and the process of characterization of the possible tour operators was done by the
researchers [9].

The characterization began by determining the tourist attractions of each operator
and the possible services that they could offer. This was done based on the infras-
tructure and the possibility of investment of the interested parties. The advantage of
starting from the tourism sector, from the perspective of the national government,
is the little or no investment in contrast with other economic sectors, in addition to
being able to take advantage of the natural resources available, many of which are
in the properties of the logistics operators.

4 Deficiencies in Tourist Logistics in Meta

Tour operators do not have the necessary elements to carry out a good service, to
identify the competitiveness factors, three (3) instruments were applied to identify
weaknesses in the supply chain (Protocol characterization of attractiveness, general
observation guidance and organizational management in the tourism and hotel
sector), the information collected it was analyzed through the Likert Scale, in
this process several factors were identified that affect the logistics process in the
development of the supply chain, factors such as road infrastructure, ignorance or
inexperience that allows them to sustain their businesses [10], but knowledge and
experience are the first risks of the operators, are not clear about the process of
supplying the necessary elements for their operation, in these municipalities there
is a deficiency in the road infrastructure, poor reception of the mobile phone signal,
in addition they do not have access to all drinking water supplies, sewerage, electric
power, natural gas, among other services, this is due to the little interest that the
state had for many years, many of these municipalities had constant confrontations
with groups raised in arms, little or no presence of state institutions, low budget to
execute the works of impact in the community, all this led to a poor development
of these municipalities, who were not made visible by the war they had, but with
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Fig. 1 Red de Colaboración Estrategica entre Varias Organizaciones. Own source

the reduction of the intensity of the armed conflict they saw how they had a great
backlog. This leads to the non-compliance with the minimum standards of tourism
sustainability.

El Espectador [11], the sustainability standard is mandatory for all tour operators,
which include hotels, restaurants, travel agencies, tour guides, transport companies,
tourist inns, resorts, for this they must accredit the sustainability standard through
the National Registry of Tourism (RNT), but the implementation of this norm
requires a series of commitments, investments and procedures that guarantee the
entities territorial services quality, this is where the logistics process is of great
importance, because they should standardize storage processes, inventory valuation
systems, establish minimum criteria to avoid shortages, define delivery times
and receipt, establish direct relationship with suppliers, these difficulties generate
complications in the general operation of all the companies that are part of this
supply chain.

The supply chain requires a continuous feedback process, Fig. 1, which is not
being carried out, it is also necessary to integrate the actors that allow streamlining
the deliveries and reduce the costs of the operation, this would lead the operators
to generate greater efficiency in the process and obtain, as a direct result, greater
profits in your investment.
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Benefits of Big Data in Supply Chain
Management

M. Indralingam, M. I. M. Wahab, and L. Fang

Abstract Big data has the potential to become a key driver in revolutionizing the
functioning of a supply chain. Data storage, data access, and data visibility have
widened, allowing for the innovation of new processes to extract latent information
about the key entities: customers, products, and markets within a supply chain. A
comprehensive overview of how big data is utilized for enhancing the performance
of stages within a supply chain is presented. This overview provides a foundation
for describing the benefits of adopting big data for firms to gain a competitive
advantage.

Keywords Big data analytics · Supply chain management · Big data benefits ·
Machine learning applications

1 Introduction

The big data revolution has been underway for the better part of the last decade
in several industries [1, 2]. Supply chains have historically known to produce
large amounts of data [2]. Hence, big data techniques can be applied in supply
chain management, and the solutions will be valuable to improve the supply chain
performance [3, 4]. Big data solutions expand the scope of analysis beyond that of
traditional Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems and apply modern machine
learning and/or statistical techniques to derive relationships and insights, which will
aid in decision making across the whole chain [5, 6].

Technological advances have allowed for faster retrieval and storage of data.
Supply chains with their excessive data generation have the potential to generate
value. Sensors and Internet of Things (IoT) devices have allowed for data generation
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and acute monitoring of processes within the chain. Internet data, including social
media data, trends data, clinical data, and weather data, are very useful for gathering
insights into business processes within the supply chain [7–10]. Potential for big
data has been identified and accepted by subject matter experts and supply chain
specialists. Models and methodologies on incorporating big data analytics (BDA)
solutions have been discussed. These solutions have the potential to transform the
performance of supply chains, but such approaches have not become a norm. This is
due to the lack of appreciation of the benefits of these BDA solutions, as such these
benefits have been overlooked and have not been discussed.

This paper attempts to motivate the need to introduce BDA solutions by exploring
the benefits. Although there are challenges, these solutions will deliver benefits,
which can be easily measured. This paper provides a simple framework identifying
opportunities to derive value within each functional area in a supply chain and
explores in detail the various benefits that BDA solutions could provide. Section
2 briefly summarizes the literature review. Section 3 presents a framework, which
identifies the functional areas of the supply chain and possible applications of the
BDA in each functional area. Section 4 concludes the paper.

2 Literature Review

Current research has focused primarily on unique applications of big data. Studies
have identified a process improvement within the supply chain, applied a big data
solution, and discussed the results. These solutions have typically fallen into two
categories: descriptive and predictive analysis [4]. The majority of the studies have
focused on predictive analysis, where non-traditional data was used to create better
forecasts, and feature analysis on social media data was used to predict aggregate
sales [11]. Forecast accuracy was measured often using Google Trends Data [11,
18] and, on a related note, sentiment analysis in conjunction with sales data was
used to quantify demand for product categories [12]. Descriptive analysis has been
primarily used for visibility of performance across processes within the supply
chain and, to some extent, the whole supply chain. In Lau et al. [12] and Foster et
al. [13], key performance indicators (KPIs) were analyzed via aggregating several
data elements, both internal and external to the supply chain. Mukherjee and Sinha
[14] estimated error rates and probabilities of product recall decisions. As seen, the
existing literature does not provide common themes that can be captured as part of
the detailed analysis of benefits observed within each functional area of the supply
chain.
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3 A Framework to Identify Big Data Analytics (BDA)
Benefits in Supply Chain Management

BDA solutions are localized and usually applicable within a functional area within
a supply chain, but the benefits of the process improvement or innovation are seen
across the supply chain as a whole. In this paper, the benefits observed within each
functional area of the supply chain are discussed. Such functional areas are (a)
Inventory and Operations Planning; (b) Sourcing and Production; (c) Logistics and
Transportation; and (d) Retail.

3.1 Inventory and Operations Planning

Planning is the most data-intensive process within the supply chain, with multiple
inputs and outputs. Analysis of these data elements can improve the agility and
responsiveness of the supply chain by making it more real-time [3]. Managing
inventory has prone to be quite costly, but with the availability and visibility of
point of sales (POS) data, data generated through IoT devices, and traditional
inventory data, the production key performance indicators (KPIs) can be analyzed
and verified real-time to identify mismatches. This innovation has the potential to
drive actions, including price changes, the addition of new products within lines, and
even the creation of new lines altogether [17]. Moreover, retailers can also use other
data sources for acute demand sensing [15] and better planning. The IBM Watson
technology, for example, aided a bakery supply chain to increase sales amongst
its customers by accurately predicting the demand for product categories based on
consumer preferences [6]. Amazon has proven the benefits of big data processing,
being a pioneer in using and creating new innovative processes to shape demand in
consumer analytics on the web.

3.2 Sourcing and Production

Sourcing has traditionally dealt only with supply data and reviews on supplier
performance. However, with the advent of trend analysis, similar to Google trends,
data can be gathered to identify any major disruptions, including strikes and
bankruptcies. This predictive risk management technique provides an edge to the
chain against its competitors. Data visualization and analysis will provide an
understanding of the costs of the various suppliers and their services. Frequent
information on commodities and utilization can be added to the model to identify
the best suppliers for the projects at hand [16]. Manufacturing processes can
benefit significantly from data and analytics, especially during the scheduling of
resources as well as fluctuating prices of commodities and electricity. Gathering
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and storing data on manufacturing parameters can be used in defect analysis and
more through quality assessments. IoT devices are key in capturing this data.
Furthermore, they provide information on indicators, including the current state,
efficiency of the machines, and potential improvements. This will potentially allow
for a comprehensive and real-time view of the manufacturing process.

3.3 Logistics and Transportation

Logistics has traditionally focused on minimizing cost where companies are contin-
ually looking for technology capable of providing distinct advantages. Recent focus
has been on the efficiency of space utilization within the facility and minimization
of travel costs and required personnel. Big data provides improvements across
the board with a collection of real-time information to identify waste, and this
information typically involves video images, sensor inputs including shelf weight,
temperature, type of material, which can be used for warehouse efficiency, produc-
tivity, and inventory accuracy. The information derived from such devices is pushed
to the cloud and can be accessed and dissected globally increasing the convenience.
Transportation uses fuel consumption analytics and GPS data to identify driver
efficiencies and wait times. Unsuccessful delivery attempts are the ones big data
is capable of reducing. Logistics providers are now capable of delivering with fewer
attempts by accurate prediction of when a customer or client is likely to be home.
On an overall strategy point of view, the chain is able to cut costs and even carbon
emissions by selecting the best routes, and also identify modes of transport for
different goods. For example, some goods might require faster shipping by truck,
but for some goods, slower train delivery might be sufficient.

3.4 Retail

At the tail end of a supply chain, at point of sale, BDA solutions have been heavily
used for space optimization and mark-down pricing. The velocity feature of big data
allows retailers to decide which items to be placed in high-traffic locations, also to
understand if it is worthwhile to group or cluster products at specific locations.
Challenge has always been to proactively identify out-of-stock scenarios, where
manual inspection and recurrent checking from the personnel is a viable option but
is costly. BDA solutions can monitor out-of-stock indicators that can trigger alerts,
for example, if an item, which is usually sold at a given interval, is not being bought
by customers. The alert will notify the personnel in store to check the availability of
the item on the shelf [7]. In-store cameras and weight sensors can be used in tandem
to monitor stock levels and analyze stock levels. Ultimately, data gathered in relation
to all consumer activities can be utilized to better shape consumer demand.
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4 Conclusion

BDA benefits are plentiful, but the lack of motivation and vision have been factors
preventing key personnel in firms adopting BDA solutions. This paper provides
a strong motivation for adopting such solutions to enhance the performance of
a supply chain as a whole. This paper identifies the key functional areas and
potential solutions with their corresponding benefits and examples of existing
implementations of such solutions. These solutions have the capacity to understand
demand and provide visibility by merging the analytical and operational capabilities
of firms allowing for an adaptive and agile supply chain, which is more flexible for
customer needs. Based on the current trends within the supply chain, these benefits
will in time motivate the adoption of BDA solutions, which will create innovations
and changes within the supply chain workflow allowing for improved supply chains.
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Knowledge-Guided Neighborhood Search
Algorithm for Close-Open Vehicle
Routing Problem

Gao-Ji Sun

Abstract A realistic variant of conventional vehicle routing problems, which
simultaneously considers the open and close routes in the solution of the problem,
is introduced in this paper. The objective is to obtain the optimal routing planning
and minimize the total costs for operating the open and close routes. A knowledge-
guided neighborhood search (KGNS) algorithm is designed to handle this vehicle
routing problem, and the results of experiments show that the proposed KGNS
algorithm can effectively produce the satisfied solutions.

Keywords Vehicle routing problem · Close-open vehicle routing ·
Knowledge-guided neighborhood search algorithm

1 Introduction

With the development of Internet economy, logistics and distribution companies can
easily hire vehicles from the online platform. Therefore, these companies will no
longer to keep a large number of private vehicles, which leads to that the companies
often uses private vehicles and hired vehicles to complete the distribution task
together. Under normal circumstances, the private vehicles need to return to the
depot after completing their tasks, but the hired vehicles are not required, i.e. the
coexistence of close and open vehicle routing problems has emerged.

Since the vehicle routing problem (VRP) was introduced sixty years ago by
Dantzig and Ramser [1], both close vehicle routing problems (Close-VRP) and
open vehicle routing problems (Open-VRP) have been widely studied, the recent
researches on VRP can be referred to the literature reviews [2–4]. However, the
combined considerations of Close-VRP and Open-VRP are not common. To the
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best of our knowledge, the close-open mixed vehicle routing problem (COMVRP)
was put forward by Liu and Zhang [5] for the first time, the objective of their
COMVRP model is to minimize the fixed and variable costs for operating the
open and close routes, and designed an effective memetic algorithm to solve their
COMVRP model. Brito et al. [6] improved and extended the formulation COMVRP
model proposed by Liu and Zhang [5] via considering precise time windows, and
introduced a variable neighbourhood search procedures to solve their proposed
VRP model. Meanwhile, Brito et al. [7] also proposed a close-open vehicle routing
model with imprecise factors, in which the capacity and time windows constraints
are considered flexible and modelled as fuzzy constraints. Alinaghian et al. [8]
developed a close-open vehicle routing model with delivery section which adopting
close route and pickup section which using open route, and they assumed that
the nodes can be visited by more than one vehicle. Azadeh and Farrokhi-Asl [9]
combined the multi-depot vehicle routing problem (MDVRP) and close-open mixed
vehicle routing problem to propose a new kind of VRP model.

Compared with the extensive research of Close-VRP and Open-VRP, the research
of close-open vehicle routing problem (COVRP) is just in its infancy. However,
COVRP has significant applications in transportation system, especially after the
advent of a great many of online rental platforms. Therefore, we construct a simple
COVRP model, in which the distribution company has a limited private vehicles,
when faced with the following delivery mission and a fixed contract fee for one
external vehicle, the company needs to plan the delivery route. Since the Close-
VRP and the Open-VRP have been proved to be NP-hard [2, 10], the COVRP is
also NP-hard since it reduces to the Close-VRP when the number of the vehicles
which perform the open routes is zero, and reduces to the Open-VRP when all the
routes are open. In fact, the COVRP is even harder to be tackled than the Close-VRP
and the Open-VRP. To handle the proposed model, we design a knowledge-guided
neighborhood search algorithm.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates
a mathematical programming formulation of the COVRP. Section 3 proposes a
knowledge-guided neighborhood search algorithm for solving the COVRP model,
and computational results on one given instances are reported. Finally, conclusions
are included in the last section.

2 Problem Description and Formulation

The proposed COVRP model is applied to solve the route planning problems of
distribution companies that have a number of private vehicles and can hire external
vehicles which must serve specified and dispersed demand points, satisfying a finite
set of constraints and minimizing total operating costs. The objective consists in
finding a set of routes that minimize the total operating costs. Each route starts at
the depot and ends either at the depot (private vehicles) or at a customer (hired
vehicles). Each customer is visited once and only once by exactly one vehicle and
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the demand of each customer must be completely fulfilled by a single vehicle, and
the total demand served by each vehicle must not exceed vehicle capacity.

The COVRP includes one single depot, N customers, P private vehicles and
K hired vehicles. The customers are identified by the index i or j , and the index
0 denotes the depot. For the private vehicles, the cost of travelling between nodes
i and j , where i, j = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N represent nodes, is denoted by cij , but for
each hired vehicle, the distribution company should pay an one-off hiring cost C for
working no more than a pregiven T hours. In our model, the private vehicles and
hired vehicles are homogeneous, they have the same restrictions on work timing T

and maximum allowable capacity Q. The customer j has its own demand amount
qj which it must be served. All vehicles must leave from the depot to carry out the
deliveries, and tij denotes travel time from node i to node j . Each self-owned vehicle
or leased vehicles is uniformly represented by index k, where k = 1, 2, · · · , P +K ,
and the first P indices correspond to the private vehicles that are required to return
to the depot, while the rest are hired vehicles and they end their routes at the last
visited customers. The decision variables contain xk

ij and the routing strategy of each

vehicle. For each arc, two indices i and j , and each vehicle k, we define xk
ij = 1 if

and only if vehicle k travels from i and j , otherwise xk
ij = 0.

The COVRP can be formulated as a linear integer programming problem as
follows:

Minimize

P∑
k=1

N∑
i=0

N∑
j=0

cij x
k
ij + C ∗ K (1)

Subject to:

P+K∑
k=1

N∑
i=0

xk
ij = 1 j = 1, 2, · · · , N (2)

N∑
j=1

xk
0j = 1 k = 1, 2, · · · , P + K (3)

N∑
i=1

xk
i0 = 1 k = 1, 2, · · · , P (4)

N∑
i=0

xk
ij −

N∑
i=0

xk
ji ≥ 0 k = 1, 2, · · · , P + K; j = 1, 2, · · · , N (5)

N∑
i=0

N∑
j=1

qjx
k
ij ≤ Q k = 1, 2, · · · , P + K (6)
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N∑
i=0

N∑
j=0

tij xk
ij ≤ T k = 1, 2, · · · , P + K (7)

xk
ij ∈ {0, 1} k = 1, 2, · · · , P + K; i, j = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N (8)

The whole objective (1) is to minimize the sum of delivery costs of private
vehicles and the lease costs of hired vehicles. Constraint (2) guarantees that exactly
only one vehicle visits each customer. Constraints (3) and (4) ensure that each
vehicle leaves the depot and each private vehicle returns to it. Constraint (5)
ensures that if a vehicle depart from a customer, it must arrives at the customer.
Constraint (6) establishes that the total of customer demand in any route does not
exceed the vehicle capacity Q. Constraint (7) guarantees the total traveling time for
each route cannot exceed the restrictive work timing T .

3 Optimization Approach and Computational Experiments

Many different algorithms have been proposed to deal with the VRP problems,
such as branch-and-cut algorithm [11], branch-and-price algorithm [12], exact
algorithms [13, 14], heuristic algorithms [15, 16], neighborhood/local search algo-
rithms [17, 18] and so on. Furthermore, owing to the prior knowledges have
important effect on the algorithm’s efficiency, some researcher committed to
propose new algorithms based on the guidance with problem-knowledge. For
instance, Arnold and Sörensen [19] conducted a series of experiments to determine
how local search can be effectively combined with perturbation and pruning, and
applied problem-specific knowledge to guide the search to promising solutions more
effectively, whereafter Arnold et al. [20] outlined the challenges of very large-scale
VRPs, and proposed corresponding solutions based on their previous knowledge-
guided local search algorithm.

3.1 Optimization Approach

In consideration of neighborhood/local search has proven to be the cornerstone
of many solution techniques for various combinatorial optimisation problems, and
problem-specific knowledge indeed can enhance the effectiveness of algorithm. We
design a knowledge-guided neighborhood search (KGNS) algorithm to tackle the
COVRP model. The core idea and its steps are summarized in the following frame
construction (Algorithm 1).
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Algorithm 1 Knowledge-guided neighborhood search algorithm

Step 1. Initial partition: Convert the customer’s existing location information into
polar coordinates, and connect the depot and the nearest node to depot as the
initial line, then clockwise rotate the initial line and inspect the total demand
amounts of the nodes that have been swept, when the total demand amounts
is close to the maximum allowable capacity, then allocates these nodes to the
first vehicle. Continue with the rotation until all nodes have been assigned. In
addition, randomly generate an angle as the starting line for the distribution of
other individuals, then dividing the customers according to the above-mentioned
method, until the initial population is generated.

Step 2. Plan the initial route of each vehicle: For the private vehicles, owing to
the closed-loop characteristics, the nodes are divided into two groups according
to their locations, and the initial route is arranged to go from near nodes to far
nodes, and back from far nodes to near nodes; for the hired vehicles, since these
vehicles are not required to return, a rational route is orderly go from the nearest
nodes to farthest nodes.

Step 3. Internal adjustment based on neighborhood: For each route, randomly
select a node and swap the order with the adjacent node, and compare the fitness
values of the two routes before and after modification and reserve the better one.
Continue the operation until it has no change for a given number of times in a
row.

Step 4. External adjustment based on neighborhood: Randomly select a route
and swap some nodes (the closer to the common boundary, the greater prob-
ability that the node will be selected) with the adjacent route. Moreover, the
probability of route selection depends on its total distance and total demand
amounts.

Step 5. Repeat step 3 and step 4 until the triggering condition are met, then return
the best solution.

According to the above Algorithm 1, it is easy to see that problem-specific
knowledge are used in the initial partition, initial route planning, the selection of
nodes and route in the optimization process, and the core operation is neighborhood
search.

3.2 Computational Experiments

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed KGNS algorithm, we provide a
numerical example which contain one depot and 30 nodes (their locations and
demand amounts are randomly generated from a given scope, and collected in
Table 1). Moreover, both the traveling cost and traveling time between code i and
j (i, j = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N) are set to their Euclidean distance. There are 2 private
vehicles and 1 hired vehicle, and their working time limit and stowage limit are set
to be 150 and 120, respectively. The rental fee of one hired vehicle is 120 one day.
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Table 1 The data information related to the VRP problem

Customer ID 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

x coordinate 93 15 23 53 13 29 47 23 67 21 93 67 69 53 25

y coordinate 57 67 43 5 75 73 40 71 45 49 43 13 25 35 39

Demand 4 13 8 17 14 12 10 18 17 16 8 18 15 13 10

Customer ID 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

x coordinate 85 81 77 45 31 49 63 44 33 39 49 49 87 37 19

y coordinate 69 27 79 43 75 92 9 37 47 69 3 81 39 91 33

Demand 5 6 10 7 8 20 12 7 5 8 11 13 14 10 12

Table 2 The result information related to the VRP problem

Vehicle ID Distribution arrangement Loading capacity Working time

Private vehicle 1 (0,24,10,3,30,15,19,7,23,14,9,0) 105 123.26

Private vehicle 2 (0,25,20,6,8,2,5,29,21,27,0) 116 141.20

Rental vehicle (0,18,16,1,11,28,17,13,12,22,4,26) 120 146.71

Solved by the proposed KGNS algorithm, we apply a population of 50 individ-
uals and 10000 generations to obtain the final decision, the result is summarized in
Table 2.

4 Conclusions

Renting vehicles using online platform has become an important way for modern
logistics and distribution companies to operating costs, which leads to that the
close-open vehicle routing problem (COVRP) becomes more and more important.
Therefore, we build a COVRP model based on the practical rental market and dis-
tribution problem. In addition, a knowledge-guided neighborhood search algorithm
is proposed to tackle that complicated model, and the results based one numerical
example has shown the effectiveness of proposed algorithm.
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Research on Order Batching Problem
of Intelligent Warehouse Picking System

Jun Tao Li, Kai Liu, and Ke Qin

Abstract Because of its high efficiency and flexibility, the intelligent warehousing
picking system has gradually become the development trend of order picking system
of the e-commerce logistics distribution center. The intelligent warehousing picking
system is a kind of “parts-to-picker” operation mode, in which the logistics robot
carries the shelf to the designated picking station for picking operation. In order
to improve the efficiency of order picking, this paper studies the order batching
problem under this new picking mode, establishes a mathematical model, and
proposes an improved dynamic clustering algorithm.

Keywords Intelligent warehouse picking system · Order batching; similarity ·
Load balancing · Clustering algorithm

1 Introduction

With the rapid development of e-commerce and the rising labor costs, traditional
warehousing logistics technology has become more and more difficult to adapt
to the needs of e-commerce development. An intelligent warehousing picking
system, which is suistations for multiple varieties, high frequency and small batch
characteristics of e-commerce logistics, emerges as the times require. It is an
automated “parts-to-picker” mode, such as Amazon purchased the Kiva system in
2012 [1]. In the intelligent warehousing picking system, the picking workstation
is located at the boundary of the system. After the order arrives, the order is
assigned to the corresponding picking workstation after the order batch strategy
is processed. Then the handling task is sent to the logistics robot, which carries the
target shelf to the workstation for the staff to pick. This “goods to people” picking
mode greatly improves the efficiency of the warehouse. At the same time, there are
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many problems that need to be studied urgently in intelligent warehousing picking
system, including road network layout [2], storage allocation [3], order batching,
task scheduling [4] and path optimization [5].Order batching is an important part of
intelligent warehousing picking system. A reasonable order batching strategy can
improve the picking efficiency of the system.

In intelligent warehousing picking system, order batching problem is considered
as NP hard problem. There are many research methods about order batching at
present. Xuanguo Xu [6] studied how to realize the batch processing of orders
to reduce the diversification of products to a certain extent. Füßler [7] proposed
simultaneous processing of orders after batching can reduce the number of shelves
moving, and designed a heuristic algorithm. Zhenping Li [8] established the order
batch model according to the similarity of items between orders, and designed a
heuristic clustering algorithm to solve the problem; Caixia Zhang [9] proposed a
saving algorithm to solve the order batch problem, and proposed the target function
of the least number of times for logistics robots to carry shelves; Boysen N [10]
pointed out that optimizing the order processing process and sorting orders can
effectively reduce the shelf movement. Zeyi Shao [11] proposed an order batch
model based on order similarity, and used improved genetic K-means algorithm
to solve the model.

Aiming at the operation mode of intelligent warehouse picking system, the
selection of the order picking operation is carried out by means of wave picking. The
wave picking [12] refers to determining the number of picking orders in a certain
period of time according to the efficiency of order picking and other factors, and
picking these orders at a certain time is conducive to improving the efficiency of
order picking. In this paper, we define the similarity between orders based on the
number of the same shelves of any two orders, maximize the average similarity of
orders on each picking station and load balancing of each picking station, establish
a bi-objective order batching model, and design a dynamic clustering algorithm to
solve the problem of order batching.

2 Problem Description

The order batching problem studied in this paper can be described as: for a certain
wave of N orders O1, O2, . . . , ON, there are many goods on different shelves on
each order. Assuming that each goods is only on one shelf, the picking operation
order which moves the same shelf is divided into batches and placed on a picking
stations as far as possible. Considering the balance of picking time of the picking
stations, the running cost of the robot is reduced. Based on how to reduce the number
of shelf handling, maximize the average similarity of orders on each picking stations
and make the picking time of the picking stations balanced, this paper establishes a
bi-objective order batching model. Next, a small example is given to illustrate how
to improve the picking efficiency by simultaneously reducing the number of shelf
handling and balancing the picking time of the picking stations.
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3 The Construction of Mathematical Model for Order Batch
Problem

3.1 Model Construction

3.1.1 Phase I Model

In the first stage model, the parameters and variables needed are as follows:

n: Order, n = 1, 2, . . . , N
q: Shelf, q = 1, 2, . . . , Q
s: Picking stations, s = 1, 2, . . . , k
W: The maximum capacity of the picking desk to process orders, the specific value

is to divide the number of orders by the number of picking desks multiplied by
150%, that is: W = N

k
× 150%

bnq =
{

1, Complete order n to move the shelf q

0, Otherwise

xns =
{

1, Order n is waiting f or picking on the picking station s

0, Otherwise

γ : Similarity matrix

γ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

γ 11 γ 21 · · ·
γ 21 γ 22 · · ·
...

...
. . .

γN1 γN2 · · ·

γN1
γN2
...

γNN

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ (1)

According to the number of the same shelf q transported by two orders n and m,
the similarity γ mn between the two orders is calculated. The formula of similarity
γ mn is as follows:

γ nm =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Q∑
q=1

bnqbmq

Q∑
q=1

bnq+
Q∑

q=1
bmq−

Q∑
q=1

bnqbmq

n �= m

0 n = m

(2)

When i = j, γ mn is the correlation degree of the same order. Since the correlation
degree is only for two different orders, it is not meaningful to calculate the
correlation degree of the same order. Let γ mn = 0 in this case.
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Among them, the greater the similarity between orders, the more the number of
the same shelves to be moved to complete two orders. Placing the similar orders on
the same picking stations for picking can shorten the total picking time and reduce
the running cost of the robot. Therefore, for the same batch of orders, the similarity
between orders on the same picking stations should be as large as possible.

The objective function is as follows:

Max Z =
k∑

s=1

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

N∑
n=1

N∑
m=1

γ nmxnsxms

(
N∑

n=1
xns

)(
N∑

n=1
xns − 1

)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ (3)

Constraints:

k∑
s=1

xns = 1 n = 1, 2, . . . , N (4)

Q∑
q=1

bnq ≥ 1 n = 1, 2, . . . , N (5)

2 ≤
N∑

n=1

xns ≤ W s = 1, 2, . . . , k (6)

xns ∈ {0, 1} n = 1, 2, . . . , N; s = 1, 2, . . . , k (7)

bnq ∈ {0, 1 } n = 1, 2, . . . , N; q = 1, 2, . . . ,Q (8)

3.1.2 Phase II Model

In the second stage model, based on the previous stage model, the parameters and
variables needed are as follows:

Goods : i = 1, 2, . . . , l

tpick : Time for staff to pick up a cargo;

αin =
{

1, C arg o i on the order n

0, Otherwise
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βiq =
{

1, Goods i on the shelf q

0, Otherwise

Based on the analysis of the process flow and the establishment of the above
model, the picking time to complete the order on the picking stations s can be
expressed as follows:

ts =
(

N∑
n=1

l∑
i=1

xns × αin

)
× tpick (9)

The objective function is as follows:

Min Max ts s = 1, 2, 3 . . . , k (10)

Constraints:

Q∑
q=1

βiq = 1 i = 1, 2, . . . , l (11)

l∑
i=1

αin ≥ 1 n = 1, 2, . . . , N; (12)

Q∑
q=1

βiq × bnq ≥ αin i = 1, 2, . . . l; n = 1, 2, . . . , N (13)

βiq ∈ {0, 1} i = 1, 2, . . . , l; q = 1, 2, . . . ,Q (14)

αin ∈ {0, 1} i = 1, 2, . . . , l; n = 1, 2, . . . , N (15)

4 Experimental Verification

4.1 Experimental Description

In order to verify the effectiveness of the intelligent warehouse picking system order
batch model and algorithm, the simulation was carried out in a 200 m2 warehouse
with 120 shelves, a total of 300 kinds of goods, 4–8 kinds of goods per shelf, 5
picking Workstation, 8 logistics robots, now assumes that the order number of a
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wave is 100, the maximum capacity of each picking station is 30 orders, and the
time for picking each item is 10 s/piece.

4.2 Simulation Experiment

In the matlab2015b environment, the clustering algorithm proposed in this paper is
used to solve the order batching problem simulation program. The experiment is car-
ried out under the WIN10 64Bit operating system and 8GB memory environment.
The layout structure of the warehouse is shown in the figure.

4.3 Analysis of Calculation Results

(1) Complete 100 order picking results analysis (Table 1)

(2) Analysis of batch policy results of different orders under different quantities.

1. Shelf handling times
Figure 1 is a comparison of the number of pallets handled by different

orders in batches under different order quantities. As the number of orders
increases, the similarity between orders will become larger and larger, and
the number of shipments of shelves will increase steadily. However, it can
be seen that the order batching strategy proposed in this paper and the order
batching strategy considering only the similarity of orders. The number of
moving shelves is lower than the random order batching strategy, so the order

Table 1 Order batch result Batch Order number Carrying shelves Picking time

1 1 8 10 12 13 37 40 43
45 47 53 64 73 75 82
89 92 93 96

34 710

2 17 21 22 23 24 29 39
44 54 57 61 62 66 72
86 88 91 99

30 630

3 2 3 4 5 6 7 14 25 26 28
31 32 35 36 42 52 59
67 81 87

33 680

4 9 11 15 18 30 34 38 41
51 55 68 71 74 76 77
78 80 94 95 100

28 650

5 16 19 20 27 33 46 48
49 50 56 58 60 63 65
69 70 79 83 84 85 90
97 98

34 740
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Fig. 2 Comparison of the number of handling shelves under three order batch strategies

batching strategy proposed in this paper can effectively reduce the number
of shelves.

2. Picking time
Figure 2 is a comparison of batching time selection times for different

orders under different order quantities. With the increase of the number
of orders, the picking time is getting bigger and bigger. Through the
comparative analysis of the three methods, the order batching strategy
proposed in this paper has the smallest picking time of the picking station,
which can ensure the load balancing of the picking station and avoid the
robot. Congestion during handling can effectively improve the efficiency of
system picking.
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5 Conclusion

In the intelligent warehouse picking system, in order to speed up the picking
efficiency of the system, this paper optimizes the order batching problem in the
system. A mathematical model is established considering the reduction of the
number of rack handling and the sorting time of the picking station, and the model
is solved by an improved clustering algorithm. The specific work is as follows:

1. Define a similarity between orders based on the number of times the same shelf is
shipped for any two orders, establish a mathematical model that maximizes the
average similarity of each picking order; mathematics for picking station load
balancing to minimize picking time for the largest picking station The model
constitutes the two-objective mathematical model proposed in this paper.

2. An improved clustering algorithm is proposed to solve the order batch model.
3. According to the method of wave picking, in the parallel operation mode of

multiple picking stations, according to different order quantities, the order batch-
ing strategy proposed in this paper is simulated and verified. The experimental
results show that the model and method of order batching proposed in this paper
can effectively reduce the number of rack handling and ensure the balance of
picking time of each picking station to ensure the load balancing of the picking
station, effectively reduce the congestion of the system, and thus improve the
order picking efficiency.
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Customized Passenger Transport Service
Innovation for Intelligent Time: Evidence
from Empirical Data in Siping

Jiawei Gui and Qunqi Wu

Abstract Road transportation market gradually shrank since high-speed rail net-
work in China has achieved rapid development in recent years. Along with the
social progressing and economy soaring, passengers have generated more and more
personalized travel demands that traditional fixed schedule or conventional existing
routes are unsustainable. These various challenges have led to sluggish business
at many road passenger transport companies, especially small and medium size
ones. To seek a way, it was necessary for them to reform management principles
and improve business modes as well. In this study, customized passenger transport
service was proposed as a feasible management innovation. First, several similar
problems and some related works till date were reviewed. Second, an analysis
framework of customized passenger transport service was built to calculate financial
results based on Cost-Volume-Profit analysis method. Third, empirical data of SPT
Company was adopted to verify the validity of the analysis framework. Results
showed that SPT Company got benefits from customized business mode and turned
profit in the next year. It indicated that customized passenger transport service
gained positive awareness within the vast majority of passengers and it had a
bright future in the field of road transportation markets. Future directions could be
improving analysis framework and expanding data.

Keywords Road transportation market · Travel demand · Customized service ·
CVP analysis
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1 Introduction

Road transportation market gradually shrank since high-speed rail network in China
has achieved rapid development in recent years. Along with the social progressing
and economy soaring, passengers have generated more and more personalized travel
demands that traditional fixed schedule or conventional existing routes could not
satisfy any longer. These various challenges have led to sluggish business at many
road passenger transport companies, especially small and medium size ones. To
seek a way, it was necessary for them to reform management principles and improve
business modes as well.

1.1 Road Transportation Market Shrank

Passenger traffic volume is one of the main indicators reflecting the transportation
market scale. During 2014–2018, the passenger traffic volume of railway, waterway
and civil aviation were on upward trends, however, the road passenger traffic volume
decreased year by year (see Table 1). It indicated that road transportation market in
China gradually shrank in recent years.

1.2 Transportation in Intelligent Time

Twenty-First century is an intelligent time and transportation in twenty-first century
tends to comprehensive, intelligent and automation. Dumbaugh et al. indicated that
value capture and livability were two objectives of urban transportation development
for the twenty-first century [1]. People pursue the quality of transportation service
rather than transportation itself. Fargnoli et al. proposed a Quality Function Deploy-
ment (QFD) method and indicated the validity of such an approach in enhancing
customer satisfaction, while reducing environmental concerns and costs [2]. In other
words, passengers in twenty-first century have more options and preferences than
before. Sun et al. investigated air travel demand and incumbents’ strategic responses
in three Jeju Island routes and indicated that air passengers favored frequent flights

Table 1 Passenger traffic volume in Mainland China (unit: million persons)

Year Road Railway Waterway Civil Aviation Total

2014 17, 362.70 2304.60 262.93 391.95 20, 322.18
2015 16, 190.97 2534.84 270.72 436.18 19, 432.71
2016 15, 427.59 2814.05 272.34 487.96 19, 001.94
2017 14, 567.84 3083.79 283.00 551.56 18, 486.20
2018 13, 671.70 3374.95 279.81 611.74 17, 938.20
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and larger aircraft [3]. Song et al. proposed a planning concept from the perspective
of economic equilibrium with the aim of optimizing a supply structure for transport
passenger transportation corridors [4]. Gui et al. proposed several models for vehicle
movement analyses [5, 6]. As a result, traditional transportation services could not
satisfy all the passengers any longer. To solve this problem, it is vital for road
passenger transport companies to ensure that supply meets the real demand of
passengers. Customized service can be regarded as an innovation to practice.

1.3 Customized Service Innovation

In recent years, customized service has received growing concerns by researchers
and practitioner. Lin et al. indicated that familial-type logistic supply chains may
choose more efficient customized production level than public-type logistic supply
chains [7]. Crudden et al. proposed a customized transportation intervention for
people with visual impairments and indicated that it had a positive effect on social
problem-solving skills [8]. During the China’s National Day and Mid-Autumn
festival, Xi’an Railway Bureau drove two crowdfunding trains between Xi’an and
Yulin for the first attempt in China from October 7th to October 8th in 2017 as
introduced by Gui et al. [9].

In recent years, quite a few researchers proposed group purchasing and pricing
strategies for customized services. Ke et al. investigated a group-buying mechanism
that considers strategic consumer behavior and indicated that the behavior of the
strategic consumers influences the group-buying success rate and the seller’s profit
[10]. Ahmadi et al. indicated that group purchasing organizations play a strategic
role in the purchasing process, and also it is turned out that they behave in a way
which results in satisfying all members of the supply chain [11]. Rubel investigated
the optimal competitive pricing strategies and indicated that long term profits of
competing firms can increase with intensities of the jump processes governing
product harm crises [12]. Zhang et al. investigated the interplay between buyer
search behavior and firm pricing strategy in a commodity market and indicated that
high-low pricing strategy can be an optimal strategy for firms when buyers search for
price information sequentially [13]. However, few of them focused on customized
passenger transport service or financial analysis for customized services.

2 Customized Passenger Transport Service

Compared with traditional services, customized services meet the demands of
consumers better. Customized services are conducive to expand the market (see
Fig. 1).

In Fig. 1, shaded areas in Fig. 1a, b represent the volume between the supply and
the demand. The red area in Fig. 1b represents customized service. It indicated that
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(a)

(b) 

Fig. 1 The schematic diagram of customized service innovation

Fig. 2 The schematic diagram of traditional passenger transport service

customized service is an innovation based on traditional supply and it caters for a
part of demands of consumers.

Traditional passenger transport services begin with transport companies (see
Fig. 2). Transport companies supply vehicles at specific routes according to fixed
timetables based on their experiences and then passengers choose to participate.
However, it could not meet all the demands of passengers.

As road transportation market gradually shrank, more and more road passenger
transport companies in China, especially small and medium size ones, planned to
launch new services in recent years. Unlike the traditional, customized passenger
transport services begin with passengers (see Fig. 3). Passengers come up with
their requirements about customized service and pass on to transport companies.
And then transport companies make a decision whether they supply vehicles at
customized routes according to variable timetables. If the answer is yes, they make
a deal as a result.

There are two steps in the customized passenger transport service framework (see
Fig. 4).
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Fig. 3 The schematic diagram of customized passenger transport service

In Fig. 4, the dashed lines in Fig. 4a represent information flow while the solid
lines in Fig. 4b represent feedbacks. First, the big data platform collects all kinds
of information, including real-time locations, vehicle conditions, the availability
of drivers and the customized demand of passengers. Second, the administration
of transport company makes a decision deal or not. Third, transport company
dispatches appropriate drivers and vehicles to provide customized services for
relevant passengers.

Customized services are feasible because they meet customized demands of
passengers. However, customized services have higher costs than traditional ser-
vices. Thus, it is necessary to make economic simulations for passenger transport
companies before providing customized services.

3 Financial Analysis

3.1 Notations for Formulas

P: The total profit of passenger transport service, unit: yuan.
I: The total income of passenger transport service, unit: yuan.
C: The total cost of passenger transport service, unit: yuan.
p: The sales price of passenger transport service, unit: yuan per passenger.
v: The volume of deal, unit: passengers.
cv: The variable cost of passenger transport service, unit: yuan.
cf : The fixed cost of passenger transport service, unit: yuan.
BE: The Break-Even point, unit: passengers.

3.2 Cost-Volume-Profit Analysis

Cost-Volume-Profit (CVP) analysis is a method of cost accounting that looks at the
impact that varying levels of costs and volume have on operating profit as introduced
by Drury [14]. The variable P represents the total profit. The variable I represents the
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4 The schematic diagram of customized passenger transport service based on big data
platform

total income. The variable C represents the total cost. And then P can be computed,
as is shown in Formula (1).

P = I − C (1)
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The variable p represents the sales price. The variable v represents the volume of
deal. And then I can be computed, as is shown in Formula (2).

I = p × v (2)

The variable cv represents the variable cost. The variable cf represents the fixed
cost. And then C can be computed, as is shown in Formula (3).

C = cv × v + cf (3)

Based on Formulas (2) and (3), Formula (1) can be converted into Formula (4).

P = (p − cv) × v − cf (4)

CVP analysis is also commonly known as Break-Even (BE) analysis, looks to
determine the BE point for different sales volumes and cost structures, which can
be useful for managers making short-term economic decisions. Based on Formulas
(4), BE can be calculated by Formula (5).

BE = cf

p − cv

(5)

Furthermore, different value of v result in different situations, which are
described as follows:

(i) When v < BE, total income is less than total cost and total profit is a negative
number.

(ii) When v = BE, total income is equivalent to total cost and total profit is zero.
(iii) When v > BE, total income is more than total cost and total profit is a positive

number.

Besides, CVP analysis makes several assumptions, which are described as
follows:

(i) All costs can be categorized as variable or fixed.
(ii) All revenues and cost have a linear relationship with volume.

(iii) The variables p, cv and cf are constant.
(iv) The sales mix of a company remains constant.

3.3 Case Analysis

The case analysis takes SPT Company as an example. However, some values of
income in this paper were hidden because of the privacy requirements of data
source. SPT Company is a road passenger transport company in Lishu, Siping,
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Jilin Province of China. During the period of 2014–2016, it lost passengers year
by year because of long interval timetables, dilapidated vehicles and poor quality of
service. Many passengers chose to ride illegal taxis or even reduce travel frequency.
At the end of 2016, the average seat occupancy rate was less than 30%. For instance,
one vehicle run three round trips per day, and its monthly CVP analysis can be as
follows: I = 7000(yuan), C = 14, 000(yuan), P = − 7000(yuan) < 0. As a result,
SPT Company had serious losses and several routes were cancelled.

Traditional services were not sustainable any more for SPT Company. Thus, it
reformed its management principles and improved its business modes as well from
March in 2017. It bought new vehicles and launched customized services among
Lishu, Guojiadian and Wanfa. At the end of 2017, SPT Company already had 66
specific routes, 154 vehicles and 275 employees. During 2017, its volume added up
to 877,000 passengers and 24.45 million kilometers. As a result, it turned a loss into
a profit.

4 Conclusion

This article describes customized passenger transport service as a feasible manage-
ment innovation in the field of road transportation market and proposed an analysis
framework of customized passenger transport service to calculate financial results
based on Cost-Volume-Profit analysis method. The case analysis based on SPT
Company results in success. It indicated that road passenger transport companies
need to reform management principles and improve business modes, and they could
benefit from launching customized services. Future directions could be improving
the analysis framework of customized passenger transport service and expanding
data.
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Optimization of Closed-Loop Supply
Chain with Changes of External
Environment

Kuan Yang, Lin Tong, and Wei-Jin Xu

Abstract In the closed-loop supply chain where the manufacturer as a recycler,
the cost of recycling is inversely related to the cost of remanufacturing. When
the external environment changes (the establishment of government carbon tax
and the interruption of raw material supply), the manufacturer can reduce its total
cost through the game between the number of remanufactures and the number of
manufactures. Therefore, we can study the relationship between carbon tax and
supply disruption on the total cost of manufacturers, in order to minimize the loss
of manufacturers caused by changes in the external environment. In this paper,
the average total cost function of the manufacturer is established. The feasibility
of the algorithm and the effectiveness of the model are verified by lingo, particle
swarm optimization and genetic algorithm, and the optimal strategies are given by
numerical analysis.

Keywords Optimal strategies · Carbon tax · Supply disruption

1 Introduction

With the advent of economic globalization, the whole supply chain system presents
more and more complex links, so today’s supply chain is threatened by complex
environment than ever before. For the manufacturing industry, the changes of the
external environment have a great impact on the profits of enterprises, focusing
on the environment and supply disruption problems. Remanufacturing can relieve
environmental pressure to some extent [1], thus more and more researchers pay
attention to carbon dioxide emissions and carbon tax policies in supply chains [2–
4]. Haddadsisakht and Ryan [5] provide a three-stage hybrid robust model, which
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considers the carbon tax with tax rate uncertainty. Wang and Guo [6] studied the
optimal operation strategy of multi-cycle hybrid manufacturing/remanufacturing
system considering carbon tax. Supply disruption as a major research area has
achieved a lot [7–10]. However, these studies focus on one aspect of environmental
or supply disruption, which often coexists in reality. Considering the limitations
of existing research, this paper considers the environment and supply disruption as
factors, establishes the total cost function model of the manufacturer, and gives the
manufacturer’s positive coping strategies through numerical analysis.

2 Format of Function

In the closed-loop supply chain the manufacturing and remanufacturing process is
shown in Fig. 1:

2.1 Notations

Consider a closed-loop supply chain where the manufacturer as the recycler that
defines the parameters used as follows, as shown in Table 1.

T, m, n, q are decision variables, where T means length of a manufacturing and
remanufacturing cycle; m presents for number of remanufacturing lots, while n
is number of manufacturing lots, and q is the required minimum quality level of
returned products.

Raw material 
inventory

Recycling   
inventory

Manufacturing

Remanufacturing

Manufacturing 
inventory

Remanufacturing 
inventory

Serviceable  
inventory Customer

Raw material

Recycling

Fig. 1 The manufacturing and remanufacturing process
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Table 1 Parameter definition

Symbol Meaning Symbol Meaning

a, θ Parameter of the buyback
cost function

p Buyback cost ratio

b, ψ Parameter of the recycling
rate function

d Return rate

c, δ Parameter of the
remanufacturing cost
function

ω Probability of supply
disruption for the raw
materials from the primary
supplier

D Demand rate α Marginal recycling rate
(1-β) D Manufacturing rate Sm Remanufacturing

installation cost
(1-γ) D Remanufacturing rate Sn Manufacturing installation

cost
d1(d2) Purchasing cost per unit of

raw materials charged by
major (secondary) suppliers

em (en) The amount of carbon
emissions from unit
remanufactured
(manufactured) goods

hs (hr, hraw) Holding cost per unit time
of serviceable (returned,
raw materials) stock

Hm (Hn, Hr, Hraw) The average inventory cost
of remanufactured
(manufactured, returned,
raw materials) products

Craw Purchasing cost for raw
material per unit

Tm (Tn) Time interval of a
remanufacturing
(manufacturing) lot

Cn Manufacturing cost per unit C1 Cost of carbon tax per unit
emission

C0 Ordering cost

2.2 Functions

In common closed-loop supply chain, the manufacturer’s total cost consists of
buyback cost V1, remanufacturing cost V2, manufacturing cost V3, inventory
holding cost V4-which is the sum of Hm, Hn, Hr and Hraw, raw material cost V5,
ordering cost V6 and setup cost V7 (as in [11]). Note that in this article we assume
that the quality of returned products q obeys the standard normal distribution, q ~ N
(0,1). In addition to the above costs, this paper takes environmental and supply
disruption into account, so carbon tax cost V8 and supply disruption cost V9 are
contained as follows:

V8 = C1 [αDem + (1 − α) Den] /T (1)

V9 = (1 − ω) (1 − α) Dd1 + ω (1 − α) Dd2 (2)
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To sum up, the average total cost function ATC is as follows:

AT C = V1 + V2 + V3 + V4 + V5 + V6 + V7 + V8 + V9

= aD (Cn + Craw) be−ϕq+ θ2−2θ
2 [φ (1 − θ) − φ (q − θ)]

+ cDCnbe−ϕq+ δ2+2δ
2 [φ (1 + δ) − φ (q + δ)] + (1 − α) DCn

+ 1
2m2 hs (1 − γ ) α2DT + 1

2n2 hs (1 − β) (1 − α)2DT

+ 1
2hr

[
α (1 − α) + α2

m
(1 − γ )

]
DT + 1

2hraw(1 − α)2 β+n−1
n

DT

+ (1 − α) DCraw + C0/T + (mSm + nSn) /T + C1
T

[αDem + (1 − α) Den]
+ (1 − ω) (1 − α)Dd1 + ω (1 − α) Dd2

3 Optimization Algorithm

In this paper, particle swarm optimization algorithm and genetic algorithm are
used to calculate the optimal value—avoiding limitation each other (Flows of these
algorithms are shown in Figs. 2 and 3). Meanwhile to confirm our calculated
result to verify the model of the recycled products in closed-loop supply chain, we
achieve the computational results by particle swarm optimization algorithm, genetic
algorithm and Lingo.

Fig. 2 Flow of particle
swarm optimization
algorithm

 Start

Random initialization of the 
swarm

Calculating the fitness of 
each particle

Updating  particle position and velocity 
according to fitness 

Computation of the fitness 
of each particle

Updating the global optimal Gbest 
fitness value

Achieving global optimal position?

End

Yes

No
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Fig. 3 Flow of genetic
algorithm

Start

Generating an initial 
population

Calculating Individual 
Fitness 

Selection

Crossover

Mutation

Satisfying Termination Conditions 

End

Yes

No

Output Optimal Solution 

4 Results of Numerical Analysis

Table 2 shows that the largest gap between particle swarm optimization (PSO)
and genetic algorithm (GA). It is not difficult to find that the two algorithms have
the same trend of change, which shows that the solution has not fallen into local
optimum comparing particle swarm optimization (PSO) and genetic algorithm (GA)
to solve the model. Both of the two algorithms and models are feasible.

From Tables 3, we can see: (1) When the environment (carbon tax) and the
quality level of recycled products are stable (q = 0.3, C1 = 3), the average total
cost increases with the increase of the probability of supply disruption. Once supply
interruption occurs, it will bring serious losses to the enterprise—the increase of
cost (shown in the Table 3 as the increase of ATC when ω = 0 and ω = 1) (2)
Manufacturers can minimize the average total cost by adjusting the quality level
of recycled products to the lowest level to meet the recycling requirements, and
changing the proportion of remanufacturing and manufacturing times. (In this case,
when q = 0.1, m:n = 1:1, the average total cost can reach the minimum value under
supply disruption; when q > =0.2, m:n = 1:2, the average total cost can reach the
minimum.)
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Table 2 Gap between PSO and GA

θ δ m n q T ATC q T ATC GAP (%)
By PSO By GA

4 0.5 3 1 0.1462 7.7849 50341.48 0.1491 7.4757 50342.24 −0.0015
1.0 2 1 0.2380 6.8362 50814.65 0.2281 3.7857 50964.41 −0.2939
1.5 1 1 0.3527 6.0158 50998.63 0.3538 6.7043 51018.26 −0.0385

5 0.5 3 1 0.1428 7.8051 50268.44 0.1407 7.1054 50269.32 −0.0018
1.0 2 1 0.2283 6.8513 50649.07 0.2033 4.2545 50712.07 −0.1242
1.5 1 1 0.3398 6.0643 50918.61 0.3342 6.6400 50930.37 −0.0231

6 0.5 3 1 0.1401 7.8142 50177.39 0.1305 7.2107 50185.33 −0.0158
1.0 2 1 0.2019 6.8725 50538.28 0.1976 4.9052 50569.56 −0.0619
1.5 1 1 0.3156 6.1547 50818.52 0.3112 5.8369 50821.60 −0.0061

Table 3 Optimal operational
strategies (Different supply
disruption probability when
C1 = 3)

q ω m n ATC

0.1 0 1 1 48,487.33
0.5 1 1 52,159.83
1 1 1 55,832.34

0.2 0 1 2 48,961.05
0.5 1 2 52,692.92
1 1 2 56,424.79

0.3 0 1 2 49,376.18
0.5 1 2 53,156.65
1 1 2 56,937.13

0.4 0 1 2 49,740.23
0.5 1 2 53,560.56
1 1 2 57,380.77

0.5 0 1 2 50,054.45
0.5 1 2 53,907.29
1 1 2 57,760.14

0.6 0 1 2 50,324.39
0.5 1 2 54,203.91
1 1 2 58,083.43

0.7 0 1 2 50,553.36
0.5 1 2 54,454.72
1 1 2 58,356.08

0.8 0 1 2 50,746.65
0.5 1 2 54,665.89
1 1 2 58,585.13

0.9 0 1 2 50,909.08
0.5 1 2 54,842.96
1 1 2 58,776.84
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Table 4 Optimal operational
strategies (Different carbon
taxes)

q C1 m n ATC

0.1 1 1 1 49,800.18
3 1 1 49,956.33
5 1 2 50,073.48

0.2 1 1 1 50,297.21
3 1 2 50,453.80
5 1 2 50,567.90

0.3 1 1 1 50,734.78
3 1 2 50,888.37
5 1 2 51,002.73

0.4 1 1 1 51,116.41
3 1 2 51,268.34
5 1 2 51,383.55

0.5 1 1 1 51,445.18
3 1 2 51,595.58
5 1 2 51,711.15

0.6 1 1 1 51,726.57
3 1 2 51,876.20
5 1 2 51,992.46

0.7 1 1 1 51,965.07
3 1 2 52,113.90
5 1 2 52,230.51

0.8 1 1 1 52,166.24
3 1 2 52,314.72
5 1 2 52,431.88

0.9 1 1 1 52,334.57
3 1 2 52,482.63
5 1 2 52,600.08

As shown in Table 4, these conclusions can be draw:

1. From the aspect of government, it can increase carbon tax to promote manufac-
turing. With the increase of carbon tax, the cost of carbon tax for new products
will increase. In order to reduce the cost of carbon tax, manufacturers will
increase the number of remanufactured products and reduce the production of
new products.

2. For a given carbon tax (formulated by the government), enterprises can minimize
the average total cost by recovering the quality level and remanufacturing and
manufacturing ratio. (In this case, when C1 = 3 enterprises can choose the best
ratio m:n = 1:1 if the q = 0.1; choose the best ratio m:n = 1:2,if q > =0.2, shown
in Table 4)

3. We get an interesting conclusion: the proportion m:n of the lowest total average
cost decreases with the increase of carbon tax, which seems to be contrary to
the theory—The increase of carbon tax means that the cost of remanufactured
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products is more advantageous than that of new products. Enterprises should
increase the number of remanufactures if they only consider carbon tax. Thus,
m:n should be increased. The reason may be that in our numerical example, the
increase of carbon tax cost and inventory holding cost per unit of remanufactured
products is greater than that of manufactured products. Therefore, the increase of
carbon tax reduces the remanufacturing rate and manufacturing rate.

5 Conclusion

Based on the closed-loop supply chain of the manufacturer as a recycler, this
paper establishes the total cost function model of the manufacturer considering the
influence of external environment changes (carbon tax and supply interruption). By
comparing PSO and GA algorithms, the validity of the model and the feasibility
of the algorithm are proved. The results show that when the external environment
changes, manufacturers can take effective measures to minimize the negative impact
of change.
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Study on Strategic Transition
of E-commerce Companies Based
on Capability Reconfiguration

Bo Hu

Abstract Under the background of Internet and large data, electric business
enterprise how to take advantage of existing, to achieve strategic transformation,
achieve sustainable development, is currently the bottleneck problem urgently to
be solved. The paper analyzes driving factors of strategic transition of e-commerce
companies led by Alibaba Group and JD Group. Then the paper tells in detail the
method of strategic transition based on capability reconfiguration, which means to
improve the six main factors under the influence of capability reconfiguration.

Keywords Capability reconfiguration · Strategic transition · Driving factors

1 Introduction

China’s e-commerce has developed to the top of the world under the tide of
Internet + and big data. At the same time, traditional enterprises have also
transformed into e-commerce businesses. Fierce competition within the industry
and cross-border competition are also common. The bottleneck period of China’s
e-commerce enterprises begins to appear. Driven by the mobile Internet, the e-
commerce industry develops rapidly and seeks new ways to break the bottleneck,
forming a new pattern of joint development of online and offline, spot and futures,
wholesale and retail, urban and rural circulation markets. In this context, how e-
commerce enterprises respond to the rapidly changing market environment, and
when the Internet era is changing to the era of mobile Internet, it is a thorny issue
for e-commerce enterprises to timely find problems, reshape their capabilities and
make appropriate preparations for strategic transformation [1–3].
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2 Analysis on the Causes of Strategic Transformation
of E-commerce Enterprises

As the external driving factors of strategic transformation, the macro environment
and industry environment force e-commerce enterprises to realize that the new
external environment changes not only bring opportunities but also challenges to
enterprises. In the fierce market competition environment, e-commerce enterprises
have to cope with new difficulties, make timely adjustments, and find their own way
of transformation [4, 5]. The internal driving factors of strategic transformation are
the reflection and adjustment of enterprises. Internal and external driving factors
interweave to promote the strategic transformation of e-commerce enterprises.

2.1 Macro Environmental Driven

Network and the improvement of the search engine, interactive community plat-
form technology, the popularity of social networking tools such as QQ, WeChat,
the improvement of the electronic payment, the development and application of
big data, cloud services and the Internet of things such as the development of
technology, for the prosperous development of e-commerce provides important
technical support, and lead the electronic commerce to the direction of more
efficient and convenient. In 2018, Internet coverage will be further expanded, “of
network infrastructure in poor areas will be gradually open up, and the “digital
divide” “will be bridged more quickly”. Mobile traffic charges dropped significantly,
inter-provincial “roaming” became a history, the threshold for residents to access
the network was further lowered, and the efficiency of information exchange
was improved. The Chinese government strongly supports the development of
e-commerce [3, 6]. In 2015, the general office of the state council issued the
action plan on the in-depth implementation of “Internet+circulation”, promoting the
“Internet+circulation” action, promoting the innovative development of circulation
and the transformation and upgrading of real enterprises [5, 7].

2.2 Industry Environment Driven

Firstly, China’s e-commerce sector has now passed its period of supercharged
growth. Chinese e-commerce enterprises generally face the “last mile” problem
of e-commerce logistics in the domestic market. Solving this problem well can
provide help for e-commerce enterprises to go deep into third-tier and fourth-
tier cities and develop rural e-commerce business. In the era of mobile Internet,
the integration of online and offline will be accelerated in combination with the
“Internet+circulation” action plan. The development of cross-border e-commerce
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and rural e-commerce will be the new commanding heights of the e-commerce
industry. Secondly, In the aspect of cross-border e-commerce, the whole market
has grown from high-speed to high-quality and centralized, and the market pattern
has become stable. Traditional B2C, C2C, B2B to develop C2B, O2O. The sellers
ignore the buyers’ brand psychology, the vicious cycle of price competition on
the Internet, the shopping gap of online shopping and other reasons make the
customer-oriented market put forward higher requirements on customer experience.
In addition, traditional industries have also been transformed into e-commerce [2, 3,
6]. In the face of competition, e-commerce companies with strong online business
capabilities have been jointly setting up O2O platforms with offline brick-and-
mortar stores to get through the online and offline business layout. With the gradual
penetration of technology in the O2O field, O2O has entered a new era of technology
enabling merchants.

2.3 Enterprise Development Needs

From the perspective of the enterprise itself, this paper analyzes the interrelation
and influence among corporate vision, corporate culture, employee quality, financial
status, organizational structure and other factors, and explores the internal driving
factors of corporate transformation. Innovation is always the key to respond to
change and enhance competitiveness in the era of mobile Internet, and how to
consolidate and strengthen innovation culture is the key point that enterprises
need to explore urgently. Organizational structure reform is a problem that every
enterprise must face. Finding an organizational structure suitable for the current
development stage and future development direction of the company is the basis
for the healthy growth of the enterprise, and also an important driving force for the
transformation of the enterprise [8, 9].

3 Strategic Path Selection of E-commerce Enterprises Based
on Capability Remodeling

3.1 Key Elements of the Strategic Transformation
of E-commerce Enterprises

Strategic transformation means adaptive change in the new environment, which
needs to be based on management upgrading, capital operation as a means,
cultural transformation as the core, to promote strategic industrial upgrading for
the purpose, to improve the overall quality of employees as a guarantee. So
how to achieve a successful strategic transformation, that is, what are the key
factors of strategic transformation? Six key elements are required for successful
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Fig. 1 Diagram of key elements of strategic transformation

strategic transformation of e-commerce enterprises [5, 7]: (1) on the premise of
accurate value positioning; (2) build core competitiveness; (3) construction of
organizational control system; (4) reasonable capital operation; (5) cultivate a good
corporate culture; (6) pay attention to reserve talent training. These six elements
are interrelated and affect each other. Strategic transformation needs to be actively
adjusted under the driving force of motivation, and it is these six key elements
that play a qualitative role in promoting strategic transformation in the process of
implementing actions. Figure 1 show the key elements of strategic transformation.

3.2 The Strategic Transformation Path of E-commerce
Enterprises

3.2.1 Remodeling Based on Risk Identification Capability

In terms of value positioning, for e-commerce enterprises, they should choose
their business fields and core business scope, guard against products or services
with poor quality, buyers and sellers with poor credit and investment fields with
more bubbles, reduce the possibility of risks, and improve their risk identification
ability. Core competitiveness, the electricity business enterprise to innovation in
team effort, and in his own has the advantage of resources and capacity, on the
basis of maintain or develop new superior resources and abilities, to form a stronger
core competitiveness or new core competitiveness to adapt to the environment,
thus reducing the risk probability and improve the ability of risk identification.
In terms of organizational structure, it is an optional strategic transformation path
to change organizational structure, set up relevant departments or increase the
investment of relevant technical personnel for risks that need to be specifically
prevented, or cancel and merge inefficient organizations, or flatten organizations so
as to curb bureaucratic ethos. In terms of corporate culture, it is people-oriented,
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pursues high quality and excellent service, and encourages innovation, so as to
reduce the problems of inferior products or services, form a positive and active
team atmosphere, generate good ideas in operation, prevent risks, and improve the
ability of risk identification. In terms of talent construction, friendly cooperation and
healthy competition among departments are encouraged to create a good working
environment and growth atmosphere for employees and attract more excellent
employees. With a good talent pool, risk identification will naturally improve.

3.2.2 Remodeling Based on Offline Promotion Capability

In terms of value positioning, when choosing the core business scope, it is
necessary to deeply understand and tap the needs of customers to create a good
user experience, so as to reshape the offline promotion ability of e-commerce
enterprises. In terms of core competitiveness, the core of O2O offline promotion is
online payment. Therefore, e-commerce enterprises with conditions should strive to
build core competitiveness in finance and payment, and those without conditions
should create opportunities to make use of this core competitiveness [6, 7]. In
terms of organizational structure, the integration of online and offline needs the
joint operation of e-commerce enterprises, offline enterprises and stores, and the
exploration of a new competitive and cooperative profit model. In terms of corporate
culture, a performance-driven culture should be cultivated to enable employees to
work actively in a good atmosphere, make efforts to expand offline business and
improve offline promotion ability. In terms of personnel training, the O2O model
originated from the United States and has just started its exploration in China.
Therefore, in terms of personnel training, on the one hand, talents with relevant
foreign work experience should be introduced; on the other hand, talents with
understanding of China’s O2O model should be cultivated patiently. In addition,
we should also pay attention to absorbing the rich experience of excellent personnel
from offline enterprises or stores, so as to lay a foundation for facing customers face
to face, providing quality services and building our own brand image [6, 8].

3.2.3 Remodeling Based on Logistics Distribution Capability

In terms of value positioning, platform mode, self-run mode and self-run +
open hybrid mode are the mainstream operation modes of e-commerce today.
Choosing different modes means different requirements on logistics distribution
ability. Choosing self-operation mode requires e-commerce enterprises to have
higher logistics distribution ability. For example, JD needs to establish its own
logistics and warehousing system. However, the selection of platform mode requires
a relatively low level. The logistics and distribution capability it lacks should be
made up by third-party logistics service providers, such as Taobao, a subsidiary of
Alibaba. The choice of value orientation is closely related to the promotion strategy
of logistics distribution capability.
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In terms of core competitiveness, if the core competitiveness includes logistics
and distribution capability, the logistics and distribution capability can be remolded
by concentrating resources to maintain or improve the core competitiveness. If the
core competitiveness does not include the logistics and distribution capability, the
existing core resources can be used to provide logistics and distribution services, and
the logistics and distribution services can be remolded without affecting the perfor-
mance growth and development of enterprises, or the new core competitiveness can
be cultivated and the logistics and distribution capability can be enhanced. In terms
of organizational structure, self-operation requires more manpower and financial
resources to be invested in organizational construction and management becomes
more complex. However, the improvement of logistics distribution capability is
obvious [8, 9]. If the problem of logistics and distribution is solved with the help
of external forces, the organizational structure construction does not need to spend
too much resources on logistics and distribution business, and the streamlined
organizational structure will be more suitable for e-commerce enterprises [6, 9]. In
terms of talent cultivation, it is necessary to cultivate the innovative consciousness
of talents and technical talents in big data, cloud computing and other aspects, so
as to make preparations for solving the “last mile” problem and promoting the
development of rural e-commerce and cross-border e-commerce.
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Identification Method of Taxi Drop-off
Location Based on Combination
Retrieval

Haitao Yu, Tianze Xu, and Randong Xiao

Abstract The past, the GPS locating closest to drop-off time was selected as the
taxi passenger’s alighting position, but due to equipment failure, urban buildings,
and complicated network, the accuracy of identifying the alighting position was low.
In order to solve this problem, we designed a taxi drop-off location identification
system based on combined retrieval. By searching the historical database, the taxi
trajectory is reckoned, and the drop-off position is calculated based on the trajectory.
Experiments show that this method has higher computational efficiency, and the
accuracy is significantly improved compared with the GPS position matching
method.

Keywords Taxi · Drop-off location · Roads · Inverted index · Finite-state
machine

1 Introduction

The analysis of residents’ travel demand requires analyzing all the trip modes of
OD, including taxi, online-hailing car, bus, subway, etc. [1]. Due to the relatively
old equipment and the separating of ordering system from positioning system of
existing taxi system, the data of each order from taxis only contains information
such as time, distance and price, not including the position where passengers’ get
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off position, Only by matching the get-off time with the GPS data uploaded by
the positioning system at a certain time interval can obtain the drop-off position of
passengers. However, because of the interference of GPS signals by the problems
of equipment and pile in the city, the GPS data quality of the taxis is poor. Some
positioning data deviation is too large or the adjacent GPS data interval is too
long, so the accuracy of calculating the alighting position only depending on GPS
registration point is low. Therefore, to solve the problem of accurate extraction
of taxi drop-off location, this paper proposes a method of taxi drop-off location
identification based on combination retrieval.

2 Characteristic Analysis of Relevant Data

Since the taxi passengers’ getting-off time is not synchronized with the GPS
uploading time, the GPS positioning point may be far away from the passengers’
drop-off position, which cannot be accurately obtained via GPS data. As shown in
Fig. 1.

More than 20% of the time differences between passenger arrival times in taxi
order data and the most recent GPS data were greater than 30 s. The average speed
of floating vehicle in Beijing is 20 km/h. When the time difference is more than 30 s,
the position deviation between GPS positioning point and actual drop-off position
exceeds 150 m, so these GPS data cannot be directly used for drop-off position
calibration. Therefore, only the GPS position information with a time difference of
less than 30 s is matched as the passenger’s drop-off position.

For the case where the time difference is more than 30 s, the drop-off position can
be calculated by means of TLINK data [2]. TLINK data is based on taxi GPS data
and can be used to characterize the trajectory of a taxi. It can express the track of a
taxi in a certain time period. TLINK data contains Recording time, Taxi ID, Road
ID, and Running Speed. The Recording time is the time when calculates TLINK
data through GPS information, the taxi ID is the unique identifier of the vehicle,
The road ID is the unique identification of the road in the road network, and the
Running Speed is the average speed of the taxi on each road based on GPS data.

Fig. 1 GPS positioning deviation
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Fig. 2 The position relationship

The roads with the same recording time and the same taxi ID constitute the driving
trajectory of the vehicle.

According to the TLINK data structure, the drop-off position can be estimated
from the TLINK data. Combined with road network data, the recorded time, running
speed and drop-off time are matched to calculate the driving distance of the taxi on
the continuous road, and then the accurate drop-off position is calculated. However,
according to analysis of TLINK data, about 80% of the roads records before and
after the alighting time are discontinuous, so it is impossible to directly calculate the
drop-off position by the above method. Figure 2 shows the spatial relation between
the discontinuous path and the drop-off location.

By filling the discontinuous roads completely, the precise drop-off position can
be calculated based on the road network data. The discontinuous roads can be
supplemented by the continuous roads of other vehicles in the historical database
containing TLINK data. After the continuous roads is obtained, we can calculate
the precise drop-off location.

3 Proposed Method

3.1 Basic Strategy

Firstly, read the taxi order data and calculate the time difference between the arrival
time and the recent GPS upload time for each order data. If the time difference is
less than 30 s, then the drop-off position can be directly matched by GPS registration
point. If the time difference is greater than 30 s, check whether the TLINK roads
before and after the order alighting time are continuous. If the path is inconsecutive,
the historical data is used to complement the roads and then calculate the drop-
off location [3]. Retrieve all eligible driving routes through TLINK historical data
and fill in the roads with statistical driving modes [4]. It is divided into two
steps to search for eligible driving paths. First, search the eligible taxis and the
corresponding recording time, which often exceed thousands of vehicles. Then, the
actual driving path is retrieved according to the vehicle and time, and the driving
path selected by more vehicles is selected as the driving mode. The passenger drop-
off position is calculated after the driving mode is applied to the discrete roads.

Theoretically, the more data, the better the effect, but it will also reduce the
calculation efficiency. Moreover, according to the calculation principle of floating
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vehicle system, TLINK data is stored in chronological order. For the extraction of
historical trajectory model, this storage method has a very large memory overhead.
We design a fast search of Combination method. Firstly, we use the thought of
Full-text Retrieval to establish inverted index [5]. Then the inverted correspondence
between road and taxi ID is constructed. Index compression technology is used to
reduce the storage overhead and quickly extract eligible vehicle number and time.
For the case that the number of qualified taxis exceeds 10,000, we have designed
a pattern matching machine, which can accomplish the matching of all taxis and
the extraction of TLINK trajectory data in one traversal process, thus reducing the
overall time overhead.

3.2 Build Inverted Index and Compression

Figure 3 shows the inverted index structure. Taking the road ID as the key word,
the associated vehicles and the time passing through the road are collected into an
inverted list to establish inverted index. When searching the road, only a specific list
needs to be traversed, which can reduce the number of retrieval and time saving. In
order to reduce the space occupied by the index itself, the index only records the
necessary information. The vehicle data in the inverted list only record the taxi ID.
The format of the recorded time in the historical data is YYYYMMDDHHMMSS,
for example, 20191201175047, which represents 17:50:47 on December 1, 2019.

Index files for large amounts of historical data undoubtedly occupies a lot
of space and should be stored after compression [6]. The D-gap compression
method is to sort the records, and then use the first value as the reference [7].
Subsequent values only record the difference between consecutive values. We use
D-gap method to compress the time records in the inverted index list: only the first
record (date, hour, minute, and second) is saved in the sorted inverted list. For the
subsequent time, the time difference from the previous time is stored. Table 1 shows
a comparison of the inverted list before and after compression.

Fig. 3 Inverted index

Table 1 Compression contrast

Before compression 20191201175407 20191201175108 20191201175117 20191201175133
Compressed 20191201175407 21 9 16
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3.3 Retrieval Method Based on Pattern Matching Machine

The general method of multi-keyword matching is to match each keyword with a
text string. This method needs to match several times to get the matching result.
The pattern matching machine based on the finite state machine. [8] can get the
matching result in one traversal process and save the retrieval time.

The pattern matching machine is constructed according to the keywords K,
including a set of states, state transition function NextMove(s, a) = s

′
, output

function Output(s) = K
′
. Firstly, constructing the goto function goto(s, a) = s

′
and

failure function fail(s) = s
′
, and then calculate the state transition function based on

the goto function and the failure function.
After building the pattern matching machine, input the text string into the

machine, and search the state transition function to move to the next state according
to the current state and input characters. Finally, the match result is returned based
on the current state and the output function.

3.3.1 Construction of goto and Output Function

For example, suppose K = {NB1, HG1, HG2, MLP} is the set of keywords. To
construct goto function, we should construct a goto graph. Enter each keyword into
the diagram by adding a directed path to the diagram starting from the state 0. A
path from state 0 represents a keyword and adds state and goto functions only when
necessary. Figure 4 shows an example about adding new state and path. HG1 and
HG2 has been added in to goto graph. When the keyword HG2 is added, state 2 is
reached from state 0 according to the goto function, since goto(2, 2) = null, so a new
state 4 and goto function goto(2, 2) = 4 are created. Because 2 is the last character
of HG2, create the output function output(4) = HG2.

3.3.2 Construction of Failure Function

Define the depth of state s as the length of the shortest path from state 0 to state s. To
calculate the failure function, we first calculate the state with depth 1, then calculate

Fig. 4 goto graph
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the state with depth 2, and so on. We make fail(s) = 0 for all states s of depth 1. In
order to calculate fail(s) of depth d, consider each state r of depth d-1 and calculate
as follows. Define a as all the characters contained in the keywords.

1. if goto(r, a) = null, end.
2. Otherwise, for each a such that goto(r, a) = s.

(a) Set s
′ = fail(r).

(b) Execute s
′ = fail(s

′
) until g(s

′
, a) �= null.

(c) Set fail(s) = goto(s
′
, a).

3.3.3 Construction of State Transition Function

Construction the state transition function NextMove(s, a) = s
′

based on the goto
function and the failure function. Start at the state 0 in the goto graph and traversing
each state in depth. Consider each state s and perform the following actions.

1. for each symbol a in keywords
2. if goto(s, a) = s

′ �= fail.

(a) NextMove(s, a) = s
′
.

3. Otherwise, NextMove(s, a) = NextMove(fail(s), a).

4 Experimental Verification

In the experiment, 500 taxi orders from Beijing within one day were randomly
selected as test cases. The historical database contains 10-day taxi GPS data and
TLINK data. The size of GPS data is 81.2G and the size of TLINK data is 57.6G.

The index of improving retrieval efficiency is defined as follows:

η = 1/t ′ − 1/t

1/t
× 100%

η stands for the improvement rate of retrieval efficiency, t stands for the time of
simple traversal, and t

′
represent the time of adopting the method in this chapter.

Supposing the retrieval task is 1, 1/t represents the efficiency of simple traversal and
1/t

′
represents the efficiency of the algorithm in this chapter. The above formula can

be used to measure the percentage of efficiency improvement.
Figure 5 shows the relationship between the improvement of combined retrieval

efficiency and the number of vehicles retrieved. The more vehicles retrieved, the
higher the retrieval efficiency.

Figure 6 shows the calculated passenger drop-off location compared to the actual
drop-off position of the order. The average speed of floating vehicles in Beijing
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is 20 km/h, and the maximum distance error of GPS matching is 150 m based on
the calculation of 30 s. Statistics the error distance between the calculated drop-
off location and the actual drop-off position of the order. The error of 84.2% of
the calculation cases is less than 150 m, and good results are obtained for the
discontinuous taxi alighting position. Based on the identification results of taxi drop-
off location matched by GPS, the accuracy of the overall taxi passenger drop-off
location identification method reached 95%.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we studied the method of identifying taxi drop-off position based
on combined retrieval. In order to calculate the drop-off location, except for the
traditional GPS data matching method, the method of retrieving continuous moving
tracks similar to the target is used to retrieve the travel trajectory of other vehicles
stored from the historical database in the case of poor quality of GPS data. In order to
balance the time complexity and space complexity of retrieval, all vehicles passing
through a specific roads are first retrieved by searching inverted index, and then
the multi-keyword retrieval of these vehicles is merged into a single retrieval by
means of pattern matching machine, and the continuous road chain of each vehicle is
obtained during single traversal. Through the statistics of roads, the driving mode of
vehicles is obtained. Then, the driving mode is used to supplement the discontinuous
roads. The drop-off position is calculated according to the continuous roads. As
future work, first, we can continue to increase the number of historical databases
and further improve retrieval efficiency; In addition, a more scientific method can
be adopted to extract the driving patterns of vehicles from all the roads retrieved and
construct the pattern library. By filling the discontinuity with the pattern library, the
times of retrieval can be reduced and the computing efficiency can be improved.
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